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PREFACE

This dissertation represents another of a growing number of case 
studies of internal labor migration in less developed countries, 
other studies if this type', a central concern is to explain why some 
men chocraeL^to 'ryigrate while others choose to remain in their present

In contrast to most other studies of this'type, the -scope of

As in

location.

this thesis is restricted to in-migration into urban centners within 
Kenya. FurthermortT, rather than relying primarily on census data, 
original data on migration flows and income levels were generated
through thec=use of a survey^ Also, an explicit attemfit is made to test
some of those more recent raigration''theories which seek to incorporate
urban..unemplo>Thent as an integral'part of the explanation of the rural- 
urban migration process.

The approach to the subject is basically in the human capital 
tradition, seeking to explain migration on the basis of the expected 
costs'and benefits to be derived from a spatial move. Although emphasis 
is placed on the expected costs versus the e.xpected benefits to migration, 

consideration is given to the push versus the pull aspects of 
migration and to the formulation of the selection process which deter

mines who migrates and Kho chooses to remain, 
sidcration is giverr-to the 

. some non-economic fa^toj^-^gr^onsiderod
' The et;^rical work is based primarily on a 

who were resident in one of Kenya’s eight largest urban centers at the

■^ome"

Throughout, primary con- 
economic determinant^ of migration although

as well.

survey,of 1,444 men
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- . tine of-the survey and liho'had migratod thord'during tlie period of 1964 
to f968. Tlio nature of the questionnaire used in the survey enables two 
cotiplenentary aiiproaches to the subject. The one approach is" in the form
of regression analysis based on the migration jnd income histories of the

In addition, the questionnaire containedraigrailts,-involved in the survey.
■ ' a'variety'bf questions designed to gain the migrant's opinions on nhy ho

moved, how long he intended to stay, and what he thought of life and work 
.In analysis of these responses is presented along within urban centers.

' the regression results. .. -

case study of this type could have bee
Kenya proved to be suitable in the sense that

out in any one
of a ntenber of countries.
.rapid urbanization based on urban in-nlgration was taking place under 
the conditions of a rural-urban wag?^f^^tial and rather widespread 

Furthermore, the Government of the Republic ofr
urban unemployment.
Kenya granted permission for the study and provided the co-operation
'necessary for the success of the project.

In addition to acknowledging the vital co-operation of the
the author wishes to express his appre- 

ciatioh to John R. Harr\ and Michael P. Todaro for granting permission 
to carry out this aspect of their larger research project and for their 
assistance in preparing earlier drafts of parts of this thesis.

. Similarly, 1 wish to acknowledge the. assistance of my thesis committee. 
Professors Robert E. Baldwin,'Theodore Morgan, and Marvin P. Miracle. A 
note of thanks Is extended as well to the many students wh5 carried out 
the interviews, assisted in the preparation of the data for computer 
analysis, and typed the various manuscripts involved.

various goveimment officials

Here special
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mention must bo made of Mrs. Elaine Borman, who_played a key role in 
preparing the^data. Miss Elena Spielman who'typod earlier drafts 
thesis, and Mrs. Georgina Buddick kKo typed this final draff. Also, ^ 
special mention must-be made of Mr. Robert Scott of the Computing Centre,

of the•

Universit/’College, N'3,irobi, for valuable assistaflte in prograimiing and
of the Government of Kenyqfor making the arrangements for the,.

Treasury computer, and to the members of the programming staff of-the
use

.Social Science Research Institute the Oniversity of Wiscoi^sin for 
similar assistance.

Also, the author- wishes to acknowledge the assistance provided
first, thereby the various institutions that made this study possible.

for Development-Studies, University College, Nairobi^ 
and more specifically the Director, Pi^^?'sl^*Jaraes Coleman, who .arranged
is the Institute

for-the use'of Institute facilities and the availability of research 
assistants. -Wi terms of financial support, special mention needs to be 
made of the Mid-West Consortium for the grant enabling my family and 
to spend a year in Kenya, the Rockefeller Foundation for providing money 
for-i-nterviewers and research assistants, the Government of Kenya for 
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-•.tional year of research ‘at .the University of Wisconsin, and the Graduaj^ 
School of the University of Wisconsin for a grant for computer time at 
the University of Wisconsin.
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- r‘ CHAPTER I

’ RURAL=>URBAN LABOR MIGRATION AND URBAN;; UNEMPLOYMENT:•V
THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

A distinctive characteristic of labor markets in Africa has been . ,

to those areas where wagethe migration of people from a home a: 
employment was available.
Independence was granted, the important areas of wage eraployment in many

1 In more rec^t times, especially since

African countries have tended to be centered in the towns and citie-s.
As a result, the I960's have been chasajiCfe^N hy a distinct "drift*' of 
people from rural areas to urtun centers. At the same time, the existence 
of-a large number of urban uhemployed has b'een creating a situation which 
is of growing concern to.both politicians and social scientists-alike.^

^Eliot J. Berg, "The Economics of the Migrant Labor System," 
Urbanization and Migration .in West Africa, ed. Hilda Kuper (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1965), p. 160. ^

^The existence of both rural-urban migration and urban unemploy- 
''•laent is so apparent to the observer in Africa that the presence of these 

phenomena' is merely assumed, in the literature without any real attempt 
to document the dxtend of the problem. Some examples are Josef.Gugler,
"On the Theory-of Rural-Urban Migration: The Case 6f Subsaharan 
Africa,*' Sociological Studies- 2: . Migration, ed. J. A. Jackson (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1969J, pp. 134-155; P. C* W. Gutkind,
"African Responses to Urban Wage Bnployment," International Labour Review, 
XCVII (February, 1968), pp. 135-166; John R. Harris and Michael P. Todaro, 
"Migration, Unemployment and Development: A'Two-Sector Analysis-," The 
American Economi'c Revi^, LX (March, 1970), pp. 126-142; Robinson G. 
Holil^ter, 'Manpower Problems and Policies in Sub-Saharan Africa," 
Intemational-Habour Review, XCIX (May, 1969), pp. 515-532; and Michael P. 
Todaro, "A Model of Labor Migration and Urban Unemployment in Less 
Developed Countries," The American Ecbnomic Review, LIX (March, 1969), 
pp, 138-148. ^ *
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In the cas« of Kenya,'during the period between the 1948 and 
1962 censuses, the number of Africans residing in tovms with a population
of 2,000 or more increased from' 3.1 to 5.-3 per cent of the total African

rates of the eight towns and^population.^ The estimated annual growth 
cities'under consideration in this study are given in Table 1.1. The

totals for these eight urban centets represent 85.5 and 80.1 per cent 
respectively of the total urban population for the years 1948 and 1962.

same 'The estimated annual growth rate for Kenya's population during, this
period is just under three pe^ent.'*

Infotraation on the extent of urbanicatj^ since the 1962 Census
is limited indeed. For the 1962-1970 period, the Town Planning-Section 
of the Nairobi City Council uses estimates of annual growth rates

--
ranging from 4.9 to 7 per cent for the city of Nairobi and an estimate
of 5.-2 per cent for all the other towns in Kenya.-Unpublished

^Kenya, Statistics Division, Ministry of Economic Planning and 
Development, Kenya Population Census, 1962, Vol. Ill: /African 
Popul'ation (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1966), p. 27.

'*The difference. in -the population/totals between 1948 and 1962 
indicates an annual growth rate of 3.3 per cent. Etherington, on the 
basis of fertility studies, etc., proposes the median growth rate of 
2.94 per cent or the modal growth rate of 2.64 per cent are likely 
closer to the actual growth rate. D. M. Etherihgtoir, "Projected 
Changes in Urban and Rural Population in Kenya and Its Implications 
for Development Policy," Education, Employment and Rural Development; 
the-Proceedings of a Conference Held at Kericho in Sgptembe.r, 1966, 
ed. James R. Sheffield (NairobTi East African Publishing House, 1967), ^
pp. 54-74. Orainde, in hi-s study of. Kenya's population, accepts 
Etherington's estimates. S. H. Ominde, Land and Population Movements in_

•' Kenya (London: Heineoann Educational Books, Ltd.
^Nairobi City Council, Town Planning Section, City Engineer's 

Department, City of Nairobi Planning Report No.l; Population (Nairobi,
1967),

1968), p. 85. •

Figure 19..
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I
statistics from tho Town' Planning Department of the Ministry of 
Settlement of the Government of Kenya indicate the use of a rate of 
T.J'per'Cent to project the annual growth rate of African population in 
bothvwfhe urban and peri-urban sections of Kisumu for the period 1967 to 

■ 2000. In an unpublished census of'lhika which was completed in 1968 by 
'M^msha Onyango, Housing Officer for the Thika Munic^al Council, 
population total of 29,463 is indicated.

J

I
I

a

i

i
TABLE 1.1.—Estimated growth of African populations in the eight largest 

urfeM centers
••v

Rate- of Growth 
(p6r cent per annum)Population

1948
Population

1962
*

Urban Center

6.S64,3^7Nairobi

111,847 7.142,853Mombasa
*

7.25,336 14,119Kisumu

6.312,845 30,189Nakuru

7.615,0595,408Eldoret

11,352 10.52>806Thika

8.0• . 3,041 8,919Nanyuki

6,256 9.1. 1,858Nyeri

138;544 353,987Totals*

’*The population totals are understated sanewhat in that they do 
not include the peri-urban regions around Nairobi and Kisumu. These . 
peri-urban regions contained approximately 73,000 and 30,000 Africans 
respectively, as of the 1962 Census.
Source:

\

Kenya, Statistics Division, Ministry of Economic Planning and 
Develotgaent, Kenya Population Census, 1962, Vol. Ill: African 

- - - 1966), p. 23., Population (Nairobi: Government Printer

r
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Coinparablo data oa‘the extent of urban unemployment are not as 
readily available.The practical difficulties involved in tabulating
the actual number unemployed are extensive when many ni^n are "under" 
employed," others are only temporarily in the labor market, while still 

. others are merely visiting in the towns to determine whether they want 
' to stay. No.doiibt a second reason why data are not available is that the 
publication'of such s^atistics-would be politically explosive^ A com

parison-of employment data for the years 1965 to 1967.: with the estimated 
growth rates for the eight urban centers indicat^ that some towns 

* probably exjperienced increasing "rates of unerapfoyment while others may 
■ have experienced decreasing rates-of unemplp)naent.^ >

V

Associated with such a shift is the spatial location of people;
from a rural area: to an urban center, there can exist a variety of a.

economic) social and political costs and benefits. For example, 
economic costs are incurred in the. actual move itself as weli as in-the 
provision of housing, sewer and water facilities, schools and other . 
amenities in the urban centers for the incoming, migrants,. Furthermore,

■ an economy Incurs a very, real cost if the migrants are employed less 
■ : ‘ productively following migfa.tion than prior to their migration.' The in-

■ -crease in crime, marriage lireakdown, etc., believed to be associated with
•rapid urbanisation and widespread unemployment is an example .of the social 

/ ^ ^ costs involved. • Politically,; a potentially explosive situation exists in

C.
■ ®Kenya,, Statistics DiyislOn; Ministry of Econpmic Planning and 

•Development, Statistical Abstract. 1966. p. 154; and Kenya, Statistics 
Division, Ministry of Economic Planning and Develonment. Statistical : 
Abstract. 1968, p. 165.

?For a-discussion of some of the possible benefits of rural- 
urban migration see Marvin P. Miracle and Sara S. Berry"Migrant Labour 
and Economic DcvelopDent;"'Oxford Economic Papers (Mew Series),.XXII 
(March, 1970), pp. 90-104.

t
4r;



that a large rnraber of unemployed people are continuously present in the 
midst of .the signs of development so evident in urban areas, yet ti.ey 

not permitted to share in . these advantages of ec^mic deyclopment. 
More specifically, in Kenya, during the time'^of this survey, the

■ pronouncements of some public officials, the debate in the Kenya:. -■
‘

. Parliaiiient and the statements of'some social scientists led one to be-, 
lieve that Kenya was beset* with an urb^ unemployment problem bordering 
oif^risis proportions. Although it was not clear which of the above 
mentioned costs concerned the politicians- and social scientists most, it 

clear that the magnitude of these costs was sufficient to warrant 
serious consideration of various means pfrycontrollinfe the'net flow of

are

was

labor to urban centers. At the time, gpve^ment efforts, under the 
assumption that the migrants had' land'to wliich they could return. were

limited primarily to moral suasion by cal Ling on the urban unenip Joyed to 
Within government cixcl'es, interest was growing inreturn to their land.

Also, some consideration was being.rural development as a s'Olution. 
given to the spatial decentralization of industry as a possible.control 

The use of an.enforced back-to-the-land movement was not pro-measure^

posed openly, although the passage of an Anti-Vagrancy Act was certainly 
a move in that direction.

Presamably, the intention of these proposed solutions to urban 
unemployment is not to completely eliminate rural-to-urban migration, 
but rather to regulate size of the migration flow. This presumption 
is based on Kenya's desire to achieye economic development, the evidence 
of historical experience and the theories of economic devplopment 
conclude that economic development necessitates rural-to-urban migration.

In the early stages of development in countries like Kenya, the

which

/

♦* '
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' population is prcdominaotly dependent oil agricultural activity as a .•

As a result of the spatially diffused distribution 
of agricultural activity/ the population- during its early stages of 
development tends to be spread out over all of those areas which are 
suitablfe for agriculture. In contrast to agricultural activity, in^ 
dustrial activity tends to have a concentratedvspatial distribution.

■ Therefore, during the process of development, the agglomeration of
labor resources may become necessary, depending on the relative import- 

of industrial activity to the economy and the labor input 
coeffisj-ents of these'industrial activities.

It is on this point that the historical experience countries 
•which have realized a relatively high level of development provides a

First, all suat-*coantries have experienced

means of livelihood.

!

ance

rather unequivocal picit^re. 
a marked decline in the proportion of the population in agricultural-
activity. This is true even for those countries dependent on an export

Furthermore, these countries havesector based on primary products, 
experienced a rather distinct agglomeration of industrial activity,in 
urban centers. • As a result, the economic development of these

--41

countries has been_associated with a rural-to-urban shift in the spatial 
'"►location of the population.

In addition, economic development theories have tended to 
place considerable importance on shifting labor resources from the in- 

. digenous agricultural sector of the economy. This emphasis is especially
For example, the Fci andprominent in the "dual economy" literature.

Ranis model utilizes the re-allocation of labor from the agricultural
to the industrial sector as the criteria for measuring the degree of
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8success of dej/elopment. efforts.
Therefore, given Kenya's desire for economic dev^opment, a certain 
of rural-to-urban shift of the population is to be expecj:ed. The 

questions remaining axe when should thiS^'sTi/ft'-in the spatial location 

of th& population take place and what measures should be adopted to 
control the flow of migrants. In ^evaluating .thT*^^icability of pro

grams such as forcing people back to the land or increasing the.femploy- 
ment opportunities in t.h? rural areas as a method of controlling the 
flow of rural-to-urban migration, the pertinent questions that need to.

(1) what are the costs (both in terms^of explicit 
expenditures and in terms of modifying such goals as economic developnent) 
involved in these proposed solutions to urban unemployment; (2) what

derived from"*f^*e^^poVed programs; and (3) will * 
these programs in fact alleviate the urban unemployment problem.

objective ^this study is to provide 
the last question. More specifically, this study will seek to specify 
and quantitatively estimate the underlying deteirainants of the rural-to- 
urban migratory behavior that gives rise to the urban unemployment 
problem.

:?■

amount

be raised are:

are the benefits to be
The

answers to parts ofoverall some

* ®John C. H. Fei and Gustav Ranis, Development of the Labor
Richard D. IrwirT, Inc.,Surplus Economy; Theory and Policy (Homewood;

1964).

.A
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CHAPTER II

A MODEL OF LABOR MIGRATION

In a specification of tfie underlying determinants of rural- 
urban migratory behavior, several different factors need to be considered. 
First, what are the motivating forces which cause an-individual to move? 
Are the forces which motivate an individual to leave his present
location basically similar to the forces that motivate him to select

range of possible destinations? If^one particular destination from
the overall motivation for migration is broken down into its constituent
push and pull aspects, is it relevant aniT feasible to jneasure the
relative strength of the pull versus push forces? Furthermore, since in 

e area decide to move to some other area.general not all people in o^ 
what is the nature" of the selection process which causes some to decide
to move while others decide to remain?

In-a series of-recent studies on migration, both in the United 
States and in less developed countries, economic forces have been 
identified as a primary motivation for migration.^A, In a survey of

iLeatrice and John MacDonhld indicate studies on motives for 
migration are in general unimfoimative since they fail to see the need to 
separate out the motive for leaving an area from a motive for moving else
where. "Motives and Objectives of Migration; Selective Migration and 
Preferences"Toward Rural and Urban Life," Social and Economic Studies,
XVII (December, 1968), pp. 417-434.
"I ^Some examples-are'Ralph E. Beals, M. B. Levy and L. N. Moses,
"Rationality and Migration in Ghana," Review of Economics and Statistics,
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literature oir migration in Subsaharan Africa^ Gugler, concludes that
economic forces haVe been predominant as the cause of rural-urban . 
migration.^ • Building on the findings^of these earlier studios we present- 
in this chaprer a theoretical model of rural-urban migratory behavior , 
that is intended to provide an answer to the questions raised above. The 

’*approach is to "specify first those explanatory variables which are dis

tinctly economic in character and then to expand the model to include 
some noneconomic factors.

A rathexL^tandard approach to specifying the economic deter-
ividuals baserainants of migratory behavior is to hypothesize that 

their locational decisions on what they j)erceive'“to be their respective 
expected net income over time in different locations.**

C2.1) M.j(t) = f(V.(t), V.Ct), Dj-Ct))

is a measure of the number of people who movewheie:

XLIX (November, 1967), pp. 480-486; John C. Caldwell, African Rural-
Urban Migration;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
University Press, 1969); Lowell E. Gallaway, '^Industry Variations in 
Geographic Labor Mobilit)>^ Patterns," The Journal of Human Resources', 11 
(Fall, 1967), pp. 461-474; R. N. Harris and E. S. Steer; "Demographic- 
Resourde Push in Rural Migration: A Jamaican Case Study," Social and 
Economic. Studies, XVir.(December, 1968), pp. 398-406; Bruce H. Herri^, 
Urban Migration and Econbmic^Development in Chile (Cambridge: M.I.T. 
Press. 1965); Leatrice and John MacDonald, op. n't., pp. 417-434;- 
Cian S. Sahota, "An Edtonoraic Analysis of Internal Migration in Brazil," 
Journal of Political Eqonomy, LXXVI (March/April, 1968), pp. 21^245; 
and Lariy A. Sjaastad, "Income -and Migration in the United States," 
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Department of Economics, University of 
Chicago, 1961).

^Gugler, op. cit., p. 137.

**Larry A. Sjaastad, •'The Costs and Returns of Human Migration," 
Journal of Political Economy, LXX (October, 1962), pp. 80-93.

The Movement to Ghana's Towns (New York: Coltonbia
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from "i" to "j" during time period
"V" is the present value at time ”t" of an expected real 
income stream over some relevant time horizon; 
and is the money cost of moving from "i" to "j",

^ which includes forgone income and the cost of sustenance 
. as well as the actual cash outlay for moving.
For the purposes of this study an important consideration■is the

, is defined.mannej;»<jT, whioji the expected income stream, ‘and hence "V"
Assuming indivYduale are motivated by income maximization considerations,
then clearly the individual who chooses to migrate is hoping to realize 
the prevailing average income in the urban center of his choice. Never

theless, the nature of reality is such tha4-during some relevant time 
period he may be employed in the'inb'Sa^fii^ctor'or .employed in the 
traditional (including self-empjrjyment;) or totally unemployed. Therefore, 
as indicated by Todaro, the migrant’s'expected income from employment in 

■ the modern sector is a function of both the prevailing income in the 
modem sector and the probability of being employed there, versus being 
"underemployed" in the traditional sector or unemployed.^

According to the fodaro model, in any one time period the 
probability of being employed in the modem sector, say "P", is directly 
related to the probability, say "tt", of being selected as an employee

k

^Throughout this paper the subscript ".i" will be used to designate 
the source of migration while "j" ropr^sQnts the urban center of in- 
migration. The combination "ij" Indicates a move from "i" to "j". ’^e 
letter 'T' will be used throughout to indicate a functional relationship ^ 
whi^h need not indicate the same function each time it appears.

■%odaro, op. ciL

o
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from a given stock of unemployed and underemployed. Todaro assumes 
that the selection of such'sm employee is strictly a random process, in , 
which case, for any one individual in the labor force at urban center 
•’j”, the probability of obtaining a job in the moderA sector within ’’z" 

..time periods after migration, is-; ■ "

C2.2) PjCO) = TijCOj ^

and

C2.3) P^(l) = + {1 - TT-COj}

therefore

C2.4) P^Cz) = PjCz - - 1)1 iFjCz)'
*s

or

t-1z
C2.5) P-U) = n^CO) ♦ E Ti^Ct) -n {1 - TFjCs))

where: "iTjCt)" equals the ratio of new modern sector employment 
V. openings in urban center "j" during time period ”t"

relative to the number of accumulated job seekers in the 
same urban center during the same time period.

It should be noted here that such a selection process implies, for each 
individual, a- value of "P.” which varies directly with the length of

J . .
stay by this individual in urban center„Vj*'.

Combining this value for "P'* with the corresponding income 
prevailing in "j", the .expected income in urban center "j.'2*4uring an 

- individual's planning horizon caq^be expressed as:
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2

C2..6J- V-Ct) -■/. P.Ct)j t=o i

where: is the average teal income of individuals
"employed iti the modem sector at time'*'t" in urban 
center "j";
"r" is the number of iime periods in a migrant's plan

ning horizon; ^ -

' and "r" is a discount rate reflecting the migrant's 
degree of consumption time preference. .

In a similar manner, it is possible to express expected income
in a typical rural area, say "V^" in the Todaro Model), in terms

income in ’’i'* and the probability of realizing thisof the average
income, say "P^”.

Incorporating the above definition of an expected income stream 
into a standard incoipe maximization model we see an individu3l comparing 
the average real income in urban center '’j*' and the probability of 
getting this income with the sum of his expected real income if he stays 
in "i” plus the cost of moving from "i" to "j". -If only incerae 
maximization considerations'are relevant to the decision, then the in

stated alter-to ”j'* if Vj - V^. > D 
natively, to induce migration to some other location, the "pull" force 

- V^", must be sufficiently strong to more than cover the cast of 
moving. Furthermore, if more than one alternative location has a pull 
sufficiently strong to induce migration, then the selection of (pne 
particular migration destination will be deteiinined by the strongest 
pull force relative to the respective costs of moving to each of these 

Alternatively, if all individuals, regardless

■ dividual will move from ij-

■■Vj

alternative locations.

A
'IT
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of the rural area thej;^ come from, do in fact have an equal chance of 
being select^ for employment in,urban center "j", then the source of 
migrants will include all the rural areas which have an.^pected income - 
such that the inequality - V- > holds.^

. If we now expand the migration model tp include the possibility 
of more than one urban migration destination an^'inore than one rural -■ 

of migration, then it becomes necessary to introduce an 
additional income variable to enable an explanation of possible 
variations in the jnigration patterns between the various rural-urban 
combinations. The need for such an additional explanatory variable can

Let us' assume there is an

source

be illustrated with the following example, 
additional rural area "m” and an additional urban center "n" such that 
Vm > Vi. v„ > V., V„ - = Vj - > V„ - Vj.
In this situation there would be no migration from ”1" to "n'’ since the
respective pull force is not sufficient to cover the cost of the move. 
Furtheiroore, according to the hypothesis stated above, we would expect 
comparable migration flows between "i" and "j" and between "m*' and “n" 
•since the respective puli forces relative to the costs of moving are 
identical. Will these migration flows in fact be comparable? We

/

postulate that they will not be comparable because the residents of ’*i'' 
off if they stay in "i" than the residents of ”m" if they

Therefore, wT'^nsider it relevant-to add

are worse

stay in "m*’ since V^, > V^. 
the expected income in the rural area as an additional explanatory
variable which represents a measure of the respective push forces from

^This assumption of an equal probability of being selected for 
eraplflyffient in urban center relaxed on page 15.
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This addition would be in kepping with Priedlander’seach rural area.
observation with reference to migration over time from Puerto Rico 
where he noted migration may decline,-even though.income is rising in
both countries in such a.manner that the fncorae differential remains 
constant, since the rise in income in Puerto Rico represents^

• elimination of the push forces /rom Puerto Rico.
As a result of these separate specifications of the push and 

pull forc^ in mi'gratory behavior, equation 2.1 can be re-written in 
. the form:

8

- V.Ct), V^Ct).C2.7)

This'general hypothesis, which is limited to the economic

of andeterainarits of migration, is cons^^^re^to be a necessary aspect 
explanation of migratory behavior but, as it stands now, it is not

The existence of imper-considered to be a-efficient explanation, 
fections in thq way the labor,market operates could result in changes

In addition, thein the general results obtained from this model, 
model implies the existence of accurate information in each of the
rural areas with reference .to job and income availability in each of' 
the urban centers. Finally, recognition needs to be given to the 
possible role of non-economic forces as deteiminants of migration. 
Therefore, we propose modifications to a strict expqpted 
maximization model ta enable- us to encompass these additional aspects of

income

migratory behavior.

®S. L. Friedlander, Labor Migration and Economic Growth: A .
M.I.T. Press, 1965), p. 40.Case Study of Puerto Rico (Cambridge:

S.'S?:-'-
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The basic migration model, as stated above, is based on an 
• assumption of an equal probability of being selected for employment 

from a given' stock of unemployed. If, in fact, discriminatory hiring 
practices exist, then .this .assumption n^ds to be modified, which in 
tum rfesults in variations in the value of "Vj" as perceived by the 
residents in the various rural areas. Such discriminatory practices 

■ may be personal in nature where individuals from some particular" clan^ 
ethnic group or area*are given preferential treatment. Alternatively, - 
the discrimination may arise from the fact that any given stock of 
unemployed in "j" is not made up of homogenous labor, in which case the 
men with a higher level of education, more experience or of'a particular
age group may be.given preferential'treatment. To the extent that the 
discriminatory behavior affects total rurar-areas, the result will be 
variations.in "Vj" between rural areas. Such variations in "Vj" cause
variations in the pull forces even though expected income in the various

As a result, the discriminatoryrupal areas is basically similar, 
treatment would cause variations in migration flow? between the*various 
rural-urban combinations.. If the discriminatory treatment affects 
diffeTbritly the people within a rural area, then the result will be that 
some people within an area will migrate while .others choose to remain. 
For example, if-in rural areas there is little variation in expected 

• income'across all levels of education attainment, then the men with 
above average educational attainment may be "pulled" to "j" while the 
men with little or no education are not attracted because the)? perceive 
a lower probability of being employed and thus a lower "Vj" than in the 
case for the men, with niore education.

With reference to the implicit ass.umption on information'flows.
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therfe is a need to recognize the possible effects on migratory behavior 
of limited information-availability.or the availability of infoiroation 
of questionable quality^ If’the extent and quqlitj^ af information is. 
not distributed equaily between rural areas and within any one.rural 
area/ then we can expect variations ihiirtigratoiy behavior as a result of 
variations in the perception of earnings possibH-ities in various urban 
centers. In addition, the*variations in perceived expected income as a 
result of variations in the quantity and quality^of information available 
may explain part of the selg/^tion process within any rural area where one 
individual decides to move to some oth^r'urban center while a third 
person 'chooses to remain in the rural area. For the purposes of our 
model we postulate that information about income and job opportunities 
in urban centers is carried primarily by friends and fas«ly members. 
According to this hypothesis, the extent and destination of .previous 
migration from an individual's clan or immediate home area will 
determine the quantity and the nature of the information he receives.
This infoimationyWill determine his perception of ’’V" in each of the 
urban centers'and thus determine his migratory behavior.

The possible relevance of non-economic variables as determinants 
of migration is entered into our model in the form of consicnption 
preferences fdvoring the amenities available in urban centers relative 
to the amenities available in rural areas. We do not see these non-
economic variables as a sufficient cause for migration but, rather, 
given an economic incentive to move, variations ih amenity availability 
can'serve as an additional inducement to move’as well as a determinant 
of the particular migration destination selected. As in-the case of 
expected income, -we postulate the pull of amenity availability is the

1
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difference between amenities available in "j” and the amenities 
available in "i" relative to the push of amenitj" availability as njeasured 
by the level of amenities available in "i'*.

Incorporating some of these adtlitional hypotheses into the formal 
model, we obtain the following relationship:

(2.8) = f{V^(t) - V-Ct), V-Ct), Dj^j(t). E(t), Cj-Ct),
1 ■

AjCt) - A-Ct), A-Ct)}
where: "E" is a measure of the quality of the labor available 

for employment; -

’•C.." is a measure of clan contacts frora^"i’' available 
. in -j”:

and "A" is a meas^^^^^'^Senity availability.
Several questions'can be'raised with-reference to the complete

ness of this migration model. The first question relates to the 
' practical problem of empirical measurement. For example, it is difficult 
to incorporate into the variable ’’A” an adequate measurement of all the 
forces included in a "bright lights" hypothesis of labor migration. We 
return to this question in Chapter IV when we develop an econometric 
model to be used as a-test of this migration model. ^A second question 
relates to the inclusion of those forces which may bo relevant as an 
explanation of migratory behavior. For example, a variable measuring 
the cost of living in each urban center and in each rural area would be 
relevant if there are significant variations in the cost of living 
between urban centers and between rural areas. A third question^relates 
to issues which are conceptually relevant but are virtually impossible 

•This problem is indicated by Somers when he proposes that

X*>■.

to measure.

f
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the .gains from migration are primarily economic but the costs of 
movement are frequently non-econoraic and in a form which is difficult 
to measure.^ The validity of such a. conclusion is indicated by the 
studies in which distance mov^d ■ was used as a proxy for the- economic 
costs of movement, the degree of significance of such a distance 
variable has resulted in the conclus^ion that distance measures more than 

’■ the econolhic costs of migration.
As in these ottier studies, no explicit attempt is made to specify 

such non-econpmic variables in our migration modql. One possible option 
which can be'used to separate out some of these non-economic forces is 
to enter dummy variables for each origin of migration or, if feasible., 
for each major ethnic group involved in the migration process under 
consideration.

h

Summary

In this chapter we present a theoretical model which is intended
to explain the determining forces underlying rural-to-urban migratory
behavior. Primary emphasis^is placed on economic-variables with the
expectbd real income in both the rural migration source and the urban

•^migration destination and the costs involved in moving from the
location to the other entered as actual variables. In comparison with

*
other studies of internal migration flows, a unique aspect of this model

one

^Gerald G. Somers, "The Returns to Geographic Mobility: A 
Symposium," The Journal of Human Resources, 11 (Tall, 19^7), p. 428.

^^For example see Beals, et al., op.
Labor in Africa: An Economists Approach," ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^
XLIX (May, 1959); Sahota, op. cit.; or Sjaastad, "Income and Migration^ 
in the United States."

cit.; Walter Elkan, "Migrant 
The American Economic Review,

%
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is the inclusion of the. probability of obtaining employment in the 
specification of the expected income variables.

The. non-economio variables included in the migration model are 
the levels of educational-attainment of the migrants, a proxy for clan 
colitdcts from a rural area in the urban centers^-.^nd an iftdex of amenity

and urban center^/ Some other variables 
which are conceptualiy relevant but difficult to measure are mentioned

f • _ t •

but not included afe variables in the model.

/-• <

"availability in the rural areas
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.CHAPTER III
i

JEHE-CfiARACTERISTICS OF. THE MEN W
migrate TO'URBAN CENTERS'

descriptioiT of theThe purpose of this chapter is to present
Included in this description are the rural-

a

raen in the survey sample.
ovements of the men, their personal charac'lTeristics and someto-urb^><'mi 

tl of A comparison o^ this information with 
available information on the adult male population of Kenya enables'some

their background.aspec

. hypotheses on the selection process whicl^determines who migrates to an
The sourceurban center and who rejnain^n a rurai-area to be tested.

. of information for this chapter is the tabulations of the responses to 
the questions in the survey questionnaire,^.

The tabulations of questionnaire responses are based solely on 
In a number of tables, the province

i

the 1,091 survey questionnaires, 
of birth "does not correspond with the migration origin used in the
regression analysis. . The row heading, "urban center" includes the eight 
urban centers under consideration in this study. The number for any one 

bom in the urban center(s) located within theprovince excludes the men 
* province. Tanzania and Uganda were not Included itT-f'he regression

1a brief description of the sampling procedure and the survey is 
provided in Chapter IV-a'nd in Appendix B.'^'Thp sampling procedure mi . 
the administration of the survey is documented in detail in a previous

An Interim Report,"-(Nairobi:paper, "Rural-to-Urban Labour Migration;
Institute for Development Studies, Staff Paper No. 39, August, 1968).

4
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analysis*.

For a number of tables' the sample was divided into either two 
two education^j:atcgories to test for signifii^nt variation i^

The two education
age or

- responses among the two age or education sub-group
stitr-*grdups are the men' wbo have a maximum of primary education versus 

-Ithe men who have completed'at^least one year of secondary education.
r

There was np obvious dividing point to form the two age categories so 
the sample was divided at the median ag'e'.^- The result was a group of 
younger men'age 15 to 22 years, and a group of older men age 23 to 50 
years1

Tor a valid chi-square test, it was necessary to group'the data
categoi*ies to obtain a minimum of five observations ih any one table

test is based 'cell. As a result, unless stated a,.chi-square

four grovqjs of urban, centers. These are NaiT^bi, Mombasa, the 
**■ Western towns'^(Kisumu, Nahuru and Eld^t-), an.d the Central towns

(Thika, Nahyuki Nyeri). The probability'of obtaining^a'particular 
computed chi-square value by chaq.ce is designated with the symbol "a" 

The rural-urban migration observed in Kenya originated from 
six of Kenya's seven provinces^ On the western edge, bordering Lake

on

/

Victoria is Nyanza Province.This is predominantly a Luo area which
Western Province is located,cpntains one major urban center, Kistimu. 

north of Nyanza Province, 
any of the major ufban centers-;' More than 70 per cent of the migrations

This is a Luhya area which docs not contain

Western Province originate from Kakamega District, which is located
To the

from

approximately an equal distance from both Kisumu and Eldoret.
Ae next province is Rift Valley which included the former "white 

hlgh^nds" and now.contains both Nakuru and Eldoret. During the time

•V
east

•• N-
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of our survey there was very limited rurhl-to-urban migration from this 
province. The next province, Gcntral, contains the densely populated 
Kikuyu areas,.and includes all,the remaining urban centers except

Some three hundred miles east of Nairobi is Mombasa-;"Kenya's 
seaport ^nd the center of economic activity in Coast Province. In 
between Central and Coast Provinces is'Eastern Province, this is a 

.. rather sparsely populated area in which the Kamba.'^leru and Emba peoples

Mombasa.

predominate.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 indicate the magnitude of the migration flows' 
between the province of bifth and each of i;he eight urban centers. In 

, the nigrat^n flows are expresl^S as a percentage of the 
totals in each urban center, while'in Table 3.2, the mi'&ration flows are
Table 3.1

expressed as a percentage of the totai*aed#6'^F<$ih each province.
^indicates the distribution of the major ethnic groups 
eight urban centers. , ^

Some caution should be exercised in interpreting Table 3.2. In 
le was drawn in each urban center. Since the

Table 3.3
within each of the

^effect, a separate sam^. 
number of men selected in any one urban center was not necessarily pro-

theportional to the importance of that*center in the migration process,
ri^dicative

J
^total sample for the eight urban ceflters is not necessarily 

- of the total urban In-migration pbpulation.
These three tables indicate the importance of the Kikuyu of

' Central Province in the urban in-migration flows. The Luo of Nyanza 
■* _ Province-and the I'uhya of Kakamega District are the other two Important . ^ J 

sources. Although comparison with previous migration studies is. 
pUcat§d by the changes in provincial boundaries, there does appear to 
be a high degree of correspondence between these migration flows and

I

com-

4

/ ’
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the migration flows, evident in the 1962 census. For example, Om^nde 
reports the following breakdown of migration sources for Nairobi City: 
Central - 44.90 per cent; Nyanza --55.28 per cent; Rift Valley— 1.38 per 

- 16.70 per cent; and Coast - 1.48 per cent.^ The dis-.cent; Southern
Central - 12.25 per cent; Nyanza - 24.96 per- 

35.97 per cerit.^ For

tribution for Mombasa is:
cent; Southern - 24.23 per cent; and Coast - 
comparison with Table 3.1,.Nyanza Province would equal approximately the

'Current Nyanza and Western Provinces, while Southern would eqqal the 
current Eastern Province. The major exception here would be Embu and
Meru Districts which were previously in Central Province but now are in 
Eastern Province.

There is some indication of a positive correlation between the 
size of an Urban center and-the distaiK«jrfcO|(^d-in a rural-urban move.** 
For example, Nyeri_ draws^S per cent of its migrants from Central 
Province and Kisumu draws mainly from Nyanza and neighboring Western 

In contrast, Nairobi and Mombasa attract considerable 
numbers from most sources. This is especially evident for the Luo and 
the Luhya who must travel some two hundred miles to Nairobi, and an 
additional three hundred miles to Mombasa. Nakuru and Eldoret appear to 
be an exception to the general rule, although both draw from their most 
immediate surroundings, given that there is very limited rural-urb^ 
migration from Rift Valley Province. Nanyuki is not the excep;Uon it

Provinces.

✓

0-

. ^Omlnde. op. cit.. p. 124. 
■ ^Ibid.. p. 130.
^In the regressfen analysis—for the total sample,'the dBrrelation 

coefficient between log "Pi" and "I^" ranges from .34 in 1967 to .52 in 
/ 1964. The highest correlation coefficient is obtained for the

secondary education sub-group.
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would appear, since all but one of the Eastern Province in-nigrants are 
from the nearby Biibu and Heru Districts. Thika is a distinct jxception, 
although'the high degree of similarity in the distributions for Thika and 
Nairobi indicates Thika_ may be merely an extension of the Nairobi, labor

The' two centers are within twenty-seven miles of each .other.
,ent with the

market.

The age distribution of the migrants is con’^^e:

m predominate in the migrati^ process, 
the men were less than

hypothesis that younger men
Table 3.4 indicates that more than 80 per cent of 
thirty years of age at the time of migration. A comparison of the age 
dis-tribution of the,sample with the projected age distribution of adult

in the 15 to 19, and
The major deviation is the disproportionately 

large number of migrants in the 21 category which is offset by

males for 1968 indfcates comparable percentages 
25 to 29 age categories.

a declining proportion of the men above thirty who engage in rural-urban 
migration. There is very limitr#^ indication of significant variation in 
the age distribution of the men among urban centers (a=.l). 
variation in the age distribution of the men among provinces of-^irth is 
not significant

There-does not appear to be significant variation in the dis-

The

tribution of the marital status of the men in the sample versus the
Tab-le 3.5 indicates- comparable grbupof men in Kenya’s population.

52.5 per cent of the men in the sample are-single.
1962 Census, 41.5 per cent of the African men in the 15 to 49 age

^ A higher percentage of single men

At the time of the

category were reported to be single, 
in the sample was expected since the sample has a proportionately

^Kcnya, Statistical Abstract, 1966, Table IX.i, and Statisti^l 
Abstract, 1968, Table 17. '
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^/;:^'i^g^r Tvumber of younger men:r;;V: ; ' "

■ There is a distinct indfcation .of significOTt variation, in fhe' :

distribution of marital status among Urban centers Cn=-001) . iTijs 
' ' - variation, cannot explained on the basis of variations in the dis*
“■' -tribution of the.age-and education of the migrants among urban centers ‘ - 

within each-of^he age and education sub-'. .

' , 'categories (age: a=.01; education: a=.02). An alternative explanation 
^ is thatv4:ho-young "sehool leavers” tend to head for Nairobi once their* 

path to higher education has been cut off. hypothesis is not
borne'out by Table 3,5. Jt is Thika, Nakuru, Mombasa, and to some _ .

. extent Kyeri, but not Nairobi, that i|SCe^e yore than ave^e number 
of single men. A third possible explanation is a tendency.for the 
smaller tbwns, which draw migrants primarily^tort nearby areas, to ' 
receive married men who .leave.their wives in the home area, 
hypothesis applies to Nyeri but not to Hsumu nor to Mombasai^^ Possibly, 
the expljmaUon lies in differing social and cultural practices among 
ethnic groups. • ^

V
since it is evident also

This

'.p

With reference to the .education -variable, there is direct 
•evidence of a relationship between a migrant's education and his jro- 
pbnsity to migrate to an urban center. Twenty-five per cent of the 

* migrants have some secondary education while an Mditional 47 per cent 
have S'to 8 years of formal schooling CTable.*3;6). Of these men with 
S to 8 years of education, 7S per cent a^ear to have completed primary

...
Because of a lackrsof data, it is difficult to compare the dis

tribution of educational attainment for the comparable se^ent of
Kenya's population. AccorJfng to- the■:190Z Census^ the levels of
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TABLE 3.6.—The percentage distribution of the levels of educational - 
attainment of the men who migrated to each of the eight ^rban centers

Education

■-StandardsXo Formal 
Education

Urban - . 
Center 1'- 4 5-8

1%
34.041.7Nairobi ' 13.510.8

•re.o50.118.415.5Mombasa

20.921.7 45.811.6Kisumu

55.5 14^312.717.5Nakuru

30.^ 21.1Eldoret 38.59.6

35.0-52.5 
12.0 ■ -68.0

: .7.5* Thika 5.0

io!o10.0Jfanyuki %

34.27,6Nyeri

-25.447.1 ^14.8*-12.7Totals .

educational attainment of African men in the 15 to 59 age ctrte 
distributed as follows: no. formal education - 53.-5 per c^nt;
Standards I to 4 '^ 22.3 -per cent;.Standards-'^S tp 8 - 21.9 per ce^ —I 

Certainly the census distribution under-
: and

' ^rms 1 to 6:- 2.3 per cent.^

states the 1968 levels of educational attainment sinas^lrtfre have been
7-

slgnificant advances in the provision of educational opportunity in the 
pos^-Indepcndehce period, This is evident in the survey sample where 

r , 34 per cent of the men under twenty-three have j^ome secondary education,
while only 16 per cent of the'nen 'twenty-three and older have some 
secondary education. The comparison of the^urvey education distribution

f

^Kenya.'Statistical Abstract, 1968, Tables 17 and 19.

\
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with that-fron the census indicates the propensity ta migrate to an urban 
, area increases;'with education; , Of the men with some secondary education,,'

. ,S4 per cent were, in school 'the quarter prior to migration, . ' ,
second aspect of the reidtionsiip between the education andrural- 

urban migration which-is more difficult to explain Is the significant
variation in the drstributiahs within,the sample. One significant

A

' varlatiofp^the distribution of the' levels of educational attairanent 
•• among^^^ces of birth (C!=.001). Central ProvLce and, to a certaii

men in' the

s^ondary education group, viifhile,.jCoa5t and Eastern 
low number. Eastern and Rift Valley Proviitces^rovide proportionat^f 

formal schooling, while Coast and tiyanza Provinces*^ 
with*soM^^ary education. . This

- e;ctend, ffyanza Province provide proportionately
slide a

more men with no
. provide proportionately more men

variation could be' the result of variations’among provinces 'in the avail-
■ ■

ability of employment opportunities in rural areas or in the. quality of 
primary education, which .determines a student's ability tq compete for ' 
the limited number of secondary school admissions available in Kenya.
' , ;in addition, the diftribution of the levels of educational-
attainment between urban centershis significant (“=-^01). Furthermore,

, -'■there is significant variation among mban centers in the perform;pice on
Nairobi;.Thlka;_the KPE exams at the end of primary^education'^a=.01).

. and-Nyeri , receive ;a proportionately , larger number of
secondary-.education in contrast to Mombasa, Nakuru and Nanyuki which 

' receive a low number. ,'Nanyuki and Nakuru, and to a lesser extent Thika

men with some

and Mombasa, receive'a proportionately larger number of men who.have
Nakuru, .Eldoret and Mombasa receive a dis- .' S to 8 years of education.

proportionate i^umber of men with no educat^n,, Nairobi, Nyeri, Thika
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and Kisimu receive a proportionately larger number of men who have 
completed KPE. ■ . >

TABLE 3.7.—The percentage distribution of the levels of educational , 
attainment of the-menborn in each of the Provinces

Education o
No Formal 
Education

. Fomns 
• 1.-6

StandardsProvince • 
• of Birth 1 - 4 S - 8

^ 7.0 27.6''51.613.8Urban Center
'jSI.8 27.712.58.0Nyanzar

24.117.3 44.813,8Western

/ 25.710.3 46-. 117.9Rift Valley

-
44.5- 35.48.8Central

• 46,6 12.519.521.4Eastern✓

9.122,4 54.014.5Coast •

Uganda' and 
Tanzania . 25.^ 42.440.7 •21.9

47.1 25.412.7 14.8Totals

To some extent, this variation among urban centers may be explained 
by the variations in-educalional-opportimities in'the ^OTainant sources of 
^trtgration for eaclv^ban
with no formal schooling who go toNakuru, Eldoret and Mombasa may be 
the result of the high number of men with no formal schooling in Rift 
Valley and Eastern Provinces.^ Similarly, the large number of better 
-educated men in Kisinnu and Nyeri may be the result of good educational 
opportunities in Nyanza and Central Provinces. There may be somewhat 
of a tendency for the Nairobi-Th^ka market to attract a disproportionate

center.. For example, the high number of men

45.-
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number of men Kith secondary education and men with primary education
•. ■

who'have completed KPE.

TABLE 3.8.--The percentage distribution of KPE performance of the 
migrants who have completed’primary education

KPE_Performance
V

Ha''® ■Have Not Compfeted'Urban 
Center • KPE

70.729.3Nairobi-

‘ 51.248,8Mombasa

70.0•30.0Kisumu

"53.3 '46.7‘Nakuru

S0,Q50.0Eldoret

75.025.0Thika

65.234.8‘Wanyuki

80.619.4Nyeri

64.935.1Totals

In Table 3.9, the cross-tabulation of the education of the
In ^e 1962migrants and the education of their fathers is presented.

of education^^attainmept forCensus,-the distribution of the levels 
men in the 35 to 59 age category is as follows; no formal.education -

72.7 per cent; Standards 1 to 4 - 18.0 per cent; Standards 5 to 8 -

.9 per cent.^:>
This distribution,8.4 per cent and Forms 1 to 6 - 

which' roughly approxiflates the distribution of the age of the fathers'

’ibid.
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of the migrants, does not vary to any great extend from the row totals 
Therefore, migratipn.does not appear to be determined 

by level of educational attainment of the fathers, of the migrants.
in Table 4.9.

■ TABLE 3.9.—Cross-tabulation of the education of the migrants' and the 
. education of their fathers (peiipentages)'

Migrant's Education
No’ Forma! '' . Standards 
Education

> Education of 
the Migrant’s 

Father
'Forms 
1 - 6 Totals ^5 - 8 •1 - 4

No Formal 
Education 77.938.4 14.112.1 13.3

4‘

Standards 
1 - 4 6..6., 12.5.9 4.7.3

Standards 
S - 8 9.04.3.3

.4 .6.2Forms 1-6

25.4 10014.8 47.1-12.7Totals

The most important activity'^! the men in the quarter prior to 
obtainin/^n education (47.4 per cent). Only a small 

proportion of the men, 16.6 per cent, were engaged in farming. An 
-additional 19.6 per cent were employed for wages, wh^h niay have been on 

The variation between provinces of birth in the distribution of 
the nature of employment prior to migration is'TT^ificant (a=.001).

, ■ migration was

a farm.
8

®For the chi-square test, the four columns of Table 3.10 
Nyanza, Western or Rift Valley, Central and Eastern or Coast, 
rows were in school, employed for wages, self-employed or farming and 
employed part-time or unemployed.

I were 
The four

A
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The deviations from expected values are primarily in the in school, 
fannin'g and unemployed columns. Central Province has a proportionately 
larger number of-men- in school while Western Province has a low numb^. 
Rift Vall^ Province also has a high proportionate'^number but-is^-

V.’ith the exception of Western Province,

/

unimportant in the total sample, 
there is an inverse relationship'in^each Province between the number

‘ engaged in farming and the number unemployed. This distribution also 
varies significantly within each of the two age sub-groups (5^=.001).

Table 3.11 indicates the relationship between the nature of 
employment prior to migration and the migration destination. The 
variation in the distribution among urbar) centers is significant .

- (as.cro'l). In addition, the variation in this distribution is also ' 
significant within the two age sub-grotfE?§^’*i^^0O, and within the

The Nairobi-Thika labor market has pro-
two

education sub-groups Ca=.001). 
vided a strong attraction for the men who were in school before 

* migrating. The urban centers which draw predominantly fran Central
Province have a proportionately low number of men who were farming prior 
to migration. The unemployed are especially attracted to Nakuni,
Nanyuki and Nyeri. For Nanyuki and Nyeri,. these unemployed are largely 

the over twenty-two age categor)', while for Nakuru, the majority are 
twenty-two years or under. With the"^ception of Nyeri, the unemployed 
prior U) migration are almost exclusively in the primary education sub-
group.

One of the reasons why relatively few of the men were farming 
prior to migration is that only one third of the men have land which

In addition, 31 per cent of thethey can farm, (see Table 3.12). 
migrants either no longer have a father or their father has no land.
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Therefore, the majority of the migrants are landless and almost one-half 
of the men without lafid have' no prospect of obtaining land unless they 
can earn sufficient money to purchase it. - Furtheimore, in the four 
ce"lls in Table 3.12 which, indicate both the migrant, and his^ father possess 
land, approximately half of these claims are for the same piece of land. 
The Tjrigrant already refers to the land as his land, even though the 
"father ^till possesses it. _ • ' *'

v*
TABLE 3.12.--The percentage distribution of the amount of Ipd owned by 

the migrant and by his father

Migrant

Owns More 
Than Five AcresMigrant's

Father
Owns No 
Land

Owns One to 
Five Acres Totals

Migrant Has No 
Father \5.7 39.322.4 11.2

9.58.9 .6Owns No Land
Owns One to 

Five Acres .7 25.017.0 7.3

}
Owns More Than 
•Five Acres 26.24.34.117.8

\10010,766.1 23.2Totals

T

As indicated in Table 3.13, the urban centers that draw primarily 
the Kikuyu of Central and Rift Valley Provinces, or the Luhya of Western^ 
..^ro^nce, have been receiving migrants who have proportionately less land.
The dominant, deviations in Table 3.13 are in the three "Kisurau” cells

t
which account for two-thirds of the computed chi-square value (a=.001^
The variation in the distribution between urban centers also is ,/r

V ;
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.a=.001):' ■ significant within- the age and'oducation sub-groups Cage: 
a=.00U.®

—The percentage distribution of the amount of land ownedby 
the migrants in each urban center

'N

education:

TABLE 3.13.

Acres of ^L^nd
One to Five 

Acres
Five Acres 
or MoreUrban 

'■ Center '*■ TotalsNo Land

1006.419.3Nairobi 74.3

1009.559.4 3-1.1Mombasa

10028.739.531.8Kisumu

10016.4 10.5Nakuru 73.1

10069.'2 7.723.1Eldoret

1009.970.4 19.7Thika

lOQ '14.0 10.076.0Nanyuki

160*■ 9.57.183.4. Nyeri

lOt)10.723.266.1Totals

Summary

The empirical test of the model developed in Chapter II is based 
in part on information obtained from a survey of mgn who migrated from a 
rural area to an urban center between 1964 and 1968. This chapter pro

vides some of the characteristics of the men included in the survey 
sample.

’ ®The row’ limits for the chi-square test are no land, one to
three acres of land, and four acres or more.

S

Y X
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As-was the case prior to 1962, the rural-urban migrkiion flows
are dominated by the Kikuyu of Central Province, the Luo.of Nyanza^

There is some indicatiorProvince and the Luhya of Kakamega District.
^ tha^'^e distance over whic'h an urban center attracts rural resider ts 

varies directly with the size of the urban center. As a result, there 
y ^ is a distinct tendency for men to migra'te to the nearest urban center 

with the exceptioiTof Nairobi, Thika and Mombasa. Because of various 
similarities in the characteristics of the migrants in Nairobi and-Thika, 
a proposal is made that for the purposes of studying rural-urban 
migration, the two centers might be viewed as one labor market.

On the basis of the infoiroation in this_ chapter, a typical 
' migrant is likely to bo relatively young an^gi^er single or married 
' with a wife resident elsewhere {han in his urban center. In addition, 
he will likely have completed more^^ormal education than the average 

, Kenyan his age, and he will have less actua^l or potential claim to land 
ownership than is true for the average Kenyan. There are some notable 
exceptions to this typical picture. For example, a migrant in Mombasa, 
Nakuru or Thika is more likely'to be single, while a migrant in Kisumu 
is least likely to have a wife who is resident outside of Kisimu. Also, 
a migrant in, Kisumu is much more likely to have actual or potential 
'claims to land than migrants in the other centers. The limited claims 
to land is a possible explanation why farming is relatively unimportant 

' (16.6 per cent of the sample), as'an occupation prior to migration.

]

\
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- CHAPTER IV

THE REGRESSION MODEL

labor nigration model presented in Chapter II focuses 
attention on’the incidence of rural-to-urban migration. The-model 
indicates the various factors which enter into an individual's decision 
to either migrate to an urban center, or to remain in a rural location. 
To test ’this type of model adequately, it-would be necessary to inter

view permanent residents at both the origin and the destination of 
migration, as well as the people who actiM^’^lrate'from The 
location to the other. Since such a survey was beyond ourresour^

^^dS^d to tes’t a more limited migration model. In

one

capability, it wa 
^ this more limited model an attempt is made to explain the ratp of
migration from rural areas to urban centers on the basis of variables
which are average magnitudes for each combination of rural area and

This "rate of migration" model is based directly on the. * '^?ban center;

migxation model we developed in Chapter 11.
In specifying the precise relationships between the variables, 

we envision the following decision-making process, 
given educational level in area "i", with a g^ven ’7^” and "AT', re- 

• ceive a series of communications from the various urban centers con

cerning the prevailing magnitudes of "V" and "A" in each of these
On the basis of this information, as modified by the relative

* '
cost of moving to the various centers and by the extent of clan contacts

The residents of a

cehters.
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in each .urban center, a certain percentage (greater than or equal to - .

. ^zeroy of the residents of a given educational level in "i" decide to 
n^ove to an ufban center, say center "j". Assuming tMs jrelationship to 

6e- linear, we have at time*^" for a given level of educational 
attainment>

+ ajV.^Ct) ajDj. ♦ a^C.. +

a^N.

> C4.1) Mjct) = a

. ... + u

is now defined as the percentage of the residents 
in area "i" that migrates to "j";

- "Nj" is the number of pebifift^ill^iiban''Center "j";
to '15^*' is a series of dummy variables for 

tribal affiliatiori where takes a value of one
if "k” is the dominant tribe in "i", otherwise it is 
equal to zero;
and "u" is a random disturbance term.

To carry out a statistical test of this regression model, it was 
necMsary to obtain data on-rural.-urban migration flows and the expected 
income variables in both the rural areas and the urban centers. For 
this purpose a survey was carried out in Kenya during December, 1968.
The questionnaire was administered by some fifty students from the

where:

%

1

^Documentation of the sampling procedure and a description of 
the survey are included in an earlier paper, "Rural-to-Urban Labour 
Migration: An Interim Report," (Nairobi: Institute for Development 
Studies, Staff Paper No. 39, August, 1969). Copies of all instruments 
used in the survey and a brief description of the survey are attached 
as an Appendix to this thesis. .A
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University College, Nairobi.
s-r

Foi^sampling purposes, the relevant population included all the 
people who had migrated to one of the urban centers in Kenya. For

practical reTsons, the scope of the survey was limited ,to a population 
, ranging in age from 15 to 50 years,^ who had migrated to one of'of men

Kenya's eight largest urban centers since'Kenya's Independence (December, 
1963), and who were still resident in one of these urban centers. This

restriction on the survey meant losing the information of those migrants
This loss was offset by a considerable■ who had returned to a rural area.

reduction in the cost of the survey and in a simplification of the 
sampling procedure. Limiting the survey to men only did not reduce-the 
Validity of the statistical test and enabled us to use published sources 
of data which tend to be limited to men. A lower age limit of fifteen 

chosen since this is the break- typically found in these data .was

. The upper age limit was set deliberately on the low side to 
minimize the effect of the people retiring to rural areas after a period

Kenya's Independence was chosen as an

sources

, of employment in an urban center.
obvious reference point to which'all the respondents could readily relate
as each attempted to recall his migration, employment and income history. 

A critical decision for this study was the definition of the
respective areas involved iif both the origin and the destination of 

Again, both were defined in terms of what was practical,
Rural areas were

mi^r^ion.

given the availability of published data sources.
defined in terras of Kenya's administrative districts. This was the only 
geographical unit for which the needed ddta was available. This type 
of definition proved reasonably acceptable since the most recent re- 
districting had been based on the distribution of the major ethnic

/
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groups.

The migration destinations were limited to the nine urban centers 
than 5,000 resident Africans according to the 1962 Census, 

an^I^ch are typically included in the Ministry of Labour's Annual. Report. 
These nine centers are: Nairobi District, Mombasa Municipality,> Kisumu 
Municipality, Nakuru Municipality, Eldoret Municipality, Thika Township, 
Nanyuki Township, Nyeri Township, and Kitale Municipality. Subsequently, 
Kitale \fas dropped.since growth after Independence was limited to natural 
grovJth rates and, as a result, we were informed that we would not find in- 
migration there.

which had more

The goal of the sampling procedure was to select at random a set 
of buildings in each of the eight urban^cg^^^hd then.to interview 
the relevant men resident in each pf these* buildings. The selection of
buildings was made on the most recent maps available for each.of the 
urban centers.^ The preferred approach would have been to select buildings 
within any one urban center in proportion to the distribution of the 
relevant population throughout the urban center. Since the required 
information on the distribution of the migrant population was not avail

able, the existing information on the distribution of the total *

This proxy is appropriate, provided the 
and the variance of the number of people per bui lding is

population was used as a proxy.
com-' average

parable among different- areas of the urban center.
In the selection of actual buildings on a map, some stratification

by types of housing was carried out where feasible in order^ to reduce the 
In the majority of the. areas involved in the' cost of the survey.

list of the maps used is included in Appendix A.
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.sampling procedure, a table of random numbers was used in the selection 
The e.^ptions were in the' category ofof individual buildings.

temporary housing where actual buijdings were not indicated on the map
or where the location of buildings(e.g., Mathari-Valley in Nairobi), 

would have made it very 'difficult to^identify a particular house as in- _
dicated on the map (e.g., the peri-urban area of Kistsmu). In these latter
cases, the areas^involved were divided into identifiable clusters of 

' S; .

buildings; a cluster was selected at random, and then the interviewer 
was instructed to cover twenty houses located in the approximate location
of the selected cluster.

Using the approach of selecting buildings to obtain a sample of 
migrants, there was a tendency to rais^ tt^s^^grants not residing in 

buildings during December,-^96^'. if there were migrants who had

J

known

no residence and spent all of their time outdoors, then they were missed 
completely. An alternative situation was people residing in buildings 
not indicated on the map. In all cases where it was known that new 
buildings had been erected after the publication of the map, these 
buildings were incorporated into the samplingprocedure. Some examples 

Uhuru Estate in Nairobi and the new Municipal Council Housing inare

Thika. A more difficult problem was the unauthorized housing which did 
not appear on the available maps, 
corporate' all the small areas that exist throughout the urban centers.

Although it was not possible to in-

r\ ^)
rather extensive sampling was d^tjied out in known areas of unauthorized 

knowledge i.here adequate and representative samplinghousing. To our 
in the areas of unauthorized housing.

On the basis of this survey, 1,091 regular questionnaires plus
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dditional ,353 ''short", questionnaires were completed.^ 
completed questionnaires to known sample members was higher thao 80 per. 
cent. The primary f^son for not obtaining an interview was the in

ability to Tqcat(^the particular respondent.’ Eighteen men refused to’ 
■^“gran,t"an“interview.--TM/enty-one completed questionnaires had _fco be ,

-■ rejected since fhe^informatiA provided was incomplete. The questionnaire' .

was.designed,to cover up'to,a maximum of three urban in-migrjitions during 
"the five year period under consideration.
. multiple migrations, our sample includes urban-to-urban migration.

Combining this survey informatiorr:'on rural-to-urban and urban-to-urban

The ratio ofan a

■t/

To the extent that 'there were

migration with other published data, we obtain a matrix of information
. for 146 migration combinations. In the pages that fpllow we indicate

; measured on the basis ofhow each variable in the regression model was 
. the data available.^

The. Dependent Variable%

The dependent variable "M^jCt)'!» is measured in terns of the _ 
number of men in the sample who.had^migrated from "i" to "j" during some 
time period "t",' This variable is expressed in the form'of a percentage 

• wiTTch is obtained by dividing the number of migrants from "i'* to "j"
during, time period "t'‘ with the population resident in "i" as reported 
in the 196.2^Census. The preferred approach would have been to use only 

'/ the nlEiber of adult men resident in "i" but this breakdotm has not; bten 
: calculated for the changes in administrative districts which tooh place

. I

f

copy of these questionnaires is included in Appendix B.2 antf- S. 

- Study is included in Appendix C.
H
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after the 1962 tensus.: As,a result, it was necessary to use the total
population figures as giyen in the 1966 Statistica'i Abstract."

Expected incoae VariablesThe

Fbf tk^^inrpdses of fhis study ^ the key economic: Variables rh' 7 r
explanatory variables included in equation74.1:^re and, ,

^ ^ Implicit in this model is a decision making process in which-■ , ',
j.'--■ ■ ■ ■.^7 ■■ *■. : '■ .V'

: ' : M individual esrimates the present Value of his expected income if r

the: set of

he remdins in his present:location and the present value of his : :

On the'basis of- expected income if he moves to an urban center "j".
. the difference between these two values;, as modified by some ofherf:

- ' . ecohomic 'and social:, considerations, he thep:decides“’to_mpye to ”j'; :
•Theistandard procedure^^"^^ining the respective

" or

V to'stay::ln :"i".

values of the -various expected. income streams-would be to discount the.
relevant average income figures at some appreciate discount rate: over-.

■:

’"' the relevant time horizon. : : . ' i!'

: l^or this study, it is bur intonUen-to incorporate-into the 
,: calculation of the respective .present values the probability of gaining 

; emplo)natnb''’nb il’e prevailing .average, income.® ^The method used to in- '

.: i -tjorporate tKe probability of being employed utilized the identity that
■i ■

^^Kenya, Statistical Abstract, 1966^, Table 13a ;

* ^If all in-migrants typically recyiye Jobs-which pay less than
then this prevailing average income vrill be pro- 

‘ portiohately lower than th# average £pr all residents in ’’j". If the 
average wage for in-nigfantS'tends to be lower than the average for 

. all residents in '‘j“ because in-migrants accept the jobs available
when they arrive rather than wait for the job openings suited for their 

7' ‘ capabilities, then the probability of gaining enplo>ment in will
''., ' 7 reflect a degree of i^der-eftiplojanent. : _ ; v '
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income of a particular vintage of migrants to "j" must bethe average
equal to the product of the probability of these men gaining employment

level prevailing in-"]" and the average Income in "j". 
Similarly, the average^Tncome in "i" of a given vintage of migrants 
from "i", prior to their migration, must equal the probability of their 
being employed at the prevailing income level and the average income in 

-^On the basi» of these identities, we po_5tulate that potential 
migrants perceive their expected income in "i" in terms of their own

income experience in "i" and the past income experience in "i" Of

at the income

•V-
past

other recent migrants from "i". Similarly, they perceive their expected 
income in ”j" in terms of the current income ex^ricnce of previous^

Stated more formally, "V^" was measured'as follows:
• '■

migrants to "j".

■•■'yE
1) Ct(4.2) • V^^{t) = yE (t - 4)Ct - 3)

t-------------- r + -----------^ ♦ --------------4
(1 > r)^ (1 * -r)"* Cl * r)

, 2)Ct -

(1-H- r)

is the* average income in "i" in time 
r’x of the men who migrated in time "t”;

where:

- period ”t -

"i" in time"^(t 2)" average income in
period "t - 2" of the men who migrated in time
periods "t" or "t - 1“;

" is the average income in "i” in time 
pefiad ^*t - 3*' of the men who migrated in time
•^ct

. i periods "t” to "t - 2";
" is the average income in "i" in time"'^Ct-4)

period "t - 4“ of the men who migrated in time7

periods ’’t” to "t - 3";
*'r" is a discount rate reflecting the migrant's degree

4
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' so
of consumption time preference; ,

and ”t" refers to quarterly time,periods.

’’V " was measured in the same manner as "Vj" with the exception
3

that th^'T's" wer^ defined as follows:

"ht -1)
period "t" of the migrants in "j” who arrived in time 

' period "t - 1";
"’^Ct - 2)
period "t" of the migrants who arrived in time 
period *'t - 2", >etc.

'* is the average income in "j" in time

" is the average income in "j" in time

In calculating the "Vs", the income variables used included , 
business or farm sources, and'the value of

produce,

both cash income from Vvages^
income in kind in the form of fox)d, housing ..jjr^^^Slturai
In the calculations a migrant who was a student in a^articular quarter 
was not included in the set of observations-used to compute the expected 

The nature of the data placed limitations onincome for the quarter, 
the length of the time horizons open for consideration. Questioning on 
income was United to four quarters prior to migration so the "Vj” is

The nature of the urban data enablesbased on a one-year time horizon.
.us to consider a longer time horizon for "j". As a result, "V^" was3

The interestcalculated.for both a one-year and a two-year time horizon, 
rate paid for consumption loans was considered to be the appropriate 

We did not have actual information on the- prevailingdiacoimt rate.
interest rate on consumption loans but there was some consensus among 
Institute members and men from the Statistics Division of the Ministry

To. of Economic Planning that 16 per cent per annim was a likely rate.
enable a test of the model's sensitivity to changes in interest rates.
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‘estimated also on the basis, pf a 3 per'_ >the expected income values were 
cent and a 5 per cent rate per quarter, 
liminary calculations, it was 
quarters and a discoxmt rate of 3 per cent provided the best fit for the

On the basis of some pre

determined that a.time horizon of eight

regression no3aI. The results presented at the end of the chapter 
based on "these values. '

These expected incom^ variables can 
regression equation in several forms. Equation 4.1.a indicates migration 
takes place in response to absolute differences in expected 
alternative and-possibly preferable specification would be to express 
the rate^of migration as a function of relative Income differences. 
tV./V.). Although this-alternative formulation captures the Intent of

possibility oT-obtaining

be entered into the

income. An

-a separatethe migration model, it reduces the
measure for the pull^and the jjush forces to migration, 
this second specification can be considered a restriction of the nodel.

In addition,

For example, in the double-log form, this specification states that the
elasticity'of migration with respect to "Vj" and "V^" is equal but of 
opposite sign. In order to obtain the advantages of hptb approaches,

In the case ofthe regression results are reported in both forms.
• .relative income differences, a measure of high potential arable land per

capita was entered in the equation as a proxy for push forces.^

^Land area, measured in square miles per persoft, 'Was calculated 
.^from Kenya, Statistics Division, Ministry of Econonvic^nanning and 
Development, Statistical Abstract. 1966, Table 13.' These results were 

^ adjusted, to reflect the extent of "high potential" arable land in each 
district as reported in Table 75. Limited value is placed on the terra 
"high potential" since it is based solely on the amount of rainfall re
corded in each area. It is a bettor estimate of arable land available 
than total acreage, l>ut it ignores other relevant factors such as the 
existence of rough terrain and limited accessibility to markets for 
agricultural output.

V
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Kith referenc'fe to the,expected income variables, t' poss-iblc 

sources of bias exisrr First, the income variables will be biased If 
incomes in "i" and ’’j" have been changing at different rates. Since we 
did not have information bn the rates of change in income broken down 
by districts,- nb attempt, was made to adjust the values to counter a

f... ■ ■ . .

possibl^bias. A siiqiiar effect would be realized if prices are 
changing at different rates in "i" versus "j". The only price index 
available was for Nairobi so no adjustments were made for price changes. 
In Nairobi, the change in the price index over the total time period 
under consideration was 10 per cent with no marked change from year to

A second possible bias is in the probability of being employed 
siiice our sample includes .only those men who migrated to urban

who^^hbse to leave were

year.

areas

and remained there. Wc postulate that the mpn
more likely to be unemployed or employed at low wages, or they had 
above average earning possibilities in a rural area, 
these postulates apply, we have in fact overstated the probability of 
being employed in ”j" and understated the probability of being employed 
in ”i"> Both of these -have the effect of reducing the expected income

As a result, the existence of such a

To the extent that

differential between "i" and^'*j".
. bias wtil cause us to understate the effect of rural-urban income
differentials on migration. The degree of bias should decline as we 
approach the tii^of the survey since the recent migrants would still 
be in the urban areas even thbugh they are still unemploj^ed.

The Cost of Moving and Information Flows

For the purposes of determining the social and the econdm-f c^j 
costs of moving, two variables “D.and "C.have been entered.

ij ij
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Conceptually, the preferred approach would have been to net out the 
economic cost of moving from the difference in expected^income 
"i" and "j".
of moving, the distance variable has 
of the administrative districts, distance was measured from the approx-

i- i-'-
Dc-tweei'

Since it waS' not possible to measure the economic cosi 
been entered as a-proxy. In each

imate geographic center of the district. -As other studies have shown, 
distance tends to represent more than the economic cbst-tof moving. In

of the non-economic costs, ' " hasan attempt to separate t)ut some 
been enter'ed as a proxy for clan contacts from "1" available in "j".
Basically, is the number of people born in "i” who were resident
in "j" at the time of the 1962 Census.® Since these data had not been

to makeadjusted to accord with .the present districts, it was necessar> 
For the urban centers,w.other than-Nairobi andnumerous estimates.

the assumption was made that movement to the ur^an center 
proportional to the movement to the district in which the urban tenter 

For new districts, the contribution to movement was con

sidered to be the same as the districtCs) which existed previously 
adjustments were made to the 196? data to reflect possible movements in

WasMombasa

i
was located.

No

population after 1962.

Amenity Levels

As a measure of the pull effects of the "bright lights", an 
'amenity index was developed for each district and each'urban center. 
The calculation.of each index was determined by the availability of

8Kenya, Statistics Division, Ministry of Economic Planning and 
Development, Kenya-Population Census, 1962, Vol. Ill: African. 
Population (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1966), Appendix IV (c).
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felevant data, ‘'for the urban centers, tlie index «as based on cinema 
available, hospital beds available, secondary school classrooms 

of water consirned per month.

;•

seats
9

The index foravaflabl^;’-and gallons 
rural districts was calculated from the Regional Phygi^l Developmej^
Plan.for each province as developed by the Town Planning Department of

goth indices were computed on a 
Since our measure of amenity availability was

the Ministry of Lands and Settlement, 
per capita basis. Si— ... 
limited to indites, the decision was reached to combine tlte tv^o as a

The variable "N/’ has' been addedratio as presented in equation 4.1. 
as an additional variable to capture the possible effects of a wider

j

though the amenityrange of opportunity in large urban centers 
availability per capita is identical to that of a smaller urban center.

even

The Intercept Term

In order to capture the effect of possible discriminjrtory hiring 
practices between rural areas, the preferred approach would have been to 

" on the basis of the ^rrent income ex-
The

number of observations available -was not adequate to enable the use of 
thTS preferred' approach. Therefore, a set of dummy variables based on 
tribal affiliation was entered to capture any possible variations in

compute "V/’ relevant to 
perience'of only those migrants to "j" who have coije from "i".

migratory behavior, either because there are discriminatory hiring
or because there are variations among, practices in the urban centers

^Information on hospital beds and secondary classrooms was pro
vided by the Town Planning Department of the Ministry of Lands and 
Settlement. Twentieth Centur>' Theatre provided the information on 
cinema seats. The information on water consumption waa. obtained‘from 
the Town Engineers of the eight urban centers. 7
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ethnic groups in their propensity to migrate. For fhe purposes of this
variable, dominance in a rural area -was defined in terms of the largest

If thenmber resident in the area according to the 1962 Census, 
origin of migration was another urban center, all these dummy variables 
were entered as zero*

Variations in Migratory Behavior Between Education Groups and Between 
Age Groups .

Ii) specifying-^he migration model, we noted the possible 
discriminatory hiring practices which might arise if a given stock of 
unemployed in an urban center is not made up of homogenous labor, 
possible determinant of variations in the quality of labor which can be

Since the ex|^iatfat«i(^vaTiables 
entered as an average magnitude for a rural-urban combination, it is 
difficult to enter education directly as a varia\)’le. As a result, the

Such a division of the

One

measured readily is'education. are

sample was divided into two education groups, 
sample enables us to run a separate regression for each education group 
as well as for the total sample. In these separate runs for each
education group, the dependent variable and the expected income 
variables are^jneasured from the results within each education sub-group.
The other variables remain the same for all runs.

’

The two education sub-groups are the men who have completed up 
to a maximum of Standard VIII (primary education), versus the men who 
have completed a minimum of Form I (secondary education)... Tl\e Jevel 
of educational attainment was measured as of the time of the survey

Kenya Population Census, 1962, Tabic V.2.enya.
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which, in a few cases, was higher than would have been the case at the
sample is approximately 75 pertime of migration. The-breakdoim for

the primary education and 25 per cent in the secondary education
our

pent in
group.

Similarly, one would expect variations in migratory behavior be- 
To begin with, the potential time span for collecting 

between urban and rural is^
, so they have a greater Incentive to invest in a

■s

tween age groups, 
the difference in expected income 
longer foi^^ung
spatial move. Furthermore, it is to.be expected that the degree to 
which the future is discounted varies directly with age.

streams

men

As a result.
a move relative to the cost of making the move is less attraptive to

Finally, there is some indication that some time spent in an 
• *• •older men.

urban center may carry a degree of prestigdr^borderihg on initiation
into manhood. Therefore, im order to measure the possible variations 
in migratory behavior between age groups, the sample .has been divided 
also into two age groups to.enable a separate regression run for each
age group.

distinctly logical dividingFor the age groupings there
distribution of the age of bhe migrants, measured at the

were no
poj^t

■ time"of migration, was obtained and a decision was made on the basis of 
For each of the five years, 1964 to 1968, the age

s so a

this distribution.
in the form ofdistribution of the men who migrated in.a given year was 

a curve with only one maximum and with a median age of either 22 or 
^ 23 years. As^a result, the decision was reached to divide the sample

^^Albert Zucker,*''^Note on the Declining Tendency With Age for 
. InveTtment in Human Capital," The Journal of Human Resources, II (Fall,' 

1967), pp. 538-540.
^^Guglor, op. cit., p. 137. ^
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into two groups basically equal in size^ age IS to 22 years, and,23 to ' 
50 years.

A Double-Log Specification of the Model

Given the nature of the variables in the model, a double-log . 
specification seems appropriate. Such a specification has thepdual 
advantage of enabling.direct comparison with other similar studips and 
enabling the interpretation of the coefficients as elasticities. There 

^‘wo exceptions to this overall specification^^The distance 
variable "D.which tends to measure more than the economic costs 
of movement, is entered in a non-log form'since its negative effect o'n 
migration is expected to rise piipportionately faste^than the magnitude 
of "The amenity variable which is merely an index, is -

entered also in a non-log fomr since^the value of.this ratio may be 
close to zero in several cases.

are

Some question e raised about the use of a single linear
equation since the extent of previous migration to "j" relative to the 
rate of additional job openings win determine the stock of uneraploj^d’ 
in time ”t" and thus the probability of gaining employment during time 

' period.'V'. At the same time, the exodus of migrants from "i" can 
affect the expected income for '’i" if the marginal product of the re

maining people rises because some of the people migrated. 'Nevertheless, 
we'decided against a simultaneous system of equations since the Todaro 
model is one of disequilibrium as long as migration continues to take 
place at a rate different than the rate of job creation. Furthermore, 
the model specifically constrains the urban wage from adjusting to a • 
market clearing equilibrium through the existence of a minimum wage
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administratively determined. Uncinja4oymcnt arising from migration is the, 
equilibrating force over time. What we want,to test now is the hypothesis 
that individuals do indeed migrate in response to expected real v^rage 
differentials perceived- at some point in time. At a point in time, as 
perceived by a prospective migrant, the expected real wage differential 
and the other-explanatory variables are given.. Although in the dynamic 
model a decision to migrate can influence expected real wages, in our 
regression analysis we are testing the behavioral hypothesis underlying 
this model, namely that a person migrates given the existence of a wage 
differential. —*

The Regression Results

In the five sets of tables that foHow, we report the regression
t-ratios"'"tin parentheses^undej-neath tl^^espective

Tlie -a" and. the "b” ..
coefficients and "
regression coefficients) for the regression model, 
in the table number indicates the two alternative expected income
specifications of the model. In the first set. Table 4.1, we report 
the regression coefficients for the migration flows in each of the five

■j-

years based on the total sample. In the s^ltppd^^t of tables, 4.2, the 
data for the five years have been combined and"'tH^ broken down into the 
two education groups and the two age groups. Tables ^TT and 4.5 report 
the regression coefficieius for annual migration flows within the 
primal^ education group and the two age groups. In Table 4.4, two years 
had to b"e combined because of the limited degrees of freedom available.
For 1964 in Table 4.5, there were not sufficient degrees of freedom to 
ihcliitfe"the diiSny variab 1 es.

education group was too limited to run annual regression^.
Obsdrvations^iT the secondaryThe number of

V
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TABLE 4.T.a.--Annual rural-urban migration of adult males in Kenyar*>

Year

1965 L- 19641968 1967 1966Variable

-8.986
(5.31)

-8.771
(3.86)

-8.435
(4.97)

-9,344
(5.89)

Constant

.1832
,(1.08)

,.3521
0.58)

-.1445
C.54)

.2030
C.56) C.03)

I.og,(Vj-Vj)

Log Vj _ .0884 . -.4503 • .3545
C.39)

.0714
C.12)

.1750
C.28)0.02)

-. 0023 
C2.37)

-.0019 
0.60)

■ .2092-'
C2.25)

-.0048 • -.0019
(.84)

.2283 
0.28)

-1.132 
(2.20).

-.0022
0.77)

-.0022
0.95)

-.0028
(2.08)

‘’ij

'.2974
(3.99)

Log .1090
(2.84)

. 1467 
(1.58)

.1915
(2.20)

A./^. -.0103
(1.90)

-.0093
(1.40)(.78)'^ ' (.34)

Log Nj • (:?r .1311
(-.79)

.1430
(.91)

.1906
(1.31)

Kikuyu -.9630
(2-.92)-

-.8620
(1.86)'

-1.160
(2.41)

-.7033
(1.86)

Embu-Meru -1.576
(2.91)

Kamba -.9807,
0.9S)

-1.425
(2.48)

-1.520
(2.79)

-1.503
(2.90)

-.9190
(1.85)

\. Luhya* . -.4052
(.99)

-2.144
(3.73)

-1.250
(2.16)

-1.951
(3.06)

-1,508
(2.87)

Luo -.8743
(2.03)

-1..064
(1.49).

-.7374
(1.44)

-1.246
(2,74)

-1.072
(1.96)

Coa^t 1.095
(1.25)

.6165
(.77)

.6682
(1.23)

r2 .3560 .4433 .3907 .5092^ ,6021

F-statistic 
Degrees of Freedom

5.438 4.383 3.335 5.422 5.527

3558 28 32 19

r
<'
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TABLE 4.l.b.--'Annual rural-urban migration of adult males in Kenya

Year

I9G41966 ' 196ST9671968Variable

1,866
r.25)

-1.844
c.4i:)

1.982
(.48)

-4.780
•(.92)

Constant

.5342 
(.91) ■

-.0025'
(1.83)

-.4913
(.81)

.6311
/tl.l4)

.1224
(.21)csrLog (Vj/Vj)

-.0020
(1.62)

-.0024'
(2.22)

-.0014
(1.38)“ii

.2705
(2.65)

.2071
(2.16)

.1617
(2.56)

.1619
(2.09)

Log Cij

*
-.0058 
(.85)

-.0027 
(.50)

(.47)

-.0059
(1.13)

r.0046
(;80)

-.0083
(1.66)

AjMi

.1890 
(1. .32)

ff .1929 
(1.31) ■

.1038
(.87)

Log Nj

1.100
(1.43)

■ 1.943 
(1.44)

.5547
(.63).

.2301. 
• (.54)

1.709
(2.4SJ

Log Lj

,2430
(.32)

-1.178
(2.52)

-.6495
(1.28)

-.6475
(1.03)

-.9837
(2.96)

Kikuyu

^Embu-Heru—^ -1.645
(3.08)

-.2492
(.25)

1.680
(89)

-.7422
(.54)

-.7874
(1.15)

.8538
(.81)

Karattu'

-.9696
(1.48)

-2.124
(3.16)

-.5239 ■ -1.056
(1.38)

-.8859
(1.28)

• Luhya'
(2.47)

-.7097a -1.439 
(1.34)

-.8613
(1.55)

-1.092
(2.84)

-1.448
(2.51)

Luo
(3.11)

,9:667
(1.23)

1.202
(1.3^

.4223

,1.182
(1.50)

Goast

.6390.5365.4423 .3829

6,2855.9305.294 4.841 3.263F-statistic

32 192858 42Degrees of Freedom
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TABLE 4.2.a.—Rural-urban migration of the men within each education 
group and each age group during the period'1964 to 1968

Secondary
Education

Ages 23-to 
50 Years

Ages 15 to 
22 YearsPrimary

EducationVariable

-7.306
C4.67)

-8.527
C7.30)

-9.325
C4.80)

-5.669
(2.03)

Constant .

c;Sr .2185
(.90)

.3022
(1.32)

'.0305
(.12)

Log (V.-Vj)

.3486'
(.93)

.2554
(.47.)

-.9808 
(1.25)

.9893
(1.28)

Log

4--.0033
(3.82)

.0032 
• (3.74)

-.0035
(1.82)

-.0041
(5.22)“li4^

.22X7
(4.30)

.1226
(2.10)

.1602
(3.19)

.0373
(.33)

Log

-.0186
(4.55)

-.0133.
(2.0?)

'-.0138
(2.93)

.3090
(2.82)

. 1307 
(1.22)

.3419
(3.33)

.4177
(1.98)

Log Nj

-1.163
(3.74)

-2.134
(7.01)

-.3283
(.56)

Kikuyu -1.681.
(5.89)

-2.058
(5.11)

-.6651
(.85)

-1.335
(3.16)

Embu-Meru

-1.569
(3.98)

-.9789
(2.02)

Kamba -1.135
(2.67)

-1.907
(5.50)

-1.414
(4.52)

-.4138
(.56)
.35^.

(.53)

-.8918
(2.59)

. Luhya"*

-1.378
(3.99)

-.7240
(2.13)

-.6717
(1.76)

Luo-

-.6299
(1.46)

-1.423
(2.84)

-.8760
(1.98)

.2897 .4347 .5705S .5041

11.2110.59 2.556 6.981F-statistic

81 80Degrees of Freedom 101 24
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TABLE 4.2.b.--'Rural-urban migration of the men within each education 
and each age -group during"* the period 1964 to T968

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
group

Secondary
Education

Ages 15 to 
22 Years

Ages 23 to 
50 YearsPrimary

EducationVariable

-3.998
C.19)

2.208
C.S4)

-7.087
C3.14)

**r€cinstant• •
.6714

(1.71)
.1067

(.37)
1.094 

(2.41) .
-.7993

(1.83)
Log (Vj/y.)

-.0025
(3.00)

-.0035
(4.00)

-.0014 ^ 
(.97)

-.0042
(5.20)

"ij

C3::^r

.1244
(2.04)--

.1482 
(1.59) .

.1473
(2:81)

Log C^.

-.0124
(2.31)

-.0042
(.67)

-.0153
(3.43)

A^Ai

.0676
(.65)

.3638
(3.40)

.3317
(1.80)

Log N.

1.067
(3.01)

2.090
(2.83)

-.2195
(.46)

-.0328
(.09)^

Log Li

-1.914
(6.59)

-1.307
(3.90)

.1919
(.35)

-.1.676 
(5.48)

Kikuyu

i -.6775 -1.649
(4.14)

-1.291
(2.82)

Embu-Meru
■^(.83)

-.2993
(.57)

-1.313
(1.71)

-1.108
(1.71)

Kamba

-1.740
(5.47)

.3205
(.46)

-1.003
(2.79)

-1.379
(4.45)

Luhya

-.5412
(.98)

-1.609
(4.75)

-.8001
(2.17)

-.6853
(2.04)

Luo

-.8624
(1.72)

-.8360
(1,60)

-.9164
(1.87)

Co as;

.4293 . 60,65.3499.5019

12.844.077 6.84910.50F-statistic
V

80Degrees of Freedom 24 81101
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TABLE 4.3.a.--Annual rural-urban labor nigration of nrcn in the primary 
education group

Year

1965 19641966,1967Variable 1968

-6.863
(.4.45)

-7.057
C4.32)

-11.75
(4.84)

-7.972
(3.01)

-13.18
(6.65)

Constant

■■-.2139
C.S33

1.033
(2.84)

■ -.1141 
(.55)

Log (Vj-Vj) -.4690
(1.19)

-.2573
(.42)

1.108
..(1.17)

-.5558 
(.94) ■

' . .5336 
(.46)

2.293
(2.61)

Log Vj
f

-.0016
(.82)

-.0022 
(2.23)

.1638 
(1.85)

.1)124 
(1.85)

-.0029
(2.45)

-.0024
(2.83)

-.0003
,(.29)

■%)

.2347
(2.25)

.2144
(2.21)

.1894
(3.24)

.2747
(3.30)

Log qj

-.0100
(1.06)

-.0001
(.03)

-.0128
(2.83) I'. 86)

.2393
(1.25)

.0425-
(.35)

.0416
(.27)

-.1931
(1.08)

.0842 . 
.(,51)

Log N. ■

-,7042 
(1.36)

-.2441 
(.44) L

-l.,27S
(2.42)

. -.4648 
(1.10)

Kikuyu -.5217
(1.54)

-.3373
(1.7S),

Embu-Meru

-.4019 
(.69)

-.7988
(1,13)

-.2279
(.56)

-.7824
(1.59)^-

Kamba

Luhya -.9593
(1.46)

-.2147
(.34)

-1.254
(2.02)

.0531
(.14)

,4015
(.74)

-.5220
(1.19)

-.3809 
(.73)

•fsss
(.57)

-.9147
(r.06)

-.3124
(.83)

■ -1.005
■ (1.69)

Luo

Coast , 1.453 
(2.95)

1.829
(2.33)

.7616
(1.16)i

r2 .4653 .4981 .3597.5039 • .4168

2.4673.596 3.698 4.245F-statistic ■ *

Degrees of Freedom 47

6.037

22 24 14^8

i
/
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TABLE 4.3.b-/--Ajinual rural-urban labor migration o£ men in the primary 
education group r

Year

19641966 196519671968Variable

*6.272
(2.33)

4.476
(.49)

.8861
(1.19)

.1505 
Cl. 59)

-jo,?9.......-.0.067..........-,.tei

■ .'0057 ■
(.53)

.1004
t.21)

Constant

.7989 
Cl.01)

.4147
(.72)

Log (Vj/Vj^) -1.440
(2i38) J> -.0025

(2.27)
-.0013
(.81)

-.0012
(1.24)

-.0022
(2.36)

“ij

.2341
(2.35)

.2396
(2.49)

.2284
(2.62)

.1956
(2.99)

-.0118
(2.55)

Log Cjj

-.0077
(1.44)

A^/Aj
(.59)(1.11)

.2497
(1.46)

.0474
(.30)

.0279
(.25)

Log N.
(.04)

.07'64
(.17)

3.288
(2.42)

..8842 
(1.08)

2.'220 
(1.37)

. 1830 
(.22)

1.600
(1.99)

Log Lj^ tV'
-.6131
(.02)

1.276
(1.46)

-.6558
(1.93)

.0883
(.14)

Kikuyu

-1.061 
(2..12)

. Bnbu-Meru

3.645
(1.83)

2.506
Cl.11)

1.794 
Cl.41)

.4786
(.38)

kamba -.3575
C.51)

.0895
(.11)

-.6154
(.76)

Luhya .0403
_(.08)

.1175
c.isr

-.0628-
(.16)

-.3089
(.38)

-.2392
(.37)

-.4220
(.91)

-.1423
(.26)

-.5421
(1.45)

Luo

1.790
(1.53)

2.391
(2.70)

2.082
(2.80)

1.754
C2.09)

Coast

.48^1 .5050, .5209.4685 .3333

3.603' 3.885 4.5512.824F-stat-istic
\

Degrees of Freedom

5.375

24 1428 2247
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• .
TABLE 4.4.a.—Annual rural-urban labor migration of the men who are ages 

15 to 22 years

Year

1968 i'1967 1966-^5Variable

V r -6.232 
C3.64)

-6.008
(3.44)'

.2267,
(iaoi_

-3.729
(.92)

Constant

^.2786
C.88)

tb^Vj-Vj)

.Log.V.i -.7265
.(.90)

-.9055
(1.25)'•t

-.OS^’*’^ -.0136 
(.32)

-.2522 
(.85)

-.0016
(.68)

“li -.0013
a. 13) ■A-

.Log_Ci^- - ,.„2418
(3.10)

.3656
(1.95)

^.0080
(1.38)

A^Ai
C2.17)

-.1487
(.99)

.0238
(.14)

Log Njt

♦

-.6578
(1.50)

-.8137
(1.49^.

Kikuyu -1.734
(1.67)

-2.029
(1.60)

-.8860
(1.30)

Kamba
' (^99^

Luhya -.3323
(-^8)

Luo -.2011. -.3890
(.67)(.41

0
Coast .8176

(1.00)
.2551

(.37)

.3386 .3540 ,5262

F-statistic 2.739- 1.733 4.028

DegVees of Freedom* 25 6 16

N
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ral’-urban- labor migration qf the men who ari-jiges 
15 to 22 years

*
TABLE 4.4.b^--ATinual ru

Year

1966-65mi1968Variable

-12.17 
(1.50) •* Constant . . ^.141

C.20)
-1.959
^-C.31)

i.

,3558
(.70)

-.3182
(.26)

.7356 
Cl.90)

-- Log (Vj/Vj)
-.0005
(.33)

.2736 
- (2.42)

-.0016

.3668
(1.94)

-.0014
(1.24)

“ij

.2854
(3.33)

Log Cjj
'a

-.0137
(2.07)

-.0114
(2.11)

A./Aj

-.1700
(1.16)

Log

-.6852
(.47)

1.514 
Cl.50)

Log Li
-.9657
(1.09)

-1.197
(1.52)

-.2258
(.44)

Kikuyu

-.1634
(.77)

-1.645
(1.65)

1.572
(l.ll)

Kamba

Luhya

.4959

-.1357 
(.2B) V.

Luo

1.550 
(1.65) .

Coast

.3494. 382.1
3.8081.720 -3.090F-statistic 

Degrees of Freedom IS6 .25
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TABLE 4.5.a.--Annuai rural-urban labor migration of the men who are ages 
23 to 50 years ' . . .

Year

19641965196619671968Variable

-12.40
(5.07)

-9.830
C3.05)

-10.88 
(4.23)

.0668'' '*• .0041
(■•25).

-8.359
(3.12)

Constant

,.3190 
(1.29) -

.2055
(.86)

.1989
(1.51).

.•4038
(.-40)

Log (Vj-Vi)
(.01)

'1.183 
(1.97) •

1.474 • 
(1.93)

1.000
(.77)

2.143
(2.08)

Log

-.0048
(2.59)

-.0015
(1.01)

-.0026
(1.63)

-.0007
(.38)

-.0017
(1.41)

.2864
(3.48)

.0902
(.80)

.1938
(l.-SS)

.3820
(3.06)

.0793
(1.05)

Log Cij

-.0284
(1.60)

+.0023
(.35)

-.0063
(..95)

Aj/Ai-
- (1.15)

.,)539
(.94)

. .2627-.0039 
(1.75) (1.71)

-.3685
(i.55)

.0671
(.45)

Log Nj

-.0958
(.14)

-.7029
(.94)

-1.902
(2.99)

/• Kikuyu -.6191
(.95)

-1.514
,r-Cl-84J

-1.059

-.9697 
Cl.42)

leru

ti ,-1.091 
' (1.69)

-.9471
(1.27)

-3.104,
(4.62)

Kamba

-.1199
(1.11)

-1.502
(2.19)

-3.860
(5.22)

Uzhya

-.3030
(..46)

-.5630 
. (.80)

-1.482
U£i.70)

-.6680
(.80)

Luo

- 1.485 
(1.57)

Coas't

' r2 ,.5752 .6856.0693

4.265

.5857.3800

4.594 6.2553.026 4.180F-statistic K “12 70^1327Degrees of Freedom V
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' TABLE 4.5.b.—Annual rural-urban Inbor migration of the men who are ages 
23 to 50 years

Year
A

19641966 196519671968Variable

-^,50
C3.50)

1.191
(.09)

-2.929
(.34)

-4.354
C.Of)

-5.219-
(1-39)

Constant

-.6893
(1.74>

.3096
(.26)

-.0623
(.06)

.6247
(.-9P)

Log (Vj/Vj)

-.0011
(.69)

-.0054
_^(3.21)

.2486
(2.88)

-.0024
(1.43)

-.0015
(.96)

-.0018
(1.46)“li

.1553
(1.40)

.2522
(2.99)

.2083
(1.'56)

.0895
(1.05)

Log

.0065
(.98) (2;?^r-.0080

(.93)
-.0033
(.52)

Aj/Ai

,-L947
(.11) '{1.171

.103.
(.651

-.1224
(.76)

.0827
(.54)

Log Nj

. 1.868 
' (.78)

-1.088
(1.781

.8091
(.53)

.3682
(.59)

.1527
(.13)

Log L. _

. 1880 
(.22)

-1.579 
(2.IS)

-.5051
(.47)

Kikuyu

-1.633
(2.19)

Erabu-Meru

-.9507
(.92)

.0460
(.02)

K097
(.35)

-2.550
(1.50)

Kamba

-3.159
(3.94)

-1.216
(1.16)

-.8695
(.83)

-1.103
(1.67)

•Luhya

i
-. 7.925 
(.73)

-.5724 
. (.79)

-.4337
.(.61)J(M.3)

.343&

Lyo

Coist

>
.6924.0552 .4986.6001V

2 .'759 .659 1.22| 3.349 6.417F-statistic 
Degrees of Freedom \ 12 71627

)
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In al-l the regression runs, the dependent variable in th.e'flog
education or

Tlie'six

of the percentage of men in area "i" within the relevant 
age group who nigrate to urban center "j" in time period "t*’.

- Kikuyu, Embu-Meru, Kamba^uhya, Luo, ^nd Coast - are'dummy 
variables for* ethnic groups as'defined with the term "T" iti equation -1. i .

names

For the urban-to-urban migration observations, all of the dummy

variables were entered as zero so it was necessary-to include an inter-.

The coefficient of detepnining-"r’"‘has been adjusted forcept term, 
degrees of freedom.

In interpreting the regression results in Tables 4.1 to 4.5, it

is important to keep'in mind that the percentage of men from who 
migrate\t? "j" is in all cases less than one.

As a
The logarithm of a 

resuit^^'^f^^^endent variable in
)

fraction is a negative number, 
this regression .analysis was a negative number. The negative value of
the "constant" must be seen in these terms. The higher the absolute

- value of the "constant", the smaller the percentage of men in rural 
areas who would engage in rural-urban migration if the value of all the 
explanatory variables was zero.

The inclusion of dummy variables for ethnic gVoups states that
eth^c groups but allows for 

For each ethnic group the Intercept
the *€j.ope parameters are the same among 
variations in the intercept term.

is obtained by adding the^coefficient for the ethnic group to the. ^

For example, for the y^ar 1968 in Table 4.1.a,..

tern

.value of the constant tern.

V . use of a double-log function made it necessary to limit
consideration to those observations'where the dependent variable was 
greater than zero and "Vj" was greater than Throughout, only those
rural-urban combinations'^with a "Vj" and a "Vj^" based on a minimum of 

. , .five migrants..were used._

r-.
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the intercept tent for the Kiku>;u is -9.949 while for the Luo it is .

Therefore, if''^ e.tplanator>- variables were zero, a greater 
of men.from'luo districts would migrate than would bo the

-9.860.
1

percentage 
case' for the Kiku^^u districts.

Summary

regression model is developed''on the basis of 
Included is a brief 

jo^/portion of the data.

fn this chapter a
the migration model presented in Chapter II. 
description of the survey which provided a 
Bach varioble is described in terras of the manner i-n which it was ^

ma

measured in the regression equatioiT The chapter concludes with
The interpretation of

a set
of tables which present the regression results, 
the results is carried out in the following chap^^t^"

\

r



CHAPTER V

THE DETERHIKA\TS-J3F RURAL-URBAN MIGRATORY BEHAVIOR

According to the ntgration model developed in Chapter II, rural- ■ 
urban migration flows vary directly with the urban expected income 
"pull” forces, the number of clan contacts in urban centers, the ratio, 
of an urban amenity index to a rural amenity index, and the population .

^cent®T^ In addition, the model postulated 
relationship between migration flows and the rural expected income "push" 
forces, and the cost of moving from "i” to "j". results

of the regression analysis based 
Tables 4.1 andr4.S. In'this chapter, these regressioa results and the 
responsesto related questions in the survey questionnaire are utilized 
to identify the underlying forces which deteimine rural-urban migratory 
behavior.

an inversesize of an urban

this migration model are presented inon

Throughout this chapter regression coefficients are defined as
significant on the basis ;of a 95 per cent confidence interval for a

Also, the regression coefficients which are 
In all such cases tlfe

"Student-t"^distribution.

significant at a 90 per cent level are reported, 
coefficients are-identified *as being significant at the 90 per cent level.
The format and wording of actual questions <uscd in the survey can be

In the questionnaire, the term "checklist"determined in Appendix B.2. 
indicates that the responses*listed in the questionnaire were included

I-
solely for recording purposes and were not to be -phccsented to the
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respondent.

In a sununary.of the regression results for the distinctly
■ .N

■economic variables, only the proxy for the cos^ of moving, in

dicates some consistency in being significant as an explanatory variable. .

As defined in the econometric model (equation 4.^1), there is only 
limited evidence of urban expected income pulling rural men into the

" is noturban centers. For'the total sample, the ■coefficient_ of "Vj - 3^^ 
significant in any of the five years. . If the sample is broken into the
four sub-groups, the coefficient is significant only in the primary
education group for the one year, 1967 (aj^ = 1.033]. If. the dummy 
variables "Ti" to "T^" and the urban population variable "N^" are

cases. 1 In thedropped, then "a^" is significant in several additional
for theprimary education group, for the year 1968, =

older men the 1968 value of a^ = .2721. 
period the regression coefficient "a^'' is significant for the younger 
men (a^ = -.5567).

The existence of a rural '^ush” force cannot be demonstrated from 
these data. All the coefficients for rural expected income (Vi) and high 
potential arable land available per capita in rural areas (L^] which 
significam*- have an unexpected positive'sign. This positive association

Also, over the five year

are

between and rural out-migration to urban areas is most evident
For, the total sample, if the dummy variables are

68 {32 = 1.175)
among the older men, 
dropped, "a2" is significant at the 90 per cent level in

^The- urban population variable "Nj*' is positively correlated with 
the urban expected income'variable ’'Vj". As a result, the regression 
coefficient and the "t-ratio" associated with ’'Vj” tend to increase in 
magnitude if ”Nj’L,is dropped from the equation.
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ana iri’1964 Ca2 = --SSSS),.' -tf-the sample is broken dom into sub-groups, 
the coefficient ';a2" ,^s significant at the 90 per 
older men in three o.f the five years, (in 1967, a2-

in<l§Mj/aj^ 1.47'4.l ^If the dummy variables are dropped, 
"aj" is also significant at the .90 per cent level for 1968 (42 = r.278).
In the primary education group, "ag" is significant .jii 1967 (32 f 
For the.;five year period, if the dummy variab^,are dropped,. ”32" is

the 90 per cent level for. the younger men (02 = .58941 . '

cent level for the
i . = 2.1.43; in 1965;,

“ . ' 32 = 1.183; and

2.293).
/

significant at
For the variable "L^", the coefficient ■"a6''.is -significant for

If the sample iP.■ -the total sample in the one year 1967 (a^ = 1.709). •

.broken down into sub-groups, '‘a^" is significant in 1964 in the primary
education group (ag = 5.-2881-. At the 90 p^er^ent level,

ay^vS?^£ are dropped,
is also

significaptvi” 1967-.Cag = 1'.600). If the 
"a^" is also.significant for the older men in 1967 (a^ 
the five year period, = 2.'090 for th^. secondary education group and

= 1.094). For

ag = 1.067 for the older^men.. Both values are significant at the
If the dummy variables are dropped, "a^" is also95 per cent level.

■ significant at the 90 per‘cent level,for the primary education group
^6 =;.3842).
. • 'i'f the two expected income variables are combined in the form of
a ratio.to explain migration flows on .the basis of relative income

Significant onlydifferences, the resulting regression coefficients are

in a few cases and have an unexpected negative sign several times. For 
.- the’total sample, if the dummy variables' are dropped, the coefficient, 

"aj" is significant at the 90 per cent level iji two years (aj = -,6343 
inJ965 and -.7595 in 1964). ,In,the four-sub-groups, aj = i.440 in 1968 
for the primary education group, -1.880 in 1967 for the older men, and - -
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.7356 in 1968 for the ^younger men. The last value is sign^icant only 
If the duoniiy variables are dropped,J?ie'90 :ijer cent level.

-•.7834'In' 1965 in the priraaiy educa^on group,
- -the'younger age group, and-.5861_in 1965 for the older men. : Over the

at t
..8220 in 1966-65 in ■ai =

7993five year period, a'j- 1,094 for the secondary education group, 
■ for the primary education, group, and .6174 for the oldeir men. 

valpes.are significant at the 90 per cent level.
The latter -

•Si two

'■■_The xemaining economic variable'"D^j" is consistently significant
fn all cases, theIf- ‘ 2

. in the total sample and over the five year period.
—' coefficients have the expected negative sign. If the total sample is

broken 'down Into the four sub-’groups, then in the primary education group
' the coefficient "aj" is significant only inthe years 1968, 1966, and

’^^nificant in .eachIf the dummy variables are droppeji, "03" is
(1968 =■ -.0031; 1967 = -.0045;

1965.

year in the older men sub-group.
1966 = -.00^; 1965 = -.0029; and 1964 = 
efficients are significant at the 90-per cent level.) Also, in the

-.0048. Tbe.T967 and 1966 co-

primafy education group in 1964, a, = -.0031; and in the younger men sub- 
Both coefficients are significant at the-.0032.group in 1967, =

90-per cent level. 3.

total sample-, the coefficients for "Dij" are: 19^8 
‘ -.0023; 1967 = -;0022;'l966 = -.0026; 1965 = -.0024; and 1964 = -.0Cf2S.
' The 1967 and the 1964 coefficients are significant at the 90 per cent 

level.' Over the five year period, the coefficients for are:
primaiy 'education = -.0041; secondary education = -.0035;- younger

0033; and older men ■= -.0032. ' The coefficient for secondary education
■ ■ In form “b" of the equation.

I

men =
is significant at the 90 per cent> level.
the-coefficient for “Dij" in the.secondary'eduoatioa group is not 

» significant. - '• /-*
■ other migration studies using n similar regression equation

also report a fegression coefficient for the distance var^ble which is 
statistically significant and has a negative'sign. Beals'et al., op. cit..
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vxhe ieg'ressidri tesults repom^ ittovo do not provide conclusive

and'destinationeVidfiice that the expected, incqraes in the migration source

an .important deteiminant of the rate of: rural-urban migration-in, f -

■■i

are^s ^.re
.Xeny.a. - To conciudejthat a'rural-urban .expected income, differential does

pull._ruTal ’resid.eny„,into jr would he contrary to. the. . .

-results reported, in-other'niigration studies. For example, Beal et al ■ .J-
in, their study of-interregional migration in Ghana report a_regression

\ i -coefficient of 2.719 for -the'in'come Of the men in the'destination‘area '

-

'.not

- • who are age 15 "to 24 years, and' a coefficient of 2‘.906*£or_the level of ; 
i - inconie of all men in the destination area/ Sahota, in his-study of 

migration in Brazil, reports coefficients of 2.25 for,:the men who are
- r- . . ^ ■ ■ '5 '

age^lS to 29 years, and 1.82 for the men who,aje:-agp 30,to .59 years.-
Altho‘ugh both of these studies use a slmilhtUligf^ch-to study..

■ ■ migration, there are differences between these two studies and oUr study
, ,Which~may^aecount for their larger, consistently significant regression

First, both studies consider interregional migration with-coefficients.

y in- a country, versus our consideration of urban in-tnigration/^1Sf^!apIditio“i

in both studies the net migration of a whole.generation is regressed on 
the level of income at a point-in time. Also,'Sahota uses the.nura^jer of . .

• -Saliota, op.. cit., and Sjaastad,/■'Incoiiie an^ Migration 
. States." the magnitudes of the regression coefficients, ip these studies 

\ ;cannot/be compared directly with the results reported here, since, we chose 
* ' to ehtcr‘:"D£j." in a non-logarithmic form in cpntrdst, to these other 

studies.-' . ' '

^Heal et aL, op." cit., Tables 1 and 3, eqiution 2.
%aliota, ;op. cit.. Table J, regressions 3 and 6.^

in the United

; ■* / /this difference is likely of limited s^nificance. As Gugler 
: .indicates, in Africa the reason? for interrcgionhl and rural-urban 

; 'migration are^quite similar, Gugler, op. cit., p. 137, n* 1.
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migrants from "i" to rather than .he rate of migration from "i" as 
his dependent A'ariable. Furthermo,ro, in neither study is an expected 
income variable defined.in terms of the probability of obtaining cmploy- 

Nevertheles??* other migration .studies in Africa', using different'ment.

statistical techniques, confira the results of the impact of income 
variables in the destination area on^migration obtained'by Beal et al. , 
and Sahota,.rather than the ^^ults reported in this study. Barber in ■ 
his study in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Caldwell in his 

•study in Ghana, and Elkan in his study in Uganda record the importance 
©•f-income and employment opportunities in an urban center or some .other 
destination area as a determinant of migration.^

The accumulated evidence on the importance of a low expected in

come in the migration source area as a push to -as

Beal etal., do'realize regression coefficients with the 
desired negative sign‘which are statistically significant?
conclu'sive.

8 For the
level of income in the source area, Sahota reports coefficients of -.77

9
-1.69 for the men age 30 tor 59 years.for the men age 15 to 29 years, and 

The latter is, statistically significant at the^^OS per tenf^evel but'the
former is significant at only the 90 per cent level, 
distinct tendency for households in Ghana of an above average economic 
'level to produce a disproportionate number of persons planning rural-

Caldwell. reports a

^William J. Barber, The Economy of British Central Africa: A 
Case Study of Economic Development in a Dualistic Society (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1961) Chapter Caldwell, op. cit., chap. 4; 
and Elkan, Migrants and Proletarians.

®The reported regression coefficients are -1.399 for the men age 
15 to 24 years, and -1.476 for alL adiilt males. Beal et al. , loc. cit.

^Sahota, loc. cit. *

4 . •
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urban migration.^® He proposes tiv^o possible rea'sons for this tendency. 
First, the households of an above average economic .level haVe a greater 
likelihood^f keeping their children in school which in turn has a

:*''^3pact on rural-urban migration, fn addition,-a household 
may have .achieved an above average economic level because at family member 
is already in-an urban centei^ providing financial assistance as well as 
being an.important contact which induces additional rural-urban migration. ^ 
The existence of similar tendencies in Kenya could account for th|^ 
positive sign associated with the regression coefficients for the rural 
expected income variables. ’ . • > '

Therefore, we conclude a positive sign for a regression co- 
efficient on a rural expected income variable is not without -precedent 
in the literature, but the limited significance ^^^h’^i^te^ban expecteij in

come variable necessitates additional explanation. A possible explanation 
is that the men in the sample were not motivated by. economic forces. This 
hypothesis is not borne out by the evidence that distance does deter 
migration. Also, the migrants' explanations of their own behavior indicate 
economic factors are the determining forces. In question 6 of the survey 
questionnaire, the, men were asked why th_^ decided to leav«~Xheir home 
districts. -As indicated in Table 5.1, 84 per cent of the men said they 
migrated because of limited economic opportunities in their home 'area.. In 
contrast, only .2 per cent left because of a lack of social amenities in 
•their home arehs. In Table 5.2, we note that 75.6 per cent of the men who 
could not find work in their home area did not give a second reason for 
leaving. Of the men who-i^icated the lack of land as a primary reason

determining

f

N

.I^Caldwell, op. cit.,^pp. 83-86.

9

>
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for leaving, 87.9 per cent indicated an inability to find work as.their 
second reason for le*aving. ' . -

TABLE 5.1.--The'percentage distribution of tKe primary reasons given by 
the migrants for leaving their previous location

>

Education

Primary Secondary .15 -'22 23 '- 50,
• Tot^ 
Sample •Reasons for Leaving

\ /
Bzr^'Could Not Find Work 

Land. Was .S'St"Available
•82.8' 76.1 79.9 80.9

- 2.1 '5.23.5 1.4 3.2

Could Not Enter a 
School 2.9 8.1 . 7.3 .9 4.4

Schools Not Available 
or of Poor Quality .7 .7 -.4 .6

Lack of Social Aneniti-es .7 .2

Othfr Reasons- 10.3 12.3 10.3 10.9 10.7

' 100Totals 100 .100 100 100

A chi-square test of the primary^ason for leaving the home area 
was based on the two economic reasons (rows one and two in Table 5.1), 

all the other reasonlT' The variation'in the-distribution of the 
twd types of reasons for leaving between"provinces .of birth was not 
significant' Ca=.70). There is significant variation in the distribution 
of those reasons..for leaving between both the two education’ Siib-groups 
and the two age sub-groups.

versus

For the hypothesis of no interaction between 
the reasons for leaving and education (a=.00l), while for the hypothesis
of no interaction between'fhcse two variables within one-of the four 
urban center groupings Ca=.02). The comparable statistics for the age 
variable, are .01 and .05 respectively. From Table 5.1, we note" the older
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experienced "^bove average dj.fficulty in finding emp^yment in their 7 ■
men

hone area while the men w'ith secondary education had the least difficulty. ' 
The variation in the availability of land as, a reason for leaving is 
greatest between the two age groups with the olderynen slfowing' the - 
greatest concern. The lack of schools and social amenities is of 
greatest concern to the younger men and the men with secondaVy ‘education.

A possible alternative explanation for this limited significance- 
of the expected income variables is an error in the specification of the

S

variables. As reported aboveincome is ^significant expianatop'
As a result, our inclusion of thevariable in other mij^tion studies.

.probability of obtaining a job in the specification of "V" may have 
reduced the.explanatory power of the income variables, this hypothesis is 
not borne put by the responses to question 7 whefe-‘^‘6W^^SS^er6 asked why 
they chose their particular migration destination. Some 61 per-cent of 

^the men indicated th^e^r choice of urban center provided *thp best 
possibility of finding employment. The only other reason of distinct 
importance was the presence of friends in that particular urban center. 
There may be considerable ovei^ap between these two reasons since the 
possibility of finding employment is determined in part by the existence 

-.•^of friends in the urban center. k-:
We note,-for example, that 28.7 per cent, 

of the men who indicated the possibility of-finding work as their
primary reason indicated the presence of friends in the urban center as

'V - /
their second reason (Table 5.5). Similarly, 36 per cent X)( the men who 
indicated the presence of friends as their pritaary reason indicated the 
possibility of finding employment as their second reason. In both cases,

• .'approximately one-half of the men did not indicate a second reason for 
their choosing a particu-lar urban center.

/
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TABLE 5.4.—The percentage distribution of the pr^rnaj:)' reason given by 
the migrants in each education and age sub-group for selecting their 

particular migration destination

AgesEducation
Total
Sample15 - 22 23 - 50.Primary Secondary'Reason for Selection ‘

Best Chance for Blinding 
Work 61.566.857.460.9 63.6

3.81.26.02.4 7.3Schools Available
Social Amenities 
Available .4.5

.4, ■ .4.4

20.7 23.927.019.225.6I Have Friends Here
it is G4«se to my Home 
Area . 2.1.9 3.32.5 1.1

8.38.3 7.58.48.2-Other Reasons

13W 100100100 100Totals

For the purposes of a chi-square test, the primary reasons for
divided into the best chaneg of 

The variation in the
choosing a particlilar urban center were 
finding emplo>Tnent versus the other reasons.
'distribution of these two types of reasons between the four groupings of
urban centetj.^was significant (a=.001). Kisumu, Nakuru, Nairobi, Nyerl, . 
and Nanyuki ranked above average with reference to expected employment 
opportunities,, while Mombasa, Eldoret, and to some extent, Nakuru ranked 
above average on the presence of friends and relatives, 
high on-being close to home. This variation in the distribution between 

- the tw variables was also significant within an education sub-group

Nyeri'ranked

. (a=.001), ai>d within an age sub-group (a=.001).
for chopsing an urban center betweeq the education sub-groups was not

The variation in reasons
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significant (a=.iO}. The Tariation between the age Bub-g.roups was 
significant but not between the tv^o age groups within one of the

^ urbai?^^ter groupings Ca=.20). The older men indicate an above average
about the possibilities of finding employment and reiy loss on

>
the presence of friends relatives.

Some additional evidence of the importance of employmcn'T’ 
opportunities in urban centers as a reason for moving to a particular 
urban center can be found in the responses to quesrlon 46 as givejj'^in 
Table 5.*6. In this ^question, the men were asked to envision a job paying 
200 K shillings per month which was available in either the*^urban center 
or their ho^ae district and then they were asked to indicate their 
locational preference.Some 78 percent of the men indicated 
fcrence for their home area. The remainder of.the men gavc'various 
reasons for preferring their nigation destination with the better living 
conditions available in the yrban centers scoring -the highest responstr- 
rate. According to the interviewers' impressions, the primary reason 
for preferring a rural area under these conditions was the lower cost of 
living in rural areas.

To the extent that the sample was dominated by men who are- tem- 
porary" urbanTngrants tending to circulate'between rural areas and urban 
centers, the explanatory value of the expected income variables may be 
reduced if such men are motivated by diffcrenf^orces than the men who 
plan'‘to become a part of the urban labor force. The re^onses to 

' questions 38 and 5*9 indicate that 59 per cent of the men consider them-

r-

concern

a pre-

^^The 200 shilling figure should not be emphasi2*d 
some interviewers evidently took th6 liberty to raise this amount for the/ 
respondents who had a much Itighcr income.

0 much since
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permanent part, of’tho urban labor force C^ablf 5.7). 
additional 10 per cent are uncertain about their future migi^tion plans. 
Of the 31 per cent who are planning to leave-^vithin five years, approx

imately one-third of the men fit into the labor circulation category.

Anseives as a

-X.
while another third are leaving because they are unemployed or-wish to

Of the men whoimprove their emjjloyment position elsewhere (Table *'5.8).
uncertain about their future plans, 28.5 per cent fit»into the labor 

circuietion category wh^e 43 per cent are concerned about improving
em^oyJnent posUiOtT-frable ^9). Combining the information'from 

these two tab^^, we note that only 12.8 per cent of the total sample 
is made up of temporary migrants, so we conclude that the sample is not

are

their

who .circulate be-tween rural areas and urban centers. 
In response to question 42, one-third of the men indicate a 

• future mijgration-destination.

dominated -by men

Of these potential destinations, 7 per 
cent are the sam.e as the province of birth of the migrants involved. An 
additional 24.5 per cent of these men are going to another urban center 

, and only 3.8 per cent of these men are thinking of moving to a province 
- other than their province of birth.

Finally., the only explanation o.f the 1 imited^^^^lanatory ability 
of the’expected income differentials which is consistent with the data 
available is an error of some forfiT in the measurement of the urban

■•-V'
expected- income variabTe. 
be demonstrated explicitly, one possible errgr could be the measurement 

in terms of the employment and income experience of all migrants 
to “j" during some relevant time period* If our theory of a direct 
relationship between rural-urban expected income differentials and the 
rate of migration holds, then the existence of a low expected income

Although the existence of such an error cannot
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i ^ -<r
differential -between any one rural-urban conbination would indicate there
is Tittle or no r.igration from this rural district to this urban center. 
Tlte urban expected income variable was measured on the basis of the urban 
income experience of all previous migrants tor As a result,
will reflect primarily fhe emplo)'ment and income experience of the men 
from those ri^al districts wh^-ch provided a large number of migrants to- 
'.'j” in response to" a high ruraKurban expected income differential. To 
the extent that the variations in rural-urban expected income dif

ferentials among rural districts is caused by variations in "Vj” 
experienced by the districts with many migrants to "j” versus the dis

tricts with limited migration to "j'','the "Vj used in the regression
analysis will be biased toward'those rural districts providing many 
migrants to "j". The existence of such a bias would 
tistical significance of the regression coefficient for the "V, - V/' , . 
variable since the bias upwards of the "Vj - V^" associated witlHi low 
rate of rural-urban migration would be greater than the downward bias of 
the "Vj - Vj^" associated with a high rate of rural-urban migration.

The possible error in the measuremenVof "Vj 
could have been eliminated by estimating a separate "Vj" for the men from 
each wal disxyict. This preferred approach had to be rejected because 
of the limited degrees of freedom available. The one indication of the 
existence of such an error in the measurement of "Vj" provided in the 
regression results is the coefficients obtained for the dummy variables 
which were entered for each’-of the major ethnic groups. The major ethnic 
groups were added in the form-of dummy variables an attempt to sort 
out possible variations in migrator)* behavior either because of dis- 

• criminatory hiring practices in the urban centers, or because there are

’ sta,-

" indicated above

■4 .

I
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thnic sroujis in their proponsitj- to migrate. In 
Table'4.1.a. we note that most x>i the coeffieients for the dummy var-

arnTthe coefficients which are significant increase 
Ttie major exceptions are the Coastal 

There is no obvious pattern in the c'o-

variations among e

>
iables are significant 
the magnitude of the intercept term. 
Tribes which are not significant.
efficients for the other ethnic groups v<ith a range of -.7033 for the Kikuyu

Over the five year period, allin 1964, to -2.■■144 for the Luhya in 1967. 
coefficients for the duifiny variables for the men with primary education and

-f

For the younger men.* the older men are significant and negative in sign.

the Bnbu-Meru and the Coasrai-Tribes are-nob-Significant. The ethnic
group variables are not significant in the secondary education sub-group.
Fot the coefficients that are significant, the Kikuyu have the highest

Tribes nog-negative value while the Luo and the Coastal
If the sample is broken down intp sub-groups, only some ofative value.

the coefficients for some of the ethnic_^groups 
sub-gi'oup, primary education, 
the Coastal Tribes which have a positive sign. The rather consistent de^--

significant in-n;he one 
nirmajor exception within this group

are

are

/
of significance of the regression coefficients for the dummy variablesgree

in both the total sample and over the five Vear period indicates that there
•V

variations migratory behavior Between ethnic, groups, exospt in the 
secondary education sub-group.

.Although the existence of such variations in migratory behavior

are

among ethnic groups does not verify the errors in measurement hypothesis,
In order to determine whether theit is consistent with this hypothesis, 

variations in migratory behavior among ethnic groups could bo attributed 
to discriminatory hiring practices in the urban centers, a comparison was
made of the average annual expected income across all urban centers
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experienced by the Kikuyu, the Luo, and all other ethnic groups. Tfie 
Variation in these average-values was not significant. Therefore, if a 
significant, error in the neasurement of "Vj" exists, the expected income 
data does not enable us to substantiate such an error on the basis of 
discrininatory practices in the labor market.

As a result, the explanation of the limite<! significance of the 
rural-urban expected income differential which appears to correspond best 
with the data available,is variations among ethnic groups in their pro

pensity to migrate, given a particular rural-urban expected income 
differential. According to the responses to the questionnaire, the'' 
dominant reasons, for rural-urban rai&ration within any one ethnic group 
were economic in nature. The expected income data provided similar 
evidence for one of the ethnic groups, the Kikuyu.-**4^*-'4^^^fe' regression 
was run for the Kikuy-u, the Luo", and all the other ethnic groups combined 
in which the year-to-year percentage changes in the number orinigrants. 
from "i” to ’'j”-were regresse3 on the year-to-year percentage changes in 
*'Vj" and The regression coefficient for "Vj” was significant for
‘the Kikuyu in two of the four years. From 1967 to 1968, the'^regr^ssion 
coefficient was 4.1, while from 1965 to 1966 it was 3.8. These results 
correspond ^'ith the regression results for the .dummy variables vvhich in- 
dicated the men from the Kikuyu^areas had the lowest propensity to 
migrate if all the other explanatory variables in the model were zero, 
in contrast to the men from the Luo areas who had the highest propensity 
to algr'ate.

S

"A.

u-

0
i

Similarly, there may be‘-an error in the measurement of “Vj" 
which is based on the experiences of the men who were not students prior 
to migration. If there are variations amoug-iburccs of migration in the

N,

f /
I
I
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1
degree of correspondence between the exporiijnces^^pf^the 
students and the employment and income opportunities available in each 
district to the men leaving school, then "Vj^".win not reflect adequately

We were not able to detormind' whether

men who were not
‘r-

the push force from each district, 
such variations e’xisteds

In interpreting the regression coefficients for the proxy 
variable ^r land ownership, some caution needs to..be exercised, 
of the coefficients for "Li" are not ^^nificant and the limited number 
that are statistically significant have an unexpected positive sign. 
Over’ the five year period the elasticity of the rate of migration with

Mostr

respect to land ownership ranged from 1.067 for the men age 23 to 50 years, 
to 2.090 for the men in the secondary, education sub-group. These results

being pushoWi^flftjS^fef^Ttrrai areasdo not support the hypothesis that men'are 
by a shortage of land.

Thii conclusion that a scarcity of land is not a relevant deter

minant of rural-urban migration is' based on a v^iy rough approximation of 
land availability which overstates the amount of land available to the men 

* in our sample.The data input for the regression analysis indicates the 
existence of ao average of .5.33 acres of land for each man, woman, and 
chi^. If adjiisj;ed for quality of land, the average is reduced to-.e

s

. x
"^^^Even though the proxy variable used for land ownership over

states the amount of land available to the men in. our samfTl'C,’ it need 
not be an overstatement of the amount of land available to all rural- 
urban migrants. A« Eikan indicates,Tf the market for land does not 
enable a f»i.Tmer to capitalize the expected future earhings-frOTi his land, 
then the farmer has a distinct incentive to maintain his claim to his 
land (Eikan, "Migrant Labor in Africa," p. 195). As a result, many of 
the relevant men who had land worth claiming may have returned to their 
home area prior to our survey.

V
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■ 1.S8 acres of high potential land per capita. Those averages 
sideraMy higher than the amount of land actually possessed by the 

-As indicated in Table 3.12, only 10.7 per cent^
of land and half of these plots of land were still in

are con-

the men hadoigrantts-.

five acres or more
the possession of the migrant's''fathe^ Furthermore, prior to migration, 

receiving cash incomes from tKeir shambas,
In addition .-'approximately 160

\ •
only some seventy men were

menaveraging 41.5 shillings per month.
sufficient food from their shambas for the equivalent ofwere receiving

13 Therefore, the proxy variable used for land o^vnership in 
the regression analysis appears to have overstated the land o\mership of 

who remained in the urban centers unTTl ^hc time of the

4.4 adults.

tJfTDse migrants

j survey.

In addition, the proxy variable for land
to the markets for cashthe accessability of the arable ^pnd 

If a farmer’s goal is to earn cash income, then the farm_land
measure

crops.

’Suitable for cash crops- serves as a substitute for rural-to-urban
migration only if the transportation system enables the farmer .to sell

The various rural.areas of Kenya under consideration 
access to the major markets for cash

his excess output.
in this-'study did not have equal

For example, the Luhya of the northern parts of Western Provincecrops.

experienced some difficulty in moving their maize to market.
The variable which is consistently significant in exp^iuin^'

l^For coding purposes, a child was considered to bo equivalent to 
one-balf an adult,

^"^Robert E. Baldwin, Economic Development and Export Growth: A 
Study of Northern Rhodesia, 1920 - 1960, (Berkeley: University of 
Califpmia Press, 1966), p. .133, and'¥arber, op- cit., p. 239.

r
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nigration flows in "C-the proxy for clan contacts from "i" resident
” is significant 

The range in the
- in "j". For the total sample, the coefficient for ”C^. 

in all cases except the year 1967 in TaW^e 3.1.a.
respect to "C-j'! is from .1690 in 1968 to .2974 

period, the regression coefficient is
r " withelasticity of "Mij

In 1964. Over the 
significant in ail s.ub-groups except the secondary educptlon group

.1226; and older men = .2277).Cprimary education = .1602; younger men = 
if the sample is broken down Into'sub-groups, the coefficient for 
is significant in both the primary education and the younger men sub-

. For the older men, the coeffiSient for "Cji' is significant..ingroups

1967 and 1964.
The importance of clan contacts indicated by the regression 

analysis is verified by the responses to questions 8
were asked to rank the three 

of information about their migration 'destination.
questionnaire. In question-B, the 
most important sources 
As indicated in Table 5.10, 65.6 per cent ofthe men ranked either family 
members or friends as their most important source orinformation.

men

With
;

of information, 38.7 perreference to the second most important 
cent of the men listed relatives or friends, while an additional 43.8.per

source

Of the men whosecond source (Table 5.12).cent did not indicate a 
ranked family, members as their.first source, 36.7 per cent did not have
a second source, 52.8 per cent indicated friends as a second source, 
77.71 per cent did not indicate a third'source, and 3.8 per cent in

dicated friends as a third source, 
their first source, 39.4 per cent did not have a second source, 74.1 per 
cent did not have a third source. 38.2 per cent listed relatives as a 
second source, and 2.7 per cent listed relatives as a third source.

Of the men who answered friends as

Of
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^1..^- - the remaining sources of information, no one source dominates the ^s- 
tribution with “other sources'* having the highest frequency.

r TABLE 5.11.—The percentage distribution of the primary sources of 
information about the urban centos as given by the men in each education ’ 

and age sub-group

Education "Age CSources of 
Information

Total
SamplePrimary^ Secondary 15 - 22 23 - 50

Newspapers• 
Radio

7.5. 18.2 10.4’12.9 7.7

2.2 3.6 1.6 2.7

Labor Exchange 2.0 1.8 3.4 2.5

Family Members 36.0 20.3 37.3 25.8 31.8

27.2Friends 34.4 . 32.-2 ••33.a

School Teacher 1.5 4.9 3.6 1.2 2.4

Career Counsellor .6 1.'22.4 1.1

Other Sources 15.8 ' 12.5-14.0 17.5 15.3

Totals 100* 100 • 100 100 100

For a chi-square test. Table 5.1.0 was divided'into four rows — 
Exchange, family member^^fpjends and

In Table S.12,
as an additional row. For both

tables; aH^chi-square tests on the interaction between sources of in- 
foimation and the urban centei^ education, and age vStkiables 
significant at the T^ol a=.001.

Nyeri there is proportionately less reliance on family members while the 
men in Nairobi, Kisumu, and Nyeri roly proportionately

newspapers or Tadio or Labour 
schbol teacher or career.counsellor, or other sources, 
the first row of “no response'''Srf^.^added

were

For the men in“Nairobi, Thika, andV

more on friends.

i
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* *:
The men with secondai^* education have a distinct tendency to rely more on 
.other sources than relatives or friends. A

€'
TABLE 5.1-2.--The percentage distribution of the second source of inform
ation, about the urban, centers as given by the men in each education and 

age sub-groupi

AgeEducation
Total
Sample

Sources of 
Information ns - 22 23 - 50Primary Secondary

43.837.9 49.5 -47.4 33.9No Response
6.27.3 5.34.3 .Newspapers

-7 • 3.0 4.55.73.9 6.0Radio

1.4 1.71.9Labour Exchange-., 1.5 2.1

16.518.2- 15.5Family Members *15.9

*^.218.923.1 19.6 25.1Friends

1.4 2.43.4School Teacher 1.4 5.3

.81.4 .2.5 1.7Career Counsellor
2.21.82,0 1.7Other Sources

♦

J100100100 .. ■ 100 100Totals

'4
•In ques'tion 19, an attempt was made to determine tlje process used 

by the men to obtain their first job in an urban center, 
fiorted in Table 5.13, the most important single process was based on 
assistance'from friends or relatives. Also, the interaction between the 
method used to find emplo>'ment and the urban center and education 

■ variables was significant [a=.001J.^^ The hypothesis of no interaction

Again, as re-

;

o

1

•ISpor the chi-square test, the second and third rows were grouped 
together, as were rows four to eight.S.L
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between/the/iiiethod used; to find^e^ployment. and ;age^ooul^ not be rejected .

=;50)r^Khile.:the.h}Tdthesis;;of np inyuraction between the t^
groiqiing codld.be:rejected: Cu=.QS). -The men .

; on relatip/es and friends -.Cdl per cent, yersus . ;

.c within an urban center 
■.primary educatipn.rely more on 

: ■ 28 per «nt df. the secondary education' gro^), while the^ni^ «th secondary - .

education plice .greater reliancB-on newspapers and on'Hoaring of job oppor

tunities from pthers.and then applying in person. The-variation-in the 
• nitnber of unemployed was small among the two education groups.

IP^d per cent of the younger men were unemployed versus 6.9 per cent of-the

•.VC

•trast,'

*
N

older men'.
two variables to measureIncluded in’the regression equations

■ the'postible-effects of amenity availability on'migratioi^^^ i^e
first variable "Aj/Ai"', is a^ratio of indices, 
only a rough approximation of variations in amenity availability between 
rural-urban migration combinations. As a result, the limited slg^ficance 
of the variable and the unexpefcted negative signs does riot demorisWate

were

At.best, this variable was

conclusively that amenities do not detenSine rural-urban migratioh flows.

of amenity av;ul-Nevertheless,' the amenities incllided in 
ability have only very Jimited expianatpry effect'.

In the total sample, only the year 1968 contains a coefficient 
; of "Aj/Ay which; is significant at the 90 per cent level (aj -.0103). 
:; '^ Over /the five year period, all four sub-groups did/contain significant

our measure

■>

hmenity regression coefficients. For the primary education group,
; I ; aj W -.0138;; for :the secondary educatibn groig), ag = -.0133; for the

0116; arid for the older men, rig = -.0816. The log 
significant variable in three of the four sub-groups (for ,

younger, men,: ag = 
af'ti." is
the primary .education groupiag e .3419; for tho secondary education

\
a

' m
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= .3090>. Tht?7s«condarjf 
ft the

sample is divided into the four sub-groups, "aj" is significant in 1968 
C-.0128), and 1964 fot the primar)- education group.

cent level.

.4177; and for the younger men,.i.-- group, =

education coefficient is significant, at the 90 per cent level.

c
The latter •

For the younger 
For the older men, "ag"

coefficient is significant at tjie 90 per 
men, "aj" is significant in 1966-65 (-.0136). 
is significant in 1967 at the 90 per cent level C-.0039).

indication why the amenity variable is of limited 
Table 5.14 where we note

One

that 56 per cent 
In addition, 3.1 per cent of the men

significance can be s<ieij,in 
of'the men do not attend cinemas, 
have not changed their attendance habits after migration while 10.5 per

As a result.attending''^less often than prior to migration.cent are
i4vthc incrcifS^d availability of cinemas

variations between urban centers 
could have had a determinative effect on the migration decis-^ons of only

Some 21 per cent of the men do attend more> ^30.4 per cent of the men. 
often because of the increased availability of cinemas-in urban centers

not used in the measureAlthough the availability of dancing places was 
of amenities utilized in the,regression analysis, Table 5.15 indicates 
that they are'-irot an important determining factor in migration decisions.

Only 15.3 perSome 70 per cent of the men do not attend dancing places.
attendance after migration. Approximately one-halfcent increased their

indicated that the availability of better ^ing places in
why they frequented these places more often. .. 

The reading of newspapers appears to be an amenity for which 
there-was a considerable increase in use after migration. Some 63 per 
cent of the men increased their reading of "Newspapers with the greater 

• availability of newspapers in urban centers being the most important-

of those men
urban centers was the reason

r..-
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reason for this increased usage. Again, this amenity ra's not included 
.in the moasureaont of the amenity variable "A".

■For all three amenities, the interaction between amenity use and 
the urban center, education and age variables is significant. 'As in

dicated in Tables S.17 to 5.19, the men with secoo^ry education and 
the younger men have a proportionately greater pr^^s^lty to increase 
th^i^^e of amenities after they, have migrated to^n urban center, 
result j-s consistent with the smaller negative value of the coefficient 
for "Aj/Aj".for these two groups in the regression analysis.

TABLE 5.17.--The percentage distribution of cinema attendance by the 
migrants in eaclf education and ago group

r--

c

This

AgeEducation

15 - 22 23 - 50
^6tal

SamplePrimary SecondaryCinema Attendance/
65^0 56.029.7 47.665.1Does Not Attend

3.12.83.4 3.6Attends About the Same 3.1

9.2 10.511.77.7 18,4Attends Less Often
Attends More Often Be
cause There are More 
Cinemas Here 21.225.S 16.816.4 34.9

Attends More Qftoiv Be
cause he has More 
Money; 5.27.S, 2.63.8 9.3

Attends More Often for 
Some Other Reason 3;6 4.0 ••4.13.9 4.3

■M

100100 100• 100Totals
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iBLE 5. IS.—The percentage distribution of attendance at dancing places
by the men in each.education and age groupV- f-

■ AgeEducation
■ •Total

Sample
Attendance at 
Dancing Places 15 - 22 ■ 23 - soPrimary Secondary

77.6 70.463.443.4-80.0Docs Not Attend
3.6•3.6 ^ 3.86.02.8Attends About the Same* u.>
10.7 ,8.313.0. 17.98.1Attends Less Often t

Attends More Often Be
cause There are Better 
Dancing Places Here

'Attends Mofe Often Be
cause hQ has More Money

. 8.16.110.14.7 17.5

l.tT 5.7 2.21.62.8

Attends Mora Often for 
Some Other* Rea^n 5.02.67.1•9.53.4

f 100100100100100Totals /

The comments included on some of the questionnaires indicat^ ■ 
availability o^ecialiied training courses in particular urbai^^^ .

the basis for deciding on a particular
that the
centers^ especially Nairobi,-was 

- migration- destination. In Table 5.20, there Is some indication of a
proportionately4,arger current enrolment in specialized training courses 

In Table 5.21. we n6tB it is the younger men and the men 
education who predominate in the enrolment in specialized

in Nairobi.
ith secondary r

training courses.
Considering the overall explanatory ability "of the model, we note 

-half of the variation in the loga tendency to cxplairTapproximately
For the total sample, equation "b"4)rovides somewhat better

one

of •\'’. 
predictive ability with a range of ."R^" from- .3829 In 1966 to .6390 in
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TABLE 17i9.—The Derccntage distribution of the newspaper reading habits 
of the rfigrants. in each education and age group

AgeEducation ^c Total
Sample

' >
Newspaper Reading 

Habits 15 - 22 -23 - 50Primar>’ Secondary

3.35.01.44.3Cannot Read
Does Not Read Newspapers

^ ••
\ Reads Newspapers .■\bout 

the Same

R<}ads Newspapers Less 
Often

Reads Newspapers More 
Often Because They 
are More Rea^rl-y 
Available

17.012.4 ^ .22.34.521.6

10,612.89.01K510.3

7.17‘.4 5.48.3-6.3

31.8' 7?.7 28.-0'38.129.6

Reads Newspapers More _ 
Often Because^he has 
More Money .

11.08.313.116.49.0

Reads Newspapers More 
Often Because he 
Wants Information on 
Job Openings

Reads Newspapers More 
Often for Some Other 
Reason

11.911.212.515.010.8

7.37.07.68.27.0

100100100100Totals

.6021 in 1964 in1964, in contrast to a range of .3560 in 1968 tp
the five year period, the model predicts best for theOverequation "a",

older men-(R2 = .5705 in equation "a" Shd^OOOS in equation "b"). and has
the lowest explanatory ability for the. secondary education group

This result needs to be contrasted 
1966 in the

[R^ = .2897 and .3499 respectively), 
with the of'.0693 (.0552 in equation "b"), in the year
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S4^ol<?g^;ii!en-5ubrgroui):/ Thi^^s the lowest "r2" realized In any M.the 
: regressions considered.' ; For the younger-inen i there is a tendency .for

7

: the-: explanatory abilify,5f the: model to ;decline : as we appraach ^tho
presint.; The: ’^"fin 196h-65 wast..5262 which declined- to '-aSSh 1" .IS^Sy

i
en in eachTABLE:5.21.—The percentage distribution of the number ;© , . ^ ,

- educatlon'hnd age group-who are enrolled in special training courses

AgeEducation
Tot^.
S.aiapl<K^15 - 22 23 - 50rijft^ry SecondaryEnr^ent, Status’

No Cburses^ompleted 
and Not Enrolled . 
Currently

One or More' Courses 
Completed

Currently Enrolled f 
in .a Course

v ■ -f

70.473.3-67*776.3 54.3

•16.6 'l8.'5

12,5 .7.816.427.27.1

100 . 100 100100100Totals

Summary

in measuring the magnitude of the. speciHed deteiminants of 
^n«&l^urban migration, :we note the distance involved in a move represent? 
a ‘distinct deteinrent to migration while the number of clan contacts
availablein an urban centeris anTimportant determinant of migration.

does not provide consistent evidence of the Importance 
": ■ If a rixr^a^ differential as an attractive.force to' _

urban centers. Since the regression coefficients for the dummy \?ariables
* ; entered for the various ethnic groups were .statistically significant, we

: ' concluded .the ecpnonic^rces were a deteVminant of migration within any

" V’ : :
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one ethnic group, but the responses among cthnic'groups to a given ^ 
economic' inc^ti've varied sufficiently to red^,^ the significance of the 
expected income variables in the regffcssiop analysis.

• v-v.
, f

The data did not
provide'a basis-for concluding that rural-urbamtiigration was the result

a scarcity of land or aof people being pushpd from the rural-^reas by 
lack of employnent opportunities -in the rural area^., ^Also, thP difference .

and urban centers did notin amenity availability between rural areas
significant determinant of rural-urban migraflo;!, expeclai%y<w_

On the basis
appear to be a
for the older men and the men with limited foi^l education, 
bf the values for the' coefficient of determination'obtained in the
\

regression analpis, the overall predictive ability of the model appears 
to be greatest for fhe older men and lowest for the men with secondary

education.
/

J

i
M
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/ , CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to identif>^e tyt)e of rural
urban center and then to identify the forces 

front a rur^l to an urban sett'ing. Two different
person who migrates to yi

which cause him to i^ove 
approaches were used to test 
this study.

the hypothesis designed for the purpose of 
approach Utilized regressi^ analysis based on publishedOne

and migration and iMome data obtalrod through , a survey to test thedata

validity of a migration model, and to measure 'I'D magnitud^f ^^forces 
which determine raigpatory behavior. The other approach was based on the

interviewed in thebehavior given by the menexplanations of their ovm
survey^ These two approaches did not produce the

In this concluding chapter we simunarite the conclusions derived
results in allsame

cases,

from these two approaches to the subject:
With reference to the question-who migrates to an urban center,^

the first ..conilusion relates to the age,ttf the migrants. Aaiiwpected.

Eighty per cent of the men werethe migrants were predominantly young, 
less than thirty years old at the time of migration and a large number.of 

were in the 21 to 24 age bracket. There is soSTe indication that theremen

less risk'involved In a move for tho older men who chose.to migrate. 
Prior to migration, there was more unemployment among the older men; yet

successful in obtaining some type

was

after migration the older 
of employment “nt

men were more
unemployed at the time of the survey inwere

\
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contrast to 19,4 por. cent of the younger men). One possible explanation
■//iox this variation in urban unemployment may be a greater willingness of\

the-y6unger men to remain uneraplbycd for a time in order to obtain a. c
better job.

There was conclusive evidence that the propensity to migrate in-
with the level of educational attainment. If a person has 

secondar>' education, the probability of a rural-urban .move a^e 
Very high. There was significant variation in the education of migrants 

Thbce was no obvious ^planafion for this 
variation, although it may be the result of variations between rural 

in the extent and quality of education provided. There was 
limited evidence that the Nairobi-Thilca labor market attracted a propor

tionately larger number of better educated men. In the^bf*‘?fi^^nteTs, 
there was a disproportionate number of men who were in school prior to 
migration, had passed the KPE exam, and had some secondary education. 
From our survey data, it cannot be demonstrated that school-leavers 
gravitate to Nairobi.

With reference to the ethnic background of the migrants, the

creases
.-i-

ars to be.

between urban centers.

areas

Kikuyu of Central Provinj:e, the Luo of Nyanza Province, and j^he Luhya of
For all the ethnicKakamega DistrUj in Western Province predominate.

•groups, the number of men engaged in farming priior to migjrationAt was

relatively small. One reason why a small number of men were engaged in 
farming is ,the limited access to land experienced by the mcn«in the 
survey. Kith the possible exception of the'i^ the migrants had well 
below the average amount of land per capita available in each province. 
The significant variation in the amount of land oiimed by the Luo men and
in their tendency to take their wives with them to an urban center indicates

■**

fA
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he social and cultural differences between the Luo and otherv-'there may
. ethnic groups in the forces which determine pigratory behavior.

In the regression analysis, one measure of variations in rural- 
urban migratory behavior betvi-een ethnic groups was the inclusion of 
dummy variables for the major ethnic groups. In interpreting the

'€

significanW of tho coefficients of these dummy variable's, it is import- 
keep in mind that the dependent variable is the log of a very

who have moved to an urban
ant to
small perceftiage of men fcom a rtiral area 

For’ the'total sample the mean value of^he regressand was 
approximately minus seven. In reporting the-coefficients of the dummy 
variables and the intercept term, we noted that the magnitude of the

center.

negative numbers involved was highest for 'the Kikuyu and lowest for the 
Therefore, if all the explanato'^^i^tff^les 

from a rural area who would migrate tc
Luo and the Coast Tribes.

(
were zero,- the proportion of men 
an urban center would be loi^est in the Kikuyu districts and highest in

the Luo and Coast Tribe districts.
Our two approaches to the question why these men moved to an

urban center provided different results in the identification of signif- 
The measurement of pqU forces in the form 

On the other
icant pull and push forces,
"Vj - V^" or "Vj/V-j-’i did not prervide conclusive results, 
hanrf, the explanation of their own behavior by the migrants indicates the
distinct importance of employment opportunities IP urban centers as the

The mAisurementfor selecting a particular migration destination.
- of push forces' in the font of "Vj_" or "lV' indicated there was no basis 
for concluding ‘that the men were pushed from their rural areas.

the men indicated that the dominant reason for leaving their home 
the lack of economic opportunities in these areas.

reason

N'everthe-

less

area was

V
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The results obtained on the variable indicate that distance
significant barrier to migration. Tlie purpose of this variable was 

the effebt of the cost of making a rural-urban move on- 
’migration flows, but as was the case i'n other migration studies, it

Distance was

was a

r to measure

probably measures more than^the economic costs of a move, 
the greatest barrier to a move for the men Vith primary^education. For

" associated with a change inJ
this group, the change in the log of

There was only limited evidence that distance was a- was -.0041.
significant barrier to migration for the men

indication that the larger urban"'contcrs attracted •

with secondary education.
There was some 
migrants over a greater distance.

Along -ly-ith the evidence that distance v-fas a barrier to migration, 
conclusive evidence that clan contacts in anthere was

I
attrac'fetf migrants to the urban center. Clan contacts were the most

and income conditions inimportant source of information about employment 
urban dfenters and they frequently assisted the migrant in obtaining

Over the five year period, the effect of clan contacts on
In their group.

employment.

migration flows was most pronounced for the older 
the elasticity of with f!|s*pect to
''C^j"-was not a si^ificant explanatory variable for the men with second-

men .

” was .2277. In contrast,
/

ary education.
Throughout our analysis, the amenity variables did not appear to

Both the iKtgrationhave a significant bearing on migration decisions, 
model and the'responses to questions on the use of particular amenities

N ■
To theindicate use habits do not change extensively after migration, 

extent that the use of an amenity increases, it is only partially the 
result of Jhc greater availability of the particular amenity in. the

I
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posing the hypothetical situation"hf a'particular job
found the r.en to be 

^^erned p'Jiciarily with maximizing real income;. Only a limited number 
of men indicated a preference for the improved quality of living available

. urban centers. In 
‘ .available in boUi an urban and a-rural setting, X'.-e

in urban'centers.
** The final conclusion relates 

urban labor circulation evident in our sample, 
of labor circulation, 
selves as temporary ^rban workers, 
since i

during the previous two years.
who are marrjed have not moved their wives to an urban center

conclude that temporary migration still occurs, but. itj,Sijg^nor.ity 
which dtes not involve a majority of the rural-urban migrants

to the extent of temporary rural- '

There was some evidence 
Some 12.5 pe'r cent of the men characterized thcm-__ 

This proportion is not insigniticanir *

the majority of these temporary migrants had most likely come
that more than half the menAlso,-we note

Therefore,,

we

occurence

in Keny^v
The question remaining is what are the implications of these

The resultsconclusions for the pervasive unemployment problem in Kenya, 
of this study-indicate rural-urban migration flows will tendno increase

reduce the magnitude of the flows, 
determinant of migration is the existence of 

A continued flow of migrants will 
aVbilabie.which, in turn, will in-

' unless explicit action is taken to
For example, an important 
clan contacts in the urban centers.

an contactsincrease the number of cj. 
duce" additional migration, 
oducationallopponunities will increase the internal migration flows

Also, Kenya’s continu^^efforts to expand

for rural-urban migration rises directly with thesince the propensity 
level of educational achievement. Furthermore, improved transportation 

to reduce the deterring. and communication links within Kenya will serve

\
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1effect of distance on nidation.
--7

How tii.en can these existing tendencies to stimulate ir.igiation 
be countered .to Unit the urban in-migration to the absorptive capacity 
of the urban sector? First, it .will pot be jlequate to either admonish*

• Z'

€
return to their land or to'force the men back to thc.r land 
ninorlty have land and only a very small portion of these

The. use.of moral suasion

the men to
since only a

deriving cash Income from their land.
Unit even .;EurtIler the rurad-urban labor circulation

men were
or force may serve to
which still exists but this will affect only a small proportion of the

For the majority Of the men, a back-to-total number ^f male migrants, 
thc-land policy would necessitate making land available, to the men.

An alternative approach to solving the urban unemployment problem 
would involve reducing the rural-urban Income difftu'ential .^.^(i5j^Jffnp.l.e,
the rural-urban df?ferential tould be reduced by removing the urban 
ninlnum wages which constrain wage-adjustments from carrying out.their 
market clearing function. This approach to the problem carries con-' \ 
siderable merit from an economic as well as a practical standpoint.^ 

clear what the effects of removing theFrom our analysis it is not
. ;^ininLm wage would have on prospective migrants.^ The men in the —

y

llnproved and cheaper transportation'facilities.could have the 
' opposite effect On migration if Such improvements open the possibility 
of e.xpanding rural output which is now constrained by limited access to 
the markets for the output.

2john R.. Harris, and Michael P. Todaro. "Migration, Unemployment 
and Developnentt A Two-Sectop-AnalysisThe toerican Economic Review. 
LX C'larch. 1970). pp. 126-U2. _

the men with-the least education.^The effect would be greatest on 
It is unlikelv that an elimination of minimum wages wouM..correct the wage 
sttuctTIVe re.alized by jn AfrTcan elite seeking full equality with the 
expatriate personnel thiji^were replacing. The men with the higher levels 
of education are likely aspring to this typo of job.
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.expressed their i:iotivcs for migration in terms of better cw^oy-menf
ifr-the urban centers rather than in teins of better earning 

Possibly this type of expression'reflects the migrant's 
that he would.receive at least the urban mininum wage if he 

so his concern centered on

opportunities

opportunities.

€ realization

could obtain employment in an urban center
If the minimum wages were eliminated, then^the pros-obtaining a job. 

pective migrant might become more 
opportunities.

conscious of wage levels as- well as job 
In other words, it would introduce an additional element

As long asof uncertainty into his migration decision making process, 
the mihiKuin wages remain then, according to the responses to our question- 

will continue until the communication network made up ofnaire, migration
friends and fqmily members In the urban centers Indicate jobs are

Such a message is unlikely to-eome froa^iiilj^n •-

- - d industrial activity and increa.sed
longer available.
center which is' expanding with increa^i; 

services'residents.social

rural-urban expected income dif-A second manner in which the
ferential could be reduced is by increasing the number of job openings 

The majority of the men indicated a pre-available in the rural areas.
'— ference for their home area provided they could find comparable jobs with

coinparable income^ To provide an adequat^umber of jobs in the rural ^
It isareas implies some form of industry decentralization in Kenya, 

beyond the scope of this study to do'termino whether the net costs in

volved in such an industry decentralization would be of the magnitude to
make this a feasible solution to the urban uncnplo>-ment problem.

do appear to be very conscious of the differences in , 
the'cost of living between the urban centers and rural areas. The rural- 

differential could bitjiltercd by changing the cost of

The men

urban real income

\
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For example,
raising the monthly rent in City^ouncil housing would raise the cost of 
living in the urban centers and may have a deterrent effect on migration. 
Converselyj the provision of free public education throughout Kenya would 
reduce the cost of living more in the urban centers whe^ school fees arc 
higher and encourage'a man to bring his family Cprosp^tive entrants to 
the urban labor market), even though it may not induce additional male

living in the'urban centers relative to the rural areas.

to migrant at the present time. 
The men in the saople did not place much emphasis on note and

better amenities available in the urban centers as a deteminant of
It would appear that the various urban Councils can continuemigration.

to attempt to improve social services available to their residents with-
affecting migration flows provided they do not reduce 

living in the urban centers and they do not increase substantially the
indication that Nairobi attracted men

out

demand for labor. There wa'S some 
because of the facilities for additional training available there. It

be difficult to provide the variety of training opportunities avail

able in Nairobi throughout the rural areas, but it mighr be possible to
the various urban centers

would

.^-re-distribute the migration flows somewhat among 
by allocating future training facilities to the other^urban centers in 
Kenya.
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• € APPENDIX A

A LIST OF THE MAPS USED IN THE SAMPLE SELECTION
; u

Nairobi

The maps were prepared by Professor S_. H. Ominde, Geography
Department, University College, Tiairobi, for use in the 1969 Census.

the types of housing in Nairobi provided bj^^the Tovm* 
The data on populatibn dis

information on

Planning Department, Nairobi City Council, 
tribution was obtained from City of Nairobi Planning Report No.l,

Population.

Mombasa

The maps we«:e prepared by the Coast Province Tovm Planning- 
of the Ministry of Lands and Settlement for use in their housing 

information for the sample selection was obtained from
Office

survey. Relevant

the results of the housing survey.

Kisumu

frost the Survey of Kenya series 
The information on population dis-

The map used Tit the survey was 
f966/67 with a scale of 1:5000.

provided by the Engineering Department of the Kisumutribution’was

Municipal Council'.

Nakuru

from the Survey of Kenya scries 
'Hie informstion on population

the map used in the survey was 
1968, with a scalc-of 1:5000/1.2500,
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k
distribution was provided by Mr. Walter Kirubi, Acting -Seputy Town Clerk,

. ■■

Xakuru Municipal Council.

Eldoret

The map used in the survey was from the Survey of ^enya senes. 
The information on population distribution1067 with a scale of 1:5000. 

was provided by S. M. Mfuthui, Chief NJunicIl^al Health Inspector, Eldoret
Municipal Council.

Thika

The map used in the survey was from the Survey of Kenya series, 
The information on population-distribution 

was provided by Mr. Elisha Onyyingo, Housing Officer, Thika Municipal 
Council.

1966 with a scale of 1:2500.
Vs/

\
Nanyuki

- The map'/tfsed in the survey was the Nanyuki Short Term Development 
P-lan (May), (1:5000) of the'Town Planning Department, Ministry of Lands

12.7.68. The information on population distribution 
provided by the Town Clerk of the Nanyuki Urban Council.

, d^edand Settlement
was

^ ■

Nyeri

The map used for the survey was the Nyeri, Survey of Kenya, 67,
First Edition (zones from 1:5000) Short Term Development Map.

P
ation .on population distribution was provided by the Tow-n Clerk of the

The inform-

NyeriMunicipai Council.
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C' -■ APPENDIX B

THE SURVEY

In this appendix,-we include the following instruisonts which were 
• used in the survey:

Building Information Sheet 
2. Survey Questionnaire 
5. Short Questionnaire 
4. Letter of Introduction

1.

5. Manual of Instructions’for the Survey of Rural to Urban Migration ^

Questionnaire

6.. Suggested Questions for‘Filling in the Tables in the Questionnaire^ 
to Supervisors ^ -

The questionnaires used in the migration survey were administered

Each interviewer

7.. InstructionsJ

. \
by a group of students from University College, Nairobi, 
participated in two training sessions-which included an irtterview with a 

The irtt'erviewers were paid a daily rate to ininimize■.H^relevant migrant.
.^e incentive, to mertrty complete a large number of-^uestionnaires. Each 

► interviewer carried a letter of introduction (8.4) which could be used, 
if necessary, to indicate the official purpose of the survey. For the
survey, the intci'viewers were divided into teams of six to nine men.

supe^rvisoi^'ho was responsible for assigning the inter

viewers to their respeetj-ve areas, assisting interviewers if they 
encountered local opposition, and checking the completed questionnaires.

Each team had a
/
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available in both English and Swahili /The iiuestionnaircs
and the interviewers weVc free to use the copy they preferred.

from the general area of the urban center in

were

In most

c cases the interviewers cam
As a result, the interviev^ers'were able ' ^which they were interviewing, 

to translate the questions into the local tribal language if the
respondent could not understand cither English or Swahili. There

■where ‘the interviewer could not converse directly
were

only two or three cases
with the respondent and he had to call on a

The questionnaires were developo'd with helpful comments from
third person for assistance.

Prior to theother members in the Institute for. Development Studies, 
survey, the initial questionnaire was pre-tested. The supervisors were
sent to houses in Nairobi selected in the same manner as for the actu^

BuildingEach supervisor was instructed to complete asurvey.

Inforoiation Sheet for each house and then obtain a,minimum of three
ompanied one o^ the supervisors 
On the basis of this pre-test.

person^ly^

during the course of those interviews, 
several changes were''made in the questionnaire, 
about members of -the family were dropped.since they i 
relevance and the men seemed to resent having their family counted. In

relevant interviews. I acc

First, the questions
of limitedwere

addition, questipns on t^ie personal chd’fhcteristics of the migrants were 
moved to the end of the questionnaire.
ary importance so this change enabled us to obtain the essential in

formation before thp respondent lost interest in the interview, 
tables were provided at the relevant places In the Questionnaire to 
facilitate the recordlng'^^dtoployraent and income information.

also provided helpful Insights on what to stress in the training

This information was of second-

^o,

The pre

test

of interviewers.
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In preparation for the survey, a letter was sent to the relevant 
District Commissioners informing them of the nature anti purpose of the

reported to the Distric^Commisslonor 
and other relevant authorities before starting the survey in an urban

Each- team of interviexverssurvey.

Each interviewer then located a particular building as indicat^
On the

, ctnter.
on a map and administered the 
basis of the infomation on this jheet, the relevant migrants could be

Buildi^ Information Sheet^ (B-l)-

identified and interviewed. The survey qtaestionnaire vas used for
the men who'had migrated between the beginning of 1964 and the end of 

The short questionnaire (B.3) was used for the men who had 
migrated in 1962 orjS^Sr—1 cases, the questionnaire was to be 

the basis of the answers obtained'from the
general instructions (B. 5) ,'e^^^l^lrviewcr

1968.

apTialcompleted solqiy on 
migrant. In addition to the 
was given a sheet (B.6) wiuch could be used tp assist in filling in the 
employment-income tables^

1

' c" I'

r'
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Building Information Sheet

Date^ Interviewer

€ Urban Centred

Enumeration Division .

Building Number . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . .

Provide a brief description of the location of this building:

No)1. Is this building a single house-hold unit? {....Yes;

2. IF NO ABOVE - Tiiis building has
3. IF SINGLE HOUSEHOLD UNIT - How many men {16 YEARS A.ND OLDER}

are staying (living) in this house? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4. Do all of there men normally stay here or are some J .
now? If some arc just visiting, how many? . . . . ‘..... .

5. Are these some men who normally stay herp but just-Tiow are
• visiting somewhere else: If yes, how many? . . . . . . . . .

(flats, rooms)

Now, of these men who normally stay here how many have come to^ 
since January, 1964, (that is since Uhuru)?_
How many have 'tome to

6.

in 1962 or
1963?'

iljK)t
R.^tATIONIF THE BUILDING IS A MULTI-DJVEbLING UNIT, OBTAIN THE 

IN QUESTIONS-3 TO 6 FOR EACH FLAT (OR ROOM) .\ND RECORD IT BELQK.7.

y
Men Who 
Migrated 
in 1962 
or 1963 
(Q.6)

Men Who 
Migrated' 

Since 
Uhuru

Men
Visiting
Elsewhere

(Q.5)

Total
Men Just 
Visiting 

V (Q.4)
MenFlat

(or-TOom) Staying 
(Q.3) .

L.-:CQ.6)No.

1

2
nJ
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A,'.4i.;&v-v Survey Questionnaire

f■ Confidentialc SURVEY OF RURAL-TO-URBAN ^{IGRATION

r" ,Interviewer Date

Urban Centre
. Building Number . . . . . . . . . . . .

{IF-APPLICABLE} Flat Cor-l-oora) Number

FRa'l THE BUILDING INFORMATION SHEET FILL IN:

' Ca) The number of men staying regularly in this (house, flat, room)

V
(b) The number of men in this (house, flat, room) who have c 

. . . . . . . . . . after Uhuru. . . . . . . . .
- ■

(c) The number of men in this (house, flat, room) who came to ^ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . :. . .  in 1962 or 1963 . . . . . . . . . . .

i

questions about where you ha^First, 1 would Tike to ask some 
been living since Uhuru.
1. hliere were you living at the time of Uhuru? Town or village •' 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in District
2. After Uhuru, when did ^ou first come to

month (APPROXIMATE) .. .\. . . . . . . .

'V..

7

,^196;..

^ V-
3. Between the/time of Uhuru and when you first came to . . .

' did you live ?(Jr a time (AT LEAST THREE MONTilS) in either 
Nairobi, Mombasa. Kisumu, Nakuru, Thika, Eldoret, Nanyul$i or 
Nyeri? {....Ye^; ....No}
IF YES - (1) Urban Centre 

from month . 
» to month ...
i
(2) Urban Centre 

. from month .. 
to month

y. have there been times when you4. Since coning to
lived in another district or urban centre? {FOR AT LEAST THREE 
MONTHS) {....Yes; ....No). •
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IF YES' « (1) District or Urban Centre
from month . . . . . . . •
to month . . . . . . . . .

196... 
196.V

(2) District or Urbai) Centre
from month ............................
to month ................................

•UTURE REFERENCE PURPOSES, FRCKl QUESTIONS 1, 3, 2 ^ND TIl^ 4, 
RURAL-TO-URBAN MIGRATIONS IN TME ORDER INJVUICH TUEV

FOi
LIS'
TOOK, iCE.

. To Urban 
Centre

>
c‘-* DateMigration..- From District'-5.

*■

196...1 '
A

i 196...\

would like to ask a -few questions about why you came 
to .. and what you werd expecting to find when you*'
first'ari^ed here. 4

h'hat made you decide to leave the home’you had 
befor^ you came to
Anything else? {CHECK LIST - USE 1 TO INDICATE HIS FIRST 
RESPONSE AND 2-.TO INDICATE HlS SECOND RESPONSE}

6.
?

\ »

... Tl^q&icl^not find work where I was living before0)

(2) ... Land was not available so I had to go out to find work
(3) .... I was transferred by my employer
:C4)-... I could not get into school in my home areas 
(5) ... 1 cautcT not get my child into school there 
C6)-<*..' The schools were of voiy' low standard there
(7) ... There were no dancing places, cinemas, etc. there
(8) Others explain) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Once ybu had decided to leave your prcvio.u^^ home, why did you 
choose to come to
(CHECKLIST -USE 1 AND 2 AS IN 6 ABOVE}
(1) ... That was the place whore I had the best chances of find

ing work

7,
X\7
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. .. Tr.ere are good schools here

... Tr.zre are opportunities liere to get into school

C2)k~. X

(3)
■s

! -anted the opportunities . social^life (daheing, 
cir.e-as, etc.) available here' ^ \ *

C-t)

C5) ... I was transferred here by my employer
(6) ... I have relatives (friends) here

(7) ... ethers (explain) ............................................

8. In reaching your decision to come to ........
had some information about job possibilities, income, living 
conditions, etc. in

. ^y■hich of the-foljowing gave you the most information about

V

you must have

THE T^REE MOST IMPORTANT}{USING 1, : .^N’D 3, RANK

(1) ... Ne«^pers

(2) ... Radio

(3) ... The Labour Q:chaftge

(4) ... Family members

. Friends

(6) ... School teacher

4

(7) ... Career counsellor*

(8) ... Others .(explain) .

9. Ulien you first«,^rrived in 
you hoping to get? '

10. NTien you first arrived in .........
you expect you could earn? shs

N :

✓
what type of work were

how much income 
-per (month/wejfk/4fly)

You being very patient and helpful. Thank you very 
• nuch." We .,r.o« come to the most important part of this survey - 

the type 6f work you were doing before you moved to the city (or 
town), the t^■pe of work you were doing after you got there, and

Let us start with the firstthe incone.received in each case, 
tine you -noved to a city (o'r town).

QUESTION 11 to 15 TO MIGRATION 1 - SEE Q.S
U-
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•11. Duri^ the year before you4toved-to 
you doing? {M;\RK ALL THAT APPLY) ^
fi) ... IVere-you in school? ^

(2) ... Were you employed for wages? {IF YES, FlLL IN 
CATEGORY (a) ^N-Table 1}

(3) ... Were you in business for yourself (selling “h'bwspapers,
shining shoes, or running your oim shop, etc.) (IF YES, 
FILL IN CATEGORY (b) IN Table i) '

... Were-you fanning? {IF YES, THIS WILL BE COVERED IN 
QUESTIONS 22 to 26}

(5) ... Were you at any time employed only part time such as
doing casual (day) labour? {IF YES, FILL IN CATEGORY (c) 
IN Table 1)

what vv'cre

(6) ... Were you totally unemployed for a time? {IF YES, FILL IN 
CATEGORY (d) IN Table 1).

During this_^ear were you at jiny time staying in either your 
parents’ house, a friend's house, or in a house provided by

{....Yes; ....No) ^ ■

12.

your employer?
IF YES - (a) From month 

to month .

t
1^^;; *13.

(b) Did you pay rent for staying there?
{....Yes; . ...No)

(c) Did you get most of your meals there as well?
{.... a few; ..
.... none)

(d) Did you pay for. these meals? {.... Yes; ...-kNo)

^1^

half; .... most; .... all;

f

Now I v^uld like to ask some questions about what you
doing bt pre^^nt here in ........................... Uliat 1)^10 of work (if
any) do you hSVe? How Ipng have you had this job? l^at were 

*y9t3?weived? Was there a raise in wages? 
housing^lflovJ^nce, a bonus, etc. associated with this •

are

the starting wages,
Is there a 1 
job?

(What abobt before that, what were you doing? ETC.)
X--

ON THE BASIS OF QUESTIONS SUCH AS THESE, FILL IN Table 2 FOE THE fULL 
HIS CURRENT STAY IN . . . . . . . . .OD^OFPERI

' r*
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Job and Income Ilistorj' for the Twelve Months Prior to- 
Migration 1;

C7)(6)(5) ■WC3)-r (1) ■••(•2)
\(a) EmplojTserit for wages

Housing 
Allowance, 
Bonuses, 

etc.
shs./Mon.

Wages
Starting Raised 

Tj-pe Wage 
of Work shs./Hon. shs./Mon.

From
Mon.196.. Mon.196..

to

Job 1

j5b 2 zl
(b) Operating his oi^n business

Type 
BusintKS 
or Tfaae

To- Net IncJme 
(shs. per year)

From
^on.l96.. ...

Business 1

V
Business 2

f"(c) Employed for v<fages on a part-time or casual basis

Days Hours
per per 

Day

ToFrom
Mon.196.. Mon.196. .

Wages
shs./Day

Type 
of Work Week

% ■

. Job 1

Job 2
(d) Totally unemployed

ToFrom
Mon.196.. Mon.196..

Period 1

Period 2

' 4
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Miscellaneous income.
To. From 

Mon. 196,. Mon.196..Shillingsc
Source? 1 V

Source 2

CHECK COLIT'IN’S 6 AND 7 TO.MAKE SURE THE FULL TWELVE MONTHSJIAVE BEEN 
ACCOUNTED FOR*^

—oOo-

Table 2. Job aJ^d Thcome History for the Length of the Current .Stay in

- (7)C5).C« f4i(i)' (2) »
(a) Employed for wages

Housing
Allowance,
Bonuses',

etc^

shs./Mon.

« Wages
Starting Raised

'ToFrom
Mon.196..

Type
of Work shs./Mon. shs./Mon.

Wage to
Mon.196. .

Job 1

*^Job 2
Cb) Operating his^ow;\ business .

Type^f
From ■'

Mon.196.. Mon.l9(r..
ToBusiness Net Income 

(shs. per year)or Trade

Business 1

rBusiness 2

V
\■V-
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(c) Bnployed for Stages on. a part-time or t^sual basis 
bays Hours

per ToFrom
Mon.196..

Wages 
shs./Day

'Type 
of Work

per
Week Mon.196..Dayc

Job 1

Job 2

^ (d). Totally unemployed
To

•Mon.196..
From

Mon.196.,

Period 1

Period 2
(e) Miscellaneous income

»
ToFrom

MonT196.. •-Shillings
K

Source X

- Source 2
CHECK COLUMNS 6 AND 7 TO MAKE SURE THE CURRENT STAY IN 
HAS BEEN CCMPLETELY ACCOUNTED FOR.

5^

V

fe.
''V
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14. V.Tien you first carae to ................................ did you stay with a friend,
a ranily niomber or in a house provided by an employer?
{...;Yes; ....Mo}

IF YES, CON'TINUE V.'ITK IS* AMD l6. IF MO, SKI-p TO Q.17
15. What job or business did he have?. . . .

{IF THE HOST APPEARS TO'BE PRESE.MT OMIT Q.16}
16. (a) How long did you stay there? _

From month . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
to month >. . . . ’. . . . . . . . . . .

(b) Did you pay rent for staying there?
{....Yes; ....No)

Cc) Did you get most of your meals there as -well?
a few; .... about half; most; ,

_ _  none)
Cd) Did you pay for these meals? {....Yes; ....No)

17. Since then have you at any time lived in a friend's house, inj
the house of a family member, or in a house provided •
employer? {....Yes; . .tj^jNo}

IF YES, CONTINUE WITH 18, OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q.'19. IF THE HOST 
APPEARS TO BE PRE§ENT,J;HEN OMIT Q.18
18«*- (a) How long did you stay there?

. From month ... . . . . . . . . .
to month . . . . *. . . . . . . . . . .

(b) Did you pay rent for stayin^jhere?
(...'.^esNo)

(c) Did you get most of your meals there as well? 
about half; .... most; .... all;

I
X

.... all;

{ . a few; .. 
.none)

{....Yes; ....Mo)(d) IF YES - Did you pay for these meals?

When you first came to..................
friend member help you'find work?

IF YES - hhat job or business did have at the time?

did a friend or family 
{....Yes; ....No)

19.

IF NO - How did you find your first job? (CHECK LIST) 
(1) ... I answered an advcrtiscracnt^n the newspaper/
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C2) Through the Labour nxchange n..

(3> ... 1 heard of jobs through the radio
(4) ... I h6ard from others of a job opening so-I applied
C5) ... Others Ce-’^plain)

Since -coning -to . . . .
from friends or relatives who live outside of. . . . . .
{....Tes; ....No)
IF YES - about.^how many shillings a month did you receive?
From month 
to month .

v;

"I
have you been receiving money20.

\
>■

)

.. {;»ave you been sending money out 
to friends or relatives or to improve your21. Since coming to ...

{....Yes; ....No)

^ IF YES - about how many shillings a month have you been sending?

of
shamba.?

A

196From month •. 
to month ... 196

IF THE RESPONDENT HAS HAD ONLY ONE RURAL-TO-URBAN MIGRATION (see O-S)... 
THEN THE SURVEY TO THIS POINT HAS COVERED THE RELEV/\NT JOB AND INCOME 

■' HISTORY KITH THE EXCEPTION'BF SHAMBA INCOME. BUT IE THE RESPONDENT 
MORE TH,\N ONE RDRAL-TO-URBAN MIGRATION -(see q.5), THEN WEHAS HAD

STILL 'NEED TO COVER THE TIME PERIOD BETWEEN HIS FIRST AND HIS LAST 
. MIGRATION. USING THE SAME TYPE*OF QUESTIONS v\S, FOR Table 2, FILL IN 

Table 3 TO COVER THE TOTAL PERIOD BETWEEN THE FIRST AND THE LAST
MIGRATION.

r

■j
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Job and Income History, for the Time Period Between‘the First 
^ and Last Migration

. (a) Employed for wages

. TaUl£,.3.,.

C6) C7)[4) C5)ill
"s f

‘ Housing 
Allowance, 
Bonuses, 
etc.

shs./Mon.

Wage
Raised' Starting 

Wage ,
•>ToFrom

Mon.196.. Mon.196.,
toT>Te

of Work shs./Mon. 'shs./Mon

Job 1

Job 2
/

(b) Operating his own business
Type of 
Business 
or Trade’

Net Income * 
Cshs. per year)

From
Mon^J96. . Mon.

Business 1

Business 2 •r

(c) Employed for wages on a part-time or casual basis
Days Hours 
per- per 
Keek

ToFrom
Mon.196,. Mon.196..

Wages 
Day shs./Day

Type 
of Work

. Job 1 
Job 2
(d) Totally unemployed

ToFrom
Mon.196.. Mon.196..

Period 1

Period 2,
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-^•}‘r’'MiS'ceilanoous income

ToFrom
^fon.l9(j.Mon. 196..

Housing • Meals 
Provided ProvidedShn lings

■ >'. Source 1
I

Source 2

CHECK COIV.-S'S 6 ,\ND 7-TO MAKE SURE THE TOTAL TIME PERIOD BETWEEN THE FIRST 
AND THE LAST MIGRATION HAS BEEN ACCOUNTED FORi

/

»

. -

jr-

( '
1/

II

\

C
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‘a?
In addit'lJnf'to wage jncone and income froijr-rticlr own business, 

some people receive income from their oim sharaba.

fCD ....Yes; CO) ..-..No)Do you have a shamba?

IP NO - Did you have a shanba before moving to 
, [SEE MIGRATIPX 1) {[2) ....Yes; (0) .......7’'

IF YES TO EITHER 22. OR 23, THEN' CONTINUE KITH 24.
23 „ THEN CONTINUE KITH QUESTIO.N 27.

I No)

IF. KO TO'BOTH 22 AND

24. How many acres do yoii farm? ......................

25. In what district is (was) your shamba? . 1

26. Wien did you get this land? Year 19 . . . .

FILUN THE A.NSKERS TOjTHE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN Table 4. COVER ALL 
YE.LRS FOR WHICH HE ‘HAD THE SH.AM6A STARTING KITH THE FIRST -HILL YEAR PRIOR 
TO H1GR.ATION 1 [OR AT THE DATE THE ULND WAS OBTAI.NED IF THIS IS LATER 

■ THAN H^GRATIJIN IK
Now, please think back to year 196... Did you make any money \ 

selling cash crops or food that you grew, on your sharaba?
IF YES - What crops and food did you ^ell?
How many (acres, trees, cows, etc.) did you have?
After you had paid your farming expenses, how many shillings did you 

. make that year?
During that year did you got'any rent money from your shamba? 
yes, how many shillings?
-puring that year how many adults and how many children'got most o£- -
their food at your shamba?

If

V ,

4%
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'.'.e have no'-v -^.pleted all..J:hc questions about your work and your 
income. You have been nost helpful. Thank you very much. I would • ^
now like to 5ome questions abotit yourself and about your plans / ‘ \
for the future.f> ' 2f. In what disxrict (or urban centre) were\^ born?

28. How old are you CAPPROXIM.yE)? . . . . ,. . . . .

To wjiat tribe do you bel6n§-? .....................................

30. Are you married? {. .. ; .

IF YES what district (or urban centre) is your wife fwi'^es) \
living? . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ *■

32. Have you passed kPE (or CPE)? {....Yes; ....No}

IF^YES, CONTINUE IVlTH QUESTION 34. IF NO. ASK QUESTION 53 BUT GHIT 
QUESTIONS-34 TO 36.
33. bhat is~^the highest standard in primary school that you have

completed? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . '. . . . .

54. Have you attended a secondary school? {....Yes; ....No)
55. IF’yES - What fom did ydli reach? . .....................................
- What type of secondary school was it?

(1) ... Government aided

29.

...No)

I

(2) ... Harambee
(3) ... Private

-Ha7e you passed KdSE? {....Yes; ....No)

Do you have any of the following:

(1) ... A P4 teacher training certificate
(2) T.. A^Pj t'eacher trainihg-certificate
(3) ... A trade 'tes't*certificate
(4) ... A P2 teacher training certificate
(5) ... School certificate or GCE, 0 level
(6) ... P| teacher training certificate
(7) ... Higher school certificate or GCE, A

36.

/<

1.

Level
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_(8) ... s, teacher training certificate

(91 ... Univcr?1?ty degree 
(0) ..; N'one of the abovec
Are you now taking or have you already conpleted any special 
training course such as a corrcspondence^ourse, an apprenticeship, 
a'driver trainifig course, dr an agricultural course at a farm 
training centre?

\^ompleted; ‘now taking; .... no)
IF YES - what course(^3? . . . . . . . .

.N,,^ • ■' .

How many months did (willT^t take to complete the course? . . .

for the rest your life?

37.

\
V.

a-

38. Do you wish to stay in 
{....Yes; ....No)

until you retire?IF NO - Do you wish to stay in 
■ {..,.Yes; ....NoJ

CoiJflNUn IVITil 39. IF YES. CONTINUE WITH 43.IF NO,
{CHECK LIST)’How much longer do you wish to stay?

(1) ... Less than three months '■

(2) ... Three months to a year

39.

(3) ... One"^ two years
(4) ... Two to five years
(5) .,! More than five years
Why do you wish to stay for that period of time? 
{RECORD HIS A.N’SWER, DO NOT SUGGEST ANSWERS)

V

y

40.

WTiy would you leave? (CHECK LIST)

(1) ... Cannot find work here
(2) ...(the wages are too low here
(3) ... I do not like the work I can get here
(4) ... I must retu^n^to my home area to take care of my sharaba
(5) ... I have inherited some land from my father
(6) ... I just-do not like living here

41.

V
a.

/
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••• The same reason as given in Q.40
-(8) ... Other Co^plain^ . . . . . . . . .

^2,. Uiicre do you think you will go? (name district or urban centre)
^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

fan you did '

> .

43. Do you go .to cinemas more or less in .. .. . . . .
where’you lived before you camb here?
{(1) .... more; . (2) .... about the same; (3) .... less;

(0) .... I do-not go to cinemas) ^

IF MORE OFTEN - Why do you go more oft^? miECK LIST)

(1) ... There are more cinemas here thgn where I lived befg-e

(2) ... I have mor&jnoney now so T can afford to go more often

I

><

(3) ... Other (explain) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

44. ^0'you go to dances more or Less often in . . . . . . . .
did where you lived before you came here?
{(1) ....'more-, (2) .... about the same;. (3) .... less;
(0) .... I do not go to dances)

IF MORE OFTEN - Why do you go more often? ' {CHECK LIST)
(1) ... There are more’places here where one can dance
(2) ... There are better dancing places here
(3) ... I have more money now so I can afford to go dancing more

ofteiT ,

than you

(4) ... Other (explain
than you.45. ' Do you read newspapers more or less often in ... 

did where you lived before?
{(1) .... I cajinot read; (2) .... more; (3) .... about the same; 
(4) .... I do not read newspapers)

IF.MORp - Wliy do you read newspapers more often? (aiECK LIST)
. Newspap^r^%i^ mo'fe readily available here 

■*(2) ... I have more money now so I can afford to buy newspapers
(3) ... I need to read newspapers here to learn of. job openings, etc.
(4) ... Other (explain) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “ • •

46. If you were offered a job paying shs. 200 per month in your home 
district and the same kind of job also paying shs. 200 here, which

CD ..n

• 'w
/
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..............................................-■

IF HE .aNS'.'.ERS here - Vrhv voulcLvoii choose the job here in 
{aiECK LIST) ■

(1) ... I have core friends herec9

do here •‘(2) .... Tliere are -ore thinf^to

(3) ... Living conditions are better here - ^ '

.. If I^lost the job I would ha^/S*^ better chance of getting 
another one here

t:
>

.r

C-t) •

\
C5) ... Other (e.\plain) .,................................................................................

If you were affered a job here in ................................ paying shs. 200
pe^(jdi?th. jjouiiijep'u accept the sane kind of job in your honie 
district if it paid.{(I)..shs. 2107; (2) ... shs. 2207;
(3) .:. shs. 2407; (4) ...shs. 2507)

-- w. _ .
{CONTINUE FROM shs. 210 UP UNTIL YOU GET A YES ANSWER)
{TO BE AS);ED ONLY IF THE RESPO.NDENT IS CURRENTLY TODIPLOYED) V^A-

)47.

y.

48.

IVhat do you think i^the main reason why you arc not able to find 
work here? {CHECK AS^IANT AS APPLY}
{1} ... You have too little education*
(2) ... Your tribe is discriminated against when a firm hires more

/• people

CS) ... The Goveratent is^npt tr>'ing hard enqugh to create jobs for 
the unemp loved ' *

C4) ... The trade unions only Idok out for the welfare of their own 
members and not^for people like you

(5) ... Other (explain) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The Tanzania Govem.-nent has recently established a law which seeks 
to re-settle the urban unemployed but landless workers on cooperative 
farming ventures; or for those who have thcflr ov/n land, t^ie Tanzania - 
Government is sending the urban unemployed back to their land to be- 

Do'Vou think this is a good policy? {QIECK LIST)

49.

come farmers.

CD ... Yes

(2) ... No

(3) ... Do not know

•*
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. I have not heard of the policy 
iniCS] . Refuses to express an op

w- IF uris CURRENTLY UNEMPLSYED - Kould you be willing to go back to 
\ vour farr. or to a Gov.ornneiit cooperative, or would you prefer to

stay in . . . . . . . . .  and continue to try and find work? {CHECK
LIST}

on

>

5^!

(1) ... Yes
(2) ... No
(3) ... Do not know
(4) ... I have not heard ^ t.he policy
(5) ... Refuses^^ express an opinion

i

So-ne people claun that the reason v,hy there is so much uncmplO)anent 
in the-city is that city wages are very much'higher than farm income 
and that:xt these high ^ages there are not enough jobs for everyone. 
They say that if city wages were lowered there would be more jobs

Do you agree that there would be more jobs j

• 50.

and less unemployment.
and less unemploi-ment here if the wages here were lowered?
Cl) ... Agree
(2) Disagree 
C3) ... Do not know 
C4) ... Refuses to expi^ess an opinion 

Thank you very much.
like to ask*a few questions about your father and then wfi 
finished.

Now I wouldYou have been most lielpful.
are

\
Is your father living? ...Yes; .... No}

IF NO, GO TO QUESTION 57.
In what district (or urban centre) does your father live?

sharaba? {....Yes; .f..No)

IF YES, CO.NTINUE WITH 52.
52.

Does your father have a
IF YES -^{ow many acres of land does he have?

S3.

How did he get this land? (CHECK LIST)
(1) ... Inherited-
(2) ... Clan

54.

1*

J
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. , ^4) ... Cleared

Consoli

\6) ... Rented 
■ . (7) ... Purchased

(8) ... Provided by his employer;
(9) ... Other'Cexplain) . ..............

55. IF APPLICABLE
{....Yes; ....No^ . ‘ *

56. Does your father work for wages? {....Yes; ....No}

IF YES - IVhat job does he have? ....................................................................

Does your father have a business of his own? {....Yes; ....No)

r- r>
L. *;

- Is this the satie shamba as your sfi^ba?

IF YES - h'hat type of business is it? .............. ...................................................

liighest standard (or form) in school that your father57. What is the 
completed?

N.

X

I

if

Name of Respondent
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. i:-:?RESSlfi^S OF the interview

, >1
1. The respondent was:

(1) ... Quite cooperative
(2) ... Neutral
(3) ... Not Very cooperative

\
>

<-*■

2. The respondent was: '

'(1) ... Seeiiied to rener.ber well and likely was giving accuriTte 
answers

. Had difficuU)*^3:e-calling the information desired^from him 
(3) ... May not have been giving accurate answers

minutes.

*

3. The interview lasted about

♦>

y

I 4

r-
)*
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. Questiofinaire' B.5 /

■ Confidential

I^URVEY OF RUR.-\I.-TO-URB.W MIGR.\TION

CShort Fora 1962 and 1953 migrants only)

I
DateInterviewerF\

Urban Centre
Enumeration Division
Building-Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

’(IF APPLICABLE) Fiat (or room) number?

FROM THE BUILDING INFORWION SHEET FILL IN:
(a) The number of men staying regularly in this (house, flat,

room) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(b) The nimber of men in this (house, flat, room) who have come
.. after Uhuru ‘

n in this (house, flat, room) who came to 
in 1962 or 1963 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ito

(c) TITe number of I
In order to successfully complete our study of men who

after Uhufu, it is necessary for us to
men

migrated to . . . . .
know the income ni the year 1964 (the year- after Uhuru) of the

J\. who-mtgrated to . . . . . . . . . . .  in either 1962 or 1963. I would
V appreciate it i? I could ask you a- few questions about yourself and 
• about youT.VoYk and your income in 1964.

1963}1962;? {1. hhen did you come to 
Month? {APPROXIMATE}

72. hhere were you living before you^carae to 
Histrict ..................................

How old are you? ^ {APPROXIMATE}. . . . ;■

4^s<fo what tribe do you belong? . . .. . . .

S. hhat is the highest standard (or form) in school that you have 
completed? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *''

3,
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MENT AiND INCOME HISTORY FOR THE 
ONS AS BOR Tables 2 AND 4 IN 

NOTE'SHA'lEA-INCOME AND
NOS TO OBTAIN HIS COi-IPLETE EIP« 
YEAR 1954. 'USING THE SAME TYPE OF QUEST 
THE REGULAR QUESTIONNAIRE, FILL IN Tab^ 
MEALS IS INCLUDED IS THIS TABLE AS WELt.
€%

Table 1. Job and'Jncome History for 1964
(71 -• (6)(4) a(5)C3). (1) C2)

;
(a) Eaployed for wages

^ Housing 
Allowance, 
Bonuses, 

etc.

Wages 
Raised 

” to
Starting 

Tx-pe Wage
of Work shs./Mdivf shs./Mon. shs./Mon.

ToFrom
Month Month

Job 1

Job -a
■(b) Operating his own business

Type of 
Business 
or Trade

To-
Month

From
Month

Net Income a 
(shs. per year]

\Business 1
s.

Business 2 s

(c) Shaaba income
•r s

f T>-pe4)f 
^Crop Sold.

Grown ForRental
Income
(shs.)

Net Income 
from Crops 
(Shillings) Adults Child.

(d) Eaployed for Kages,on a part-time or casual basis
Days , Hours 
per' per>
Keek Pay

./

ToFrom
Ntonth

Wages 
shs./Day

Type 
of Work Month

Job 1
Job 2

*
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Ce) loved
ToProm

MontK
i.

Month

r 'Period. >
P^iod 2

(f) Miscellaneous income
ToFrom

Month
Meals

Provided
ousing

Provided -ijpnthShillings

Source 1

Sourcfe 2
CHECK OVER COLIT-C-'S 6 AND 7 TO NLAKE SURE THE FULL YEAR 1964 IS ACCOUNTED 
FOR ,

-0

L
rs^

X r %

*

\

_ _.r
/“

C
/ '

X/ •*.
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Introduction %

UNIVERSITY COLLEGB, NAIROBI 
Incorporating The Gandhi Memorial Academy

Institute for Development Studies 
'Social Science Division 
Telephone: Nairobi 22036

r>
P.O. Box 30197 
.NAIROBI, KENYA"
Telegrams: Varsity Nairobi

Dear Sir:
The bearer of this letter ... 

has been specially trained to carry'^ 
moved to either Nairobi, Mombasa, Kis 
Nanyuki or Nyeri. 
in a confidential manner.

The purpose of .this survey is to understand the reasons why men 
are moving from rural areas to the cities and larger We are
especially interested in determining whether the income received in these 
cities and to\ms is the same, larger, or smaller than the income you 
were 
to get
each of these cities and towns and we now wish to interview the men 
living in these houses. Your co-operation will hi?! greatly^^appreciated.

«his survey of the men who have 
7, Nakuru, Tliika, Eldoret, Kittle, 
[•eating all information receivedHe is committed to

In- orde.i:.receiving in the rural areas before you moved to the city:
this information we have selected at random a number of houses in

The responses to this questionnaire will be analyzed at the 
Institute for Development Studies in Nairobi. All responses will be 
treated in a confidential manner. The results will be published in such 

that it will.be ii^ossible to-identify any of the mena manner 
interviewed.

i

L This study is important for planning better cities and
• This study is not associated 

Your responses will not
tovms as

■ well as-sfpr planning n^al developrignt. 
with politics, tax colTtctioh, or the c 
be used for any of these purposes.

nsus.c^'

% r-
* The Principal Investigators.

V

. .r. Henry Rempcl, 
Visiting Research 

Associate.

Dr. Michael Todaro, 
Research Fellow,Dr. John Harris, 

Visiting Research 
Fellow.

, -H

/■ ■

j
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•w

Mahwa*:.^f Instructions, for the.Survey of.Ritral to Urban Migration 
Questionnaire

B.5.
A

■'v c.:

€ InstructionsGener>
■ I

1. LocatiiT^ the Building - .

The proceSuro to be used to 'ie-le.ct a sample of men to be inter--■ 
Vies-ed’is to select at 'fandom buildings, -as ulesignated on maps of the ■ 
eight urbifecentres, and then to interview all relevant members resid^ent 
in these buildings'. You will be provided with the location of ((articular 

ed at random for the purpose of this survey.houses which 'have been s 
You are to exercise great cafe' in locating the exact buildings assigned. 
Although all buildings knowTi to be non-residential have been eliminated
from the sample, it is still possible that some of the building5^■iss■lgne^i^t^^^
to you are „3 place of business rather than a place where people live.
(In such cases make sure ^ere is no one living above or behind the shop.) 
If so, report this to.your supervisor and he will assigf^ an alternative 

If an assigned building is vacant, your supervisor will
IN NO CASJ whatsoever are you to

building.

assign an alternative building as well. 
substitute-^IT alternative house on your own. I

2. hbo to Interview
/ '

Upon locating the rught’building, the next step is to identify
for^^oiir' study Tliethe residents of the building who are relevant 

Bailding Information Sheet is to be used for this purpose.
Infonnation Sheet is to be completed for each building assigned. The

%
One Building

’’enameration division” and ”building number" will be part of yotir in-
Thc purpose of "a brief

us to locate
structions on the location of a building.
description of the location of this building" is to enakti?'
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their'^^('act‘buildins-for a follow-up interview needed), 
use 'any. neaber or none that appears on the .building Cor yard) plus any 

■{distinguishinl^features, etc., which would enable identification

Here you can

other'

of the building at a later date.
The purpose of questions one

>

and two is to Identify the type of 
ingle household unit it. wi.M

be possible toTX.plete questions 3 to 6 directly for the wlwle building. 
If the building has ti.o or more household units Ce.g. some City Council 
housing), then complete question 2 and use the table in question 7 to

building involved. If the bull-dthg^is a s

record the. answers of questions 3 to 6 as administered separately in 
flat-fur househdta unit). Use the same procedure for each room if the
building is a rooming house. If the building has more than nine househ^

Ln the case of a multi-household ■W-
units, ju.st expand the table as needed, 
building do no.t expect any one individual to p‘'rovidc all the information
for the building - approach each flat Cor room) separately.

The relevant population for our survey is African males Id^to 
The purpose of question 4 is to eliminate the adult50 years of age.

males who^e just visiting. The term "visitins'’ may prove ^difficult
individual who is staying with a friend while looking for employ-since an

will likely consider himself {and be considered by others)
since he has come to a city or

a visitor.
ment

Nevertheless he is relevant for ou^i^ve/

for the purpose of seeking employiT\ent< Therefore, be sure to
a town
determine whether a so-caU’ed visitor is merely a visitor or actually

Question 5 is intended to identify residents who may be 
6 then refers to the answer to question 3

be-^-

staying there, 
teraporafily absent. Question

plus the answer to question 4. The regular questionnaire is to 
applied to all males Indicated in the first part of question 6.A The



"short fora"''questionnaire is to bo applied t^all males included in the,-,, 
answer to th€ second part of questiou 6.
househiCl building-this Kould be the last two columns of the table in 

question 7.
EXCEPTION'S

In’the case of a multi-
\

>

- The relevant population for our study is Afri^n males,
15 to 50, who have migrated to at least one 

centres during the period 1964-1968.
few nay not be relevant for our study. These exceptions are: ^ ./

of the eight urban 
Of all the adult males in this

■ ages

category a
(a) Transfers - some individuals moved to, their present location be-

Therefore,■' cau^e they were transferred there by their employer.
this is not really a voluntary migration for the purposes of

Nevertheless,emplo>-ment, and thus not applicable for our survey, 
such an individual may have migrated since 1964 to the urban

If so he is relevant and acentre from which he was transferred, 
questionnaire is to bo complet^ to cover this migration, 

(b) University graduates trained abroad, 
location was a foreign country in

If an individual's previous 
vihich^h^as attending a 

^iniveysity or college, then you are to eliminate him from the
sample since he did not migrate within 

(c) Members pf the Kenya Parliament. -The me
that ‘they move back and forth betis-een Nairobi and their con

stituency but this is not the type of migration relevant for our

mberi" may well qualify in

S

study.

are tp. indicate this in writing
individuals listed under

If you encounter an exception then you 
to your supervisor so that he can acco 

- question 6.
If a house or flat is occupied by non-Africans then enquire

■ * \
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whetlnff'Thosb'arc-African men staying there as servants. If so, request 
permission to interview them. Servants'quarters associated with a house

In the case of servjiHts quartersc be treated^s part 6f the house.
Associated with a house occupied by Africans, treat the servants quarters
are>

as a flat in san^uilding.

J. Initiating the Interview
The co-operation of the house occupants is essential for the

and courteous at all times.'Therefore, be polite 
Explain bficHy the purpose of the stutly 'and aSk for permission tcr^sk a
success of this survey.

few questions. Be prepared to show your letter of introduction if this 
If opposition or hesitancy is encountered, stress thatsee^ desirable.

the building has been selected at random and the effect of non-
Coopera'rt.6if''^^s4*

Be sensitive to the need to return at an 
If so, try to establish a

will be to bias the sample, 
alternat-ive time if this seems desirable, 
precise time that would be suitable.

n
V

V

J 4. Filling in the Questionnaire
'n>e value of the responses given in each' questionnaire are de- 

■pendent upon younskill in asking the questions and recording the answers. 
Feel free to interpret a question as

the respondent to provide desired, answers versus his own answers.
ratlier tlian merely your intcr- 

fn p number of questions possible answers have 
questions identified with the term^ "CHECK^I^fST". 

These options in such questions are ^9.^° respondent; they
are provided s"olely as an aid to you in recording responses, 
response does not coincide with any of the options given, tlicn record his

necessary but be «®reful not to
cause

Vvlvere applicable, record his actual answers 
"^i^^tatipn^ of his 
been listed. These

1

answer.

If the

/
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responsc^inrthe-Gatesory "other". All questions except the possible
exceptions aS given in the questionnaire must be ansKored. Distinguish 

'Wn't t’noij". Do not Krito in the margin or 
Fill in your impressions of the IntorvioK uhilo ypu

a refusi^to answer from a
A 1

on pp. IS and 19. 
have j.ho "interview clearly in mind, not at the end of the day. Never erase -

Uso a pen at ajl times. If addi-Ttercly place a line through an error, 
tional space is needed use'^the back side of the page..same

5. T4ie. Importance of Interviewing the Men Selected _
.
A failure to interview any of the relevant men selected for a

Therefore, if you

r

sample will introduce' a bias into the-overall survey, 
are unable to obtain a respondent's co-operation, then confer with your
supervisor to see what you should do. Furthermore, if a relevant respondejj^^jfi 
is not in, you are to return at least twice more in an attempt to gain an 
interview.IJs^

Specific Instructions
The long questionnaire - Survey of Rural-to-Urban Migration1;

This questionnaire is to be fille<i^in for each adult m<i,lc who has 
migrated to the urban area inXhich you are working (see the few exceptions
listed above). The questionnaire to be filled-i-n solely upon the basis

I.N-NO CASE whatsoever areof an interview with the individual migrant.
questi^^ire on-Tirt^basis .of. answers given by othersyou to fill in a 

present in the building.
First fill in the information on the top of the page, 

enumeration division,, building number, and flat (or room) number must 
coincide with the Building Information Sheet you are completing for this

l
'. -1%

The

building.
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- ■;^;.^a-infomatioi\^on number of men can be obtained directly ffom ■

. thetBuilding Information Sheet where ques»tipn is^'-rofeTs to the.nffcn under 
' cons^oratigp in question 6 of the Building Information .5heet, while (M 
and.'Cc) ar^he*^two anSwers-of question 6 respectively. Uia.thfc case of 
a multi-household building the relevant Question would be 7, not 6.}

V. >

IV.

/■ '■ Q. 1- S’

These questions are intended to determine 1;he respondent's com

plete migration history since January 1st, 1964. A migration is defined 
to a different district or urban centre for a period of atas a move

least three months for the purposes of finding employment. Tlie c.xception 
would tm the last move which may be less than three months since he 
arrived in the urban centre; it is still a migration if he has come

have obtained the
information in the table in Q.5, starting 

with tho^Tirst rural-to-urban migration after January |st, 19,64.

the purpose of obtaining employment. After you^ 
migration history, summ the

Q. 6’«ind 7
The purpose of question 6 is to determine why he left his previous 

residence while Q,7 is intended to identify why he chose this particular 
urban center versus othpr possitiilities. Attempt to obtain two reasoas 
in each question. Identify his first choice wi^h 1 and second choice 

. Obtain his

.r

the options provided.reasons - do not reawith 2
\ ■

Q. 8

Tliis question is somewhat more difficult in-that the respondent
is expected to rank the three most important information sources, 

s

the whole list and ask him to select the most important, then obtain his
Read

4j*

\
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second •(^olsp.^'.etc.
f

q, 11
Question 11 deals i.ith the 12 nontlis prior to the .respondent's

Q.ir^aro'

>
first rural-to-urban nigratlon as identified in.^Q.5. In 
able to identify his activity during these 12 months. Fo_r each' activity .

CTlie exception•
■identified fill in the appropriate section in Table,!, 
is farming which is c'En.-ered in questions 22 to 26.) - If-he was in school, 

will likely l>e limit<d to room and board received which isincome

covered in questions 12 and 13.
V

Table 1, 2, and 3
These tables are basically the same in content, 

in the tables is that they, apply to different time periods in the
The differemee«r

migrant'*4^@^

job and income history. These table? represent the most important aspect
r''

should be excercised in filling them ^questionnaire a^ greatof the ca.ro

out.

"employment for'wages" section apjilicable 
List each job

Category (a) - The 
If the respondent has been .employed by someone elsp.

separately. VK f
- Under'rjSpe of_\(o.rk provide a job title which bes^escrlbos the

nature of his work. . v-

hip colran 3 indicate the starting wage for the job.
- Ifqi^eceived a ri^ise indicate the wage, after receiving the

raise, in colu.mn 4.‘

identify all additional income related- For cojjpmh 5 attempt to
to the job. He nay have included these in columns 4 and 5, but
we want the housing allowance separate so yoU;^Jest ask about

",

\
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housing allowance before recording columns A and S.
.Prefer to the tine period for which he had the 

^ob- Encourage him to be as as possible by using
'liation^l holidays in Kenya as 
time involved.

- Columns 6 and.

an aid for him to remember the>

Category (b) - "Operating his own business" applies-^if the ,

v^esptmdent was pelf-employed. Net income

minus hfs operating expenses. Note op.eray.ng expenses

- to those-associated with'hrunning his business (^e.g. wages, rent^ cost ^
materiaJcE. etc.),- and are nofto include personal or family consumption

. buying food, clothing, etc.). ■ •

Part time employment is the same as employed for
■ %

.except the individual did not have regular or steady employment. 
Here we need to determine approximately how much hq^worked as well as his 
inc^e-ij^neVer he was'employed.

•V ^

refers to his overall receipts
to-be limited ‘are

expenditures Ce.g 
Catego'̂ rf% -

wages

whenihe was totally -need to recordCategory (d) - Here you merely
Nevertheless, make sure he was totally unemployed by asking'i- unemployed.

him* how he supjnirted hlraself during this time.

Category Ce) - Under miscellaneous income we make provision for .

respondent to identify income^r which he does not care to identify 
primarily interested in the i^yof income and onlyamouthe source. We are

'Secondarily in its source.
In these“After completing the table check down columns 6 and 7.

twelve months prior to
t.

klimns you should now have covered the 
respondent's first migration.

two Cl

le

ived' fn •These two questions then make provision for income rccc
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kinfl, kousi^ and
NOTE - AfOe^ed to the back "of tifls Manual of Instructions is a page with 
a set of ^estlons you can use In-filUng out Tables 1, 2, ai^J. Feel 
free to detach tftis page and use it as needed. Vour supervisor has

>

f*

additional cdpies.

/Table 2
'A

The interview'now changes to his current situation and roaches
Table 2 is intendedback to when he last novsfl to his current focation. _ j

to'provide the job and iheome history for the fotal current'stay in his 
present location. Tou may start', from his present job and then conti 
back until his arrival in the current location, or you may start with his

It does not matter

nue

first job when he arrived and precede to present, 
which you call job 1 as long^^s you clearly indicate’the date for whicli 

The same comments apply here as in Table 1. ;he had the job.

Q. 14 - 18

These again refer to income irf kind and apply to his current stay 
Note that he may have stayed at more than one 

In addition, we ask the nature of eraployment of his friends or
in his present location, 
place.

relativai. who provided this assistanoe. Q.16 may be embarrassing if the 
providing the housing and meals is_ present during the interview. Ifone

so, you can omit this question.
■ t

Q. 19 Ir
Here we attempt to determine how he wont about getting his first

if he has been
o

This question will not apply
Note the options listed are for

job. in the current location, 
unemployed since he first arrived.
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recordi^^5J^Si,i>!5ly and are not to be read out^along with the ,

i?luestion. ^

>Q. 20 and 21.

flows between urban, - Here •^^e_ a^e interested in'detoraining money
centres and rural districts. Q.IO actually represents income to tffe re- .

. -~yf ■■
spondent and is inpor-tiint for t.nat reason

'V

Table .3 ✓

Tnm^'*3 applies solely if the respondent has had more than one 
If so, you still need to cover the time period between the

V-
migration, 
first and the last migration. Cover this tot^ time period he-^^iq,^^e

same manner as in Table 2.
V<3

Table 4
Table 4 and question5^2 to 26 are applicable^only if the in

dividual has had a shamba^at any time since one year prior to ^is first 
rural-to-urban migration. The purpose of the type of crop and the amount 
is solely to provide a check on the-j-eliabiUty of his stated incomfe. If

he sold coffee, how many trees he had; i-f he sold milk, ask liim’

These columns on trees, acres, cows, etc.,1

how many cows he had, etc.
are to be filled i“only as they'appear relevant to the type of crop or

interested in whether 
to be limited to the

If he .did not sell milk we'are not 
*he had cows oP^ot. Again, operating expenses are
food he sold.

costs of running the farm and are not to include personal or family
of the number of adults and childrenconsumption purchases. Tite purpose 

who. receiv^-their food at the shambaMs to'^^erminc the value of farm 
Fill this in for each' year for which he

/

output not sold compicrcially.

. <■*
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had

Q. ,27 - ^57 r /
basic infornatlon about the 

The answer re

in these questions kp obtain some
In Q.56 check, each one that is-'rclevant.

>

resporylent,

ceiv^ for Q.35 may indicate some of the options in Q.36 are not relevant.
In Q'. 57 we are interaaied in courses which involved some formal training. ^
For each courselnjttcate a course title or a course description so that

•If there is more than .one course '.we will know what course was involved, 
indicate the months involved for each one.

\

Q. 33 - 42
d'^t^^T^ntentions with refer-

These questions refer to the respon 
to possible future migrations, 

time in the future, then on the basis of his answer to Q.39 attempt to have 
Ae respondent indlc^^hy he will stay that particular time period '

(see Q.4(r).
- ().41 deals with why he would leave so do not phrase Q.40 in these _ 

If he is basically''dissatisfied with his current location the

If he is planning to leave at someence

V J \
NOTE

terms.

answer to Q.40 may be the sane as for Q.41.

X- »

A
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Le. Suggast-^ Qpesti'ons for Filling in the Tables in the Questionnaire

If h^ was eipployed for b'ages

Tell me> about the last job you had.t hhat type of i.ork was>
it?.

T • f

l\iien did you first get this'job?

' How many shillings werd you making per month?
— Was these any additional income such as housing allowance 

or houses?
N’ow, vtfhat about before that, what were you doing then? etc. 

If^e was self-j;mployed- . *

What type‘of business (or trade) did you have?
When did you s-tart this business (or trade)?

2. i

the expenses of tiyfc .business 
, taxes, the cost buying your^^®^^ 'Now after you had paid all 

such as wages for workers, rent
goods, etc., how much money was left aver at the end of the year^

How much money was

■ {\

Now, what about the year before that, 
left over? etc.

. \
- S. If unemployed

'V Were you -completely out of ivork during this time? If so,
Jiow did you support yourself?
— Did you have any' casual (day ^bour) during this time?

. \
If yes, about how many days a week did you work per week? 
W(hat income did yo^u^^r^egive for this work?

4. Miscellaneous ijicome

✓

Now we have talked about your work (or busine^) since you 
During .this time has there been any other income

If so. how much? (IF HE IS RELUCTANTcame here.
that you have rece4'/ed?
TO TALK ABOUT IT DO NOT-.ASK FOR THE SOURCE OF SUCH INCOME, 
MERELY TRY TO GET THE AMOUNT.)

/(
long questionnaire and in Table 1 of ^he• Note: In Table 3 in the 

short questionnaire you are to fill in under miscellaneous income 
whether he was,staying with someone witiwut paying rent (including 
a house provided by an employer and whether he was receiving meals 
from someone else. If yes, merely place an ”X^’ in the space pro;
Arided and record the time’from-monthi 1,96... to .month, 196...

4'
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InstruGtiiin>to Supervia^S-B.7.

the'Questionnaires1. NuTiberiL,h completed questionnaire you receive ^lacc a number on the 
upper- ri^t hand comer of the ^roV\t page, 
and then number each successive questionnoire consecutively, then you will

4.> • On
If you start with number 1

have an immediate check on how many tyrost^nnaires have been completed, 
hhen you code a questionnaire placfThe number of the'first page on the

so that we will not run into dif-upper right hand corner of each page 
ficulV if some quSionnaires come apart. In numbering the short 

separate mraberlng system, starting again with
4

questionnaires use a 
number 1.

<4^
’2. Checking a Completed Questionnaire 

You are to
at the iSnd of the day.

- interviewer to asJure that they^vo been properly Complete^.'
with the exception of those^

collect the completed-question'naires daily, preferably
Check through each one in the presence of the

(a) All questions must have an
preceded with a&'il yes" oj "if no."

answer

/
First note tljs_(b) Check the questionnaire for internal consistency.

dates of the migrations and titan make suro^^t Tables 1, 2, 3.

and 4 have been properly filled^, in accordance with the
Table. 1 may be blank if the respondent was inmigration dates, 

school throughout these twelve months or if he was working his
Table 2/tilll definitely have an entry. On Table 4, make

h; .1.

shamba.

sure that the last column, "food grown" is filled in. 
ope has afshamba it is very unlikely that it is vacant, 
someone has migrated in the middle of a year, make sure

1
If some-

j
Also, if

»

«
/
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interWeftcVs arc asking about shamba income during the first part ■*

On Tables 1, 2, and
%

of'that year-^as well as ?br the year before.
the. complete relevant time period is accounted for.L3 sure

In^hecking these tables frequently ask whether the interviewer
>

' is asking questions about all parts of the tables.
'\(c) In'questions 5, 7, and 8 determine fhethor the interviewer is

tr>'ing to get more than one response.
^ (d) In the cases in which it is relevant, question 40 will be a good

check on whether the interviewer is taking sufficient time to
The recorded answer shouldproperly complete the questionnaire, 

be a clear, complete statement in response to the question. The 
applies in all questions where the option '’other" has beensame

checked.

If the time for an Interview
\ is consistently 50 minutes or less, make special effort

determine whether the interviews are being carried out in a con*

(e^ Make sure p. 17 is being filled in.
s to

scientious manner.

3. Ifo^'^S^edules" .

The survey has been set up with^the expectation that each inter-
It isviewer will average a.minimum of 20 long questionnaires per week.

You arc to assist them
a.m

\
ymir responsibility to maintain this schedule.

^ in overcoming -local opposition and in organizing a schedule so that they
\

Jre setting up interviews for the evening or the next day as well as 
carrying out interviews.

V

4. ■ For each gilding assigned, a building information sheet must,be 
completed. This 'applies evenUf a building is vacant or used for

*\ ■
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conincrcial purfjosos".' Then, for each completed building inforaation

all JTiigrants must be accounted for with a n^levai^ questionnaire 
> or ivith Twiltten statement indicating why he has not been intcrviev;cd;

sheet,

■ •

N.

A

\
A

v:

■> «L •

*
\

\
■t\
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€ APPnNDIX c>
f'. ■■

A'NOTE ON-THE RELIABlim' OF THE DATA USED IN THE STUDY

For this Study basical^ two types of data sources were utilized. 
v,TIie one source was published data generaUy available wliile the second 
source wAs the data'generated by our survey . Wfth regard to the pub

lished sources, there may exist errors i-n the data available or errors 
may have arisen in the way we utiHsed the information in our study, 
most important source utilized was the published report of the 1962 Census

census appears to have been of rel-

The

For a less developed country th^ c

ativijly good quality. The totai^Teiiorted in the census have been used
The one internal•by various scholars interested in Kenya's population, 

check on the accuracy of the densus data was the comparison of the(\re- 
sults from the General Census and the Samplt Census which accounts for

On^the basis of this com

parison," the overall-tXTtal appears "correct to within 1 per cent.". It 
should be noted pur study did not include the districts made up of

about'80 per cent_of the African populatibn.

nomadic people's which^presented special difficulties in the census.
In our use of census^data we were interested in comparing the

oLiinatoi V
in thepo^’^ation totals for each rural district (the don 

depeudent variable) ' and in comparing the population totals of the eight
•‘y V

.iKenya, Statistics Division, Ministry of Economic Planning and 
Development, Kenya Population Census, 1962, Vol. Ill: African 
Popuration (October, liJ66), p. 16.
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cente^ (The variable "Ny].

that i^^ld affect this study would feo variations'itLjdie, degree of ^ 
^ccui'a^ of t^data aniong"rhe rural districts u^^cd in this study and 

• aflpng the eight urban centers.

G*neral Census and the Sample Census results waT^reater than 1 per cent 
in certain'districts but we'were rtot in a position*to attempt adjiltftmcnts

Tliercfcnre, .the type of census error.urftan

Unfortunately, the variation between the

to the totals reported. '

We experienced additional difficulties in our use of the census
Only Nairobi and Mombasa 

S^imates of previous population
data to measure-the number of clan contacts.
were enumerated as separate districts so e 
movements to the other six towns had to be made on-the basis.^of previous
population movements to the district in which each town was located. 
Also, /he census data used for the "C^^" variable did npt reflect the 
most recent boundary changes so additioj^al estimates had to be made for

K in
judgement likely occurred as we developed these estimates,'we'are not^ 
aware of any systematic bias which would have an adverse effect on the

the distri^s whose boundaries had be6n changed. Although

lysis contained-'frr this study.
For the di^ance variable the mileage between various locations 

~\as been established and can be censidered Accurate.
countered involved the use of the center point of a district as the origin

It ks not necessarily true tha/

ana

Tlte problems en-

♦for the nigratioii from the district.
. movement from the geographic center of a district rop,t^sents the average 
distance all migrants would have to t,rayel to a •poin't, inside or outside

Although,the possibility of such an error was recognized, 
uo chose to use the geographic center of the district for lack of a better
of the district.

\
alternative.

i *
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For the aneivlty^ variables, the fast we had to limit our con-

ir\dicet' and the crude nature of these indices overshadowed 
have^xisted in#the data utilized in measviring '

sideration to 
any-errors which n
these variables, h'e recognize the severe limitations'^).:^^d 
variables and as a result we do not wish t^^fhpbasize the lack of

on those

significance of the coefficients obtained for the ainenit»-variables in 
thf regression analysis. N’evertheless regression ros^s._were con

firmed by the results on amenity use obf^ned in the survey.
' ' For the remaining variables which were measured from our survey

data, the concern here is the accuracy of the data generpted.

/

The survey
designed to obtain the information needed for these variables^and the 

problems -encountered in measurihg the variables from the survey (fata have
With reference to the survey 
errors iri the sampling pro- 

error^^ in

was

been discussed in the text of the thesis.
there are three possible sources of error:

iiT the administration of the qudst,ionnaire, andcedure, errors 
processing tl^ data after it had been collected.

In the sampling procedure a form of random sampling v-^as used 
-throughout. Although qii^tions can be rais^‘about the procedure ofv 
selecting buildings to‘obtain a sample of men, this proceducp ^appears most 
suitable give’rT'the situation and has been used in other surveys^TSfoinbasa
Labour Force Survey, 1969 and the Ministry of Economic Planning, Budget
Survoy in Nairobi, In the selec/ion of buildings it was necessary

' \ '
to mal^e allowances for vart^ations in the number of people 

During the survey it was impossible to
in some cases
resident in an)^. one buildi,|ig-»- 
maintain an equal degre6~(5f”coverage across all eight urban centers of
the houses selected in each urban centi^r', but we attempted to maintain 
equal coverage'throughout all parts of' any one urban center. As a result,
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the interviews obtaincd^shsyM l^e viewed as eight separate samples, 
existtilcc of a systetiatic bias

n intervi

The

li'- the type of men who could not be 
ot apparent.refused|^located or ,who>

In the iK^ual administration of the survey we attempted to main

tain close supervision over each interviewer's work to minimize intentional^
or unintentional erjors in the way he^conducted the interview and filled ^ ^

The work of each interviewer was checked daily by 
was complete and the in- 

The interviewers were paid

in the questionnaire. 
hiK supervisor to ensure that the questionnaire 
formation obtained was internally consistent.
a daily rate in an attempt to emphasize quality rather than quantityof - 

All except one supervisor were chosen from an upper level seminar 
The migration model was analyzed in the seminar

work.

in economic development- 
to enable the supervisors to gain some appreciation for the type of data 

The interviewers were selected from the student body ofneeded.

Univei^ity College, Nairobi. The vast majority of the students selected
had previous survey experience (census enumerator, survey research with 1
a Nairobi firm, or survey research with other faculty members at

J^X-^^Jni^rsity Ccaiego, Nairobi).
Throughout the planning and administration stages of the survey, 

there was considerable concern about the respondout's ability to recall 
and his willingness to relate his past migration and income history. :

1 within the Institute for Development 
, indicated people who arq not used to

Expericneq^^^^other surveys conducted 
-"Studies, Universi^ty College, Nairobi,

' s.toring infoimatiV by writing it down do haVe an amazing-ability to 
recall past detail^-^n their life, 
dates such as Independence Day^

\uestionnaire was designed to move back from the respondent's present

> We attempted to use obvious reference 
information. Theas aids in recalling
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location and enpl'.^tpcnt-ejiporience.« the tine before and after his 
nisration. Hie intoryiewers Kero asked to record their impressions about
how co-operative,respondent had been whether he appeared to be 
gl’rrng accurate infomatiorj to the best of his ability. Although

i^ysis, roost^men-appear to have been
havewe

not used these inpressions in our.ana
to co-operate in the survey.""Mf tftere was a tendency toquite willing 

over or under-state incotie this vdll affoot-our results' primarily if the
directions or the mis-statement-was pro-jais-statement was in opposite 

portionatcly greater
After the survey

for either the rural or urban income.
:^d

had boon completed the questionnaires were coded, 
transferred to coding sheets, and then it was punched 

Ac each of these three stages a second pc
In addition, a check

that the values pf aH'thc* variables were

the information was
on to computer cards, 
drawn in to check for errors in Che original work.

rson was

-was made via computer to assure 
within prescribed limits.

It is not possible to make direct comparisons between ouri^results
and'results reported in other studies in Kenya since the population from 

sampling was different than the population under
Nevertheless, the results obtained

^ which con-we were
sideration in these other studies, 
in o]jr study appear to "reasonable” wheft.j;omparcd. with the similar in-

For example, the Economic Survey of Central Province --formation available.

igesZ-d^ reports an average monthly incon\^ per
“i 2
urban areas and KL 6.9 in rural areas., - 
substantially from our 1964 average expected income for the Kikuyu of

household of Kh 14.7 in
These totals do not'vary

I
'V ■

^Kenva, Statistics Division, Ministry of Economic Planning and 
Development.'Economic Survey of Central Province -- 19b3/64 (1968), Table 80.

i
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KL 12i-2,and V.h S.9 p^cr^moii^h respectively, 
reports an average monthly earning of all empioyecs^of Kt 16.1.^

The Economic Survey,' 1969
In his

1969 labor force s^vej--of Mombasa, Hall reports a median'income between 
Kt 15.05 and KL 50 per month and.a mode between KL 5.05 and Kb 15 per 
month.^ These values

monthly income for all other tribes than Kikuyu and Luo, of Kb 16.1, 
especially if we recognize that according to Hall’s "sample 76 p^er cent of 
the labor force in Mombasa had alv^ays lived there.

com^re reasonably well with bur'1968 expected
average

^Kenya, Statistics Division, Ministry of Economic Planning 
Development, Economic Survey, 1969, Table 8.12.

^C. A. S. Hall, ’’Mombasa Labour Force Survey," (Mombasa:^ 
Provincial Planning Office, Interim Working Paper No. 4, May, 1969), 
Table IX.

and
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